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NOTICE OF EXHIBITION

BIDDING IS AVAILABLE FROM THE FOLLOWING 

LIVE BIDDING IS AVAILABLE FROM THE FOLLOWING 

LOS ANGELES: Goldberg’s, 11400 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 800,
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NEW YORK : Grand Hyatt New York
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   Tuesday-Wednesday, Jan. 10-11, 2018 from 9:30am to 4:30pm

LOT PICKUP
IF YOU ARE PICKING UP LOTS AT N.Y.I.N.C.

LOT DELIVERY WILL BE AVAILABLE ON
Friday, January 12      Uris Room/Conference Level from 1:30pm - 4:30pm

Lots will not be available after Friday
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S’il vous plaît visitez notre vente aux enchères sur Internet! - Por favor, visite nuestra subasta en el Internet!
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...and for more information on THE NEW YORK SALE, SEE
www.TheNewYorkSale.com
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THE NEW YORK SALE® GROUP
Formed in 1998 the New York Sale partnership currently comprises four of the most prestigious numismatic auction houses in the world, who together form a powerful 
international force in the numismatic industry. Original partners A. H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd (London, UK) and M&M Numismatics Ltd (Washington DC, USA and Basel, 
Switzerland) were subsequently joined by Dmitry Markov Coins & Medals of New York (USA) in 2000 and Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles Inc of California 
(USA) in 2014.  Original partner A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd (London) was sold in 2017 and the spot was taken by Sovereign Rarities Ltd in 2018. The partnership has 
expanded to hold three multi-million dollar sales per year, specializing in Ancient and World Coins and Russian Coins and Medals.  

Held in conjunction with one of the largest annual numismatic events (The New York International Numismatic Convention) the group holds three auctions on Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday of the week long conference in January and has held over 33 auctions since its conception. By combining a vast array of experience and knowledge 
the group strives to offer the best service to their clients and customers, whether buying at the auction or as a potential vendor for the sale, any one of the partners can offer 
advice. Catalogues are produced to the highest possible standard and may be used as a useful reference for serious buyers and coin collectors.  

Over the years the partnership has aimed to achieve the best possible prices for their vendors and undertake a marketing strategy which is proven by the excellent results 
achieved year upon year. In 2004 the sale of an 1825 Russian silver Rouble for US$603,750 broke the world record price achieved for any non-US coin sold by public 
auction and since then lots have regularly attained prices well above estimate. In 2008 results from the Italian section of the sale made a staggering US$1,118,400, four 
times the pre-sale estimate.  The famous Prospero collection of Ancient Greek coins was professionally presented by the group in 2012 and resulted in numerous world 
records, finally realizing in excess of US$26,000,000 for the 642 lots after 8 hours of auctioneering.  The printed auction catalogue will remain a major reference work for 
many years to come and is a ‘must have’ for any collector of the series.

Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles Inc.
Founded in 1998. Ira and Larry Goldberg have more than 100 years of experience between 
them, having started working as very young men at Superior Stamp and Coin Company 
in Los Angeles, California, a prominent company founded by their grandfather in 1931.

Ira and Larry Goldberg refer to their company as a boutique auction house, because of 
the personal, specialized service they offer to their consignors.  Their auction house pro-
vides live and on-line auctions of United States coins and currency, world and ancient 
coins, numismatics, and manuscripts and collectibles to collectors, dealers, and investors. 

Ira and Larry have assembled and auctioned some of the most important collections ever 
sold, including the 2008 Millennia Collection, which realized $23,000,000, a one- day, sin-
gle-owner sale of World and Ancient coins; and the 2014 Missouri Cabinet Collection of 
U.S. Half-Cent coins, which realized $18,000,000. In November of 2005, the Goldbergs 
privately sold the world-renowned King of Siam Set for a record-breaking $8.5 million. 

Ira is an expert on United States coinage, from colonial through modern issues, and an 
authority on ancient Greek, Roman, and Judean coinage and antiquities, as well as world 
gold coins, crowns, and minors. Larry is an expert on all phases of United States coinage, as 
well as U.S. paper money and world gold and silver coins. Both Ira and Larry are valuations 
contributors to the Red Book and the Blue Book. Both belong to the Professional Numis-
matist Guild, of which Ira served as president and director, and both belong to the Ameri-
can Numismatic Association, which awarded them a Lifetime Achievement Award in 2011.

Dmitry Markov Coins & Medals, New York

Dmitry Markov’s interest in coin collecting goes back to 1972. In 1985 
he graduated from the History Department of the Kiev State University 

(Ukraine) and received his M.A. for the thesis - “Monetary Circulation in Ancient Rus-
sia (8th to 13th cent. A.D.)”. His broad interests in numismatics include Russia, An-
cient Coinage especially those of the Northern Black Sea area, as well as Islamic Cen-
tral Asia and Caucasus. He has published a number of research articles in these fields.  

After coming to the U.S. in 1990, Dmitry Markov founded “Dmitry Markov Coins & Medals,” a 
well-known leading firm dealing. Dmitry Markov’s continuing research on Russian, Ancient 
and Islamic coinage makes an invaluable addition to his very extensive auction catalogs. He 
issued over 40 illustrated reference catalogues, as well as many other fixed price lists. Dmitry 
Markov Coins & Medals have been an elected member of the International Association of Pro-
fessional Numismatists (IAPN) since 2000. Also a Life Member of the American Numismat-
ic Association (ANA), American Numismatic Society (ANS), a Life Member of the Orders & 
Medals Society of America (OMSA), as well as many other trade and collectors associations. 

M&M Numismatics Ltd, Washington DC & Switzerland  

Münzen und Medaillen AG (M&M) was established in Basel, Switzerland in 1941. 
The founders were the brothers Dr. Erich Cahn and Dr. Herbert Cahn, profession-
al numismatists, together with several eminent Swiss collectors.  M&M became well-
known in the post WWII period for its monthly fixed price lists, a series which con-
tinued for over 60 years. The firm has also conducted over 100 auctions, including 
great collections such as the Rosen (Ancient electrum), Bally (Roman), Kohlmoos 
(crown-sized coins) Sutter (Italy and Sicily) and many others. In partnership with 
Leu Numismatik, M&M also auctioned the Kunstfrend and Niggeler collections.  

In the 1990s, Dr. Hans Voegtli assumed responsibility for Ancient coins and Dr. Ber-
nhard Schulte for Medieval and modern coins. In 1996, M&M Numismatics opened 
in Washington, DC with Lucien Birkler as managing director. In 1997, M&M 
Deutschland opened in Weil am Rein, Germany, with Joachim Stollhoff as manag-
ing director. The Basel office closed in 2004, but both the American and German firms 
remain active. Today both companies continue the long tradition of serving collec-
tors and look forward to serving your numismatics needs now and in the future. 

Sovereign Rarities Ltd. 
Sovereign Rarities was founded by Ian Goldbart, a collector of coins for over forty years 
and former Managing Director of established numismatists A.H. Baldwin & Sons Ltd.  Sov-
ereign, a member of the British Numismatic Trade Association, prides itself on providing 
collectors with a personal and traditional service of the highest professional standard. With 
a small but dedicated team of specialists, comprising members of the British Numismatic 
Society, the Royal Numismatic Society, the American Numismatic Society and American 
Numismatic Association, we combine over 100 years of experience and can assist collectors 
with all areas of numismatics, encompassing classical coins from the ancient Greek, Roman 
and Byzantine periods, British hammered and milled coins, World coins, Indian and Islamic 
coins, Commemorative medals, and Numismatic Books. Over the years, our specialists have 
been involved with building and cataloguing many major collections, including the Bentley 
Collection of gold Sovereigns and the Prospero Collection of Ancient Greek Coins. We have 
a great deal of experience in both researching and cataloguing and have been responsible for 
a number of world record prices. Based in Mayfair, London, we welcome all enquiries. We 
attend numerous major numismatic conventions and exhibitions in the U.K., Europe, the 
USA and around the world. We are always keen to buy either single numismatic items or 
whole collections and are able to offer direct purchase, auction, or private treaty. 
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1.  APPLICATION AND CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP

1.1.  By making a bid, a Bidder acknowledges his acceptance of these Conditions and will be 
bound by them.

1.2.  Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles Inc. (“Auctioneer”), Dmitry Markov Coins & Med-
als, M&M Numismatics Ltd., and Sovereign Rarities Ltd. act as Auction Agent for the Seller for the 
sale of a Lot to the Buyer unless any of these entities is in fact the owner of the Lot.  As such, 
Auction Agent is not responsible for any default by the Seller or the Buyer.

1.3.  The contract for the sale of a Lot is between the Seller and the Buyer and is subject to 
these Conditions and the Seller’s Conditions.

2.  PRE-SALE AND DESCRIPTIONS

2.1.  Statements made by us in a Catalog, during the course of the Auction or elsewhere, 
describing a Lot, including its authorship, origin, age, size, condition, genuineness, authenticity, 
value or the state of preservation and strike are intended as a guide for interested Bidders.  When 
a grade from an independent grading service is mentioned, the information is provided strictly for 
the convenience.  These are statements of opinion only and should not be relied on as statements 
of fact.  Illustrations of the Lots are for general identification only.

2.2.  Lots by their nature are usually aged and varied in condition.  The absence of any descrip-
tion of a defect, damage, modification or restoration in any Catalog does not imply that there are 
none. 

2.3.  Coins are graded to accepted international standards to the best ability of our specialists.  
You acknowledge that the grading of coins is subjective and may vary from specialist to specialist, 
as the process is by nature an art and not a science.  For this reason, we do not automatically 
accept and are not bound by the opinions of third party coin grading services for any purposes 
including before and after the sale of a Lot. 

2.4.  If you are interested in a Lot, we strongly recommend that you view it in person before the 
Auction and form your own opinion of the description of the Lot. 

2.5.  We reserve the right to change any aspect of the published description of a Lot prior to the 
Auction.  Any change may be published on our website, displayed at the Auction, announced by 
the auctioneer prior to the sale and/or communicated in any other manner.  

2.6.  All copyright in Catalogs, including images, belongs to Auctioneer. 

3. ABSENTEE COMMISSION BIDS

3.1.  If you are unable to attend the Auction personally, you may submit a Commission Bid 
and we will endeavor to purchase the Lot on your behalf for the lowest price possible.  You must 
submit this in writing using the Commission Bid Form and send it to us by post, fax or email at 
least 24 hours prior to the Auction.     

3.2.  For all Commission Bids, you must supply your name and address, contact telephone 
number and email.  You must also provide the Lot number and description of the Lot, the amount 
of your Bid and any other information requested in the Commission Bid Form or by us.  It is your 
responsibility to provide the correct information and to ensure that we have received your Com-
mission Bid.  
 
3.3.  We do not charge for this service and therefore we will not incur any liability for executing 
(or failing to execute) the Commission Bid. 

3.4.  If you submit a Commission Bid verbally (by telephone or otherwise), we shall not be 
responsible for any misunderstandings (by either us or our agents or you) in relation to your Bid.  
All bids made in this way must be confirmed in writing before the Auction. 

3.5.  If we receive two Commission Bids for equal value for the same Lot, the Bid received first 
by us shall take precedence. 

3.6.  “Buy” commissions and unlimited Commission Bids will not be accepted. 

4. AUCTION SALE

4.1.  This sale is a public auction sale conducted by licensed and bonded auctioneers. 

4.2.  Before the Auction, all potential Bidders must notify their name and address to the Auc-
tioneer and, if required, provide proof of identity to our satisfaction and bank or other credit 
references. Bidders unknown to Auctioneer are requested to establish credit or deposit 25% of 
their bids before the sale. We cannot accept bids from minors. 

4.3.  The highest Bidder for each Lot shall be the Buyer.  If there is a dispute, the Auctioneer 
shall have absolute discretion to determine the dispute including re-offering the disputed Lot for 
sale. Auctioneer reserves the right to refuse any bid he feels is not made in good faith. 

4.4.  A Bidder must submit a bid for an entire Lot and each Lot constitutes a separate sale.  
The Auctioneer shall, however, have absolute discretion to divide any Lot, to combine any two or 
more Lots, or to withdraw any Lot from the Auction without giving any reason (including after the 
hammer has fallen).  Bidding shall be regulated at the absolute discretion of the Auctioneer.  The 
Auctioneer has the right to refuse any bid. 

4.5.  All sales are final. Subject to Condition 4.4, the contract for the sale of the Lot is concluded 
on the fall of the hammer. 

4.6.  You cannot cancel your purchase of a Lot once the hammer has fallen. 

4.7.  Auctioneer reserves the right to include in any Auction its own material as well as mate-
rial from affiliated or related companies, principals, officers or employees. Auctioneer may have 
direct or indirect interests in any of the Lots in the Auction and may collect commissions. THE 
TWO PRECEDING SENTENCES SHALL BE DEEMED A PART OF THE DESCRIPTION OF ALL LOTS 
CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG.  
 
4.8.  Auctioneer may bid for its own account at any auction. 

4.9.  All Lots are offered for sale subject to a Reserve. 

4.10.  Estimates in the Catalog are not limits or reserves but reflect the actual market prices and 
are intended as a guide for bidders.  The actual prices realized may be higher or lower than these 
valuations.  The starting price will be about 80% of the estimates, unless there are higher offers.  

5. PAYMENT

5.1.  The Purchase Price payable by a Buyer is the Hammer Price plus a Buyer’s Premium 
of 18% of the Hammer Price.  Buyer of a lot is responsible for paying New York sales 
tax, unless the Lot is exempt.  

5.2.  Buyer of a Lot shall pay the Purchase Price in full before the Lot can be delivered to the 
Buyer. 

5.3.  Except where Condition 5.2 applies, any part of the Purchase Price outstanding after the 
Auction shall be payable by you within 14 days of the date of the Auction, the due date. 
  
5.4.  The Purchase Price is payable by you in cash in full in US funds.  You are not entitled to 
set-off any amounts that you claim are due from us or anyone else or make any other deductions.   

5.5.  Unless we have agreed in writing otherwise, you shall act on your own account as principal 
in respect of the sale and therefore if you accept a commission from a third party to bid on their 
behalf, you do so at your own risk and will remain personally liable (jointly with your principal) to 
us for the Purchase Price in accordance with these Conditions. 

5.6.  The methods of payment and surcharges are set out below. 

5.7.  If the Purchase Price has not been settled within 30 days of the Auction date interest will 
be charged at 2% per month from the due date of payment to the date that cleared funds are 
received whether that is before or after any legal judgment.  This is without prejudice to any other 
rights that we have for non-payment. 

5.8.  If you fail to comply with your obligations under these Conditions, the Lot, in respect of 
such non-compliance, may at our discretion be put up for sale at Auction or privately and resold.  
In this case, you will be liable in full and will indemnify us for all losses, costs and expenses (in-
cluding attorneys’ fees and legal costs) incurred as a result, including the costs of the resale and 
the amount (if any) by which the Hammer Price obtained on the resale is less than the Hammer 
Price obtained on the original sale of the Lot to the Buyer. 

6. RISK, TITLE AND DELIVERY

6.1.  The risk of damage/loss to the Lot will pass to the Buyer on the fall of the hammer.  Title 
in a Lot will not pass to the Buyer until the Purchase Price has been paid in full. 

6.2.  Unless agreed by us, you should collect the Lot within 7 days of the date of payment in full.  
We reserve the right to charge for storage and to resell by Auction or privately without notice to 
you, if a Lot is not collected.  Alternatively, we will send the Lot to you by recorded post.  Postage 
and insurance costs will be charged as additional costs. 

6.3.  Except in relation to Forgeries, you must satisfy yourself that the correct Lot has been 
delivered to you at the time of collection/delivery.  We will not be responsible for any discrepancy 
which might be discovered after the Lots have been collected.  If we have shipped the Lot to you, 
we will not be responsible for any discrepancies if you fail to notify us within 24 hours of receipt. 

6.4.  It is the Buyer’s responsibility to obtain any necessary import, export or other licenses 
required in relation to a Lot. 

7. GUARANTEE FOR FORGERIES

7.1.  Auctioneer is a member of the International Association of Professional Numismatists and 
in accordance with the conditions of membership, shall provide a guarantee to the Buyer for all 
Lots against Forgeries on the terms set out in these Conditions (‘Guarantee’). 

7.2.  For the purposes of these Conditions, a ‘Forgery’ means an imitation that has been created 
with the fraudulent intent to deceive in respect of the authorship, origin, date, age, period and 
the correct description does not correspond with the description in the Catalog and as a result has 
a value significantly less than it would have been had it been genuine. 

7.3.  You must notify us in writing within one (1) month of you becoming aware that the Lot 
may be a Forgery.  The Lot must be returned to us in the same condition as at the time of sale 
and you must submit evidence that the Lot is a Forgery, the onus being on you to prove that it is 
a Forgery. 

7.4.  You acknowledge that: 

 (a) we reserve the right to re-assess the Lot or engage at our expense any expert or  
authority considered by us at our sole discretion to have the necessary expertise to undertake a 
re-assessment of the Lot; 

 (b) following our re-assessment of the Lot, you agree to be bound by our decision as to 
whether or not the Lot is a Forgery. 

7.5.  You shall not be entitled to a refund for a Forgery if: 

 (a) the grounds for claiming that the Lot is a Forgery is based primarily on a difference 
of opinion between us and a third party providing coin grading services; 

 (b) the grounds for claiming that the Lot is a Forgery is by reason of any damage and/
or restoration and/or modification work of any nature;  

 (c)  the description of the Lot in the Catalog was in accordance with generally accepted 
opinions of numismatic specialists as at the date of publication or the catalog indicated that there 
was a conflict of opinion. 

 (d) it has been proved that the Lot is a Forgery by applying a method that was un-
available or not generally applied within the industry of numismatics as at the date of publication 
of the catalog or was disproportionately expensive, in both cases as determined in our absolute 
discretion. 

7.6.  If we agree that the Lot is a Forgery then subject to: 

CONDITIONS OF SALE
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 (a) you being able to confirm in writing that you can transfer legal and beneficial title to 
the Lot to us or as directed by us free from all encumbrances or third party claims of any nature; 
and 

 (b) the exclusions in Condition 7.7, then the sale of the Lot will be rescinded so that it 
is canceled and we will refund the Purchase Price to you in full.  

7.7.  Your right to return the Lot and receive a refund of the Hammer Price under the Guarantee 
is your sole remedy against us, our agents and sub-contractors and/or the Seller for a Forgery.   
You will not be entitled to claim interest on the amount due to you.  Neither we, our agents or 
sub-contractors nor the Seller shall be liable for costs, expenses, damages or any other liability 
however it arises relating to a Forgery. 

7.8.  In accordance with the restriction in Condition 10.2, the benefit of the Guarantee is per-
sonal to the Buyer and is not transferable to a new owner of the Lot or any other person.  

8. EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY AND WARRANTIES

8.1.  Except where these conditions expressly state otherwise, no warranty as to merchantability 
or fitness for a particular purpose is given to a buyer concerning a lot and each lot is sold “as is” 
and as shown with all faults, imperfections, errors of description (including authorship, origin, 
age, size, condition or value) or lack of authenticity or genuineness and neither we nor the seller 
nor any of our agents or sub-contractors will be liable for any damages, costs, expenses or any 
other liability arising out of the same whether or not caused by negligence.  Furthermore, the 
Auctioneer offers no representation that a numismatic item has or has not been cleaned; that any 
toning is natural or artificial; that any coin will meet the standards or grade of any independent 
grading service; that any item has a particular provenance or pedigree, or that a numismatic item 
is struck or produced in a particular style. Any statement concerning such matters reflects an 
opinion only. Questions regarding the minting of a coin as a proof or as a business strike relate to 
the method of manufacture and not to authenticity.  The auction is not an approval sale. 

8.2.  Except as provided in 6.3, any claims for adjustment other than authenticity must be made 
in writing within seven (7) days after delivery of the goods. No Lots may be returned without 
our written permission. It is the Buyer’s responsibility to have the Lots fully insured while in his 
possession. Our maximum liability under these Conditions is the amount of the Purchase Price 
paid by you.  
 
8.3.  Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in these Conditions of Sale, Coins listed in this 
catalogue graded by PCGS or NGC, may not be returned for any reason whatsoever. Whatever 
current guarantees and or warranties granted by PCGS and or NGC mirrors ours. 

8.4.  All oral and written statements made by the Auctioneer and its employees (including 
affiliated and related companies) are statements of opinion only, and are not warranties or rep-
resentations of any kind, unless stated as a specific written warranty, and no employee or agent 
of the Auctioneer has authority to vary or alter these Conditions of  Sale. Any alteration shall be 
effective only if in writing and signed by an officer of the Auctioneer authorized to do so. 

8.5.  Neither we nor any of our agents or sub-contractors shall be liable, whether in tort (includ-
ing negligence or breach of statutory duty), contract, misrepresentation or otherwise: 

(a)for loss of profits or business, depletion of goodwill and/or similar losses;loss of contracts; or 

(b)any special, indirect, incidental, consequential, exemplary or pure economic loss, costs, dam-
ages, charges or expenses. 

8.6.  We shall not be liable to you or be deemed to be in breach of these Conditions by reason 
of any delay in performing, or any failure to perform, any of our obligations in the Conditions, if 
the delay or failure was due to any cause beyond our reasonable control. 

8.7.  Nothing in these Conditions excludes or limits our liability for any matter which it would be 
illegal for us to exclude or attempt to exclude under New York law or for our fraud or fraudulent 
misrepresentation. 

9. DATA PROTECTION

9.1.  By agreeing to these Conditions, a Bidder acknowledges and agrees that we will use 
personal information of a Bidder for the purpose of the Auction and ancillary matters, including 
providing a Buyer’s personal details to any other person where necessary to enforce our rights 
under these Conditions. 

10. GENERAL

10.1.  These Conditions and the Seller’s Conditions constitute the entire agreement between us 
and supersede all other agreements, understandings, warranties and representations concerning 
the subject matter hereof.  All other terms, warranties and representations, express or implied by 

statute or otherwise are excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law.  No variation to these 
Conditions shall be legally binding unless agreed in writing by us.  
 
10.2.  All rights and benefits granted to a Bidder under these Conditions are personal to him and 
may not be assigned or in any other way transferred to any other person.  Any such assignment 
or transfer will be invalid and unenforceable against us.   

10.3.  A notice required or permitted to be given by either of us to the other under these Con-
ditions shall, in the case of a Bidder, be to the last address notified to us and in the case of 
Auctioneer, shall be to the registered office of Auctioneer.   

10.4.  No failure or delay by us in exercising any of our rights under these Conditions shall be 
deemed to be a waiver of that right, and no waiver by us of any breach of these Conditions by 
you shall be considered as a waiver of any subsequent breach of the same or any other provision. 

10.5.  We may perform our obligations and exercise our respective rights through any of our 
group companies or assign our rights under these Conditions.  
  
10.6.  If any provision of these Conditions is held by any court or other competent authority to be 
invalid or unenforceable, in whole or in part, the validity of the other provisions and the remainder 
of the provision in question shall not be affected.
 
10.7.  These Conditions, as well as the Buyer’s and our respective rights and obligations hereun-
der, shall be governed by and construed and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State 
of New York. By bidding at the Auction, whether in person, by agent, Commission Bid, telephone 
or other means, the Buyer shall be deemed to have consented to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
state courts of, and the federal courts sitting in, the State of New York.  
 
11. INTERPRETATION 

11.1.  In these Conditions:

‘Auction Agent’, ‘Auctioneer’, ‘us’ or ‘we’ means Ira & Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles Inc., 
Dmitry Markov Coins & Medals, M&M Numismatics Ltd., and Sovereign Rarities Ltd.;

‘Bidder’ and ‘you’ means a person making, attempting to make or considering making a bid for 
a Lot including a Buyer;

‘Buyer’ means the person who makes the highest bid for a Lot which is accepted by the auctioneer 
and if the person is acting as an agent, will be a reference to its principal only if Auction Agent 
has accepted the agency in writing;

‘Catalog’ means a catalog, price list or other publication or price list;

‘Commission Bid’ is an instruction from a Bidder to us to bid on their behalf at the Auction;

‘Conditions’ means these conditions of sale and any other additional terms notified to Bidders in 
writing in a Catalog or otherwise (which includes notices displayed at the Auction) or as agreed in 
writing between Auction Agent and the Bidder;

‘Hammer Price’ means the amount of the highest bid for a Lot accepted by the auctioneer;

‘Including’ or ‘include’ mean including without limitation and include without limitation, respec-
tively;

‘Lot’ means any item deposited with us for sale at auction including items described against any 
Lot number in a Catalog;

‘Purchase Price’ means the Hammer Price plus Buyer’s Premium and New York sales tax, where 
applicable;

‘Reserve’ means a confidential price below which the Auctioneer will not sell a Lot or will re-pur-
chase on behalf of the Seller or for the account of Auctioneer.  Unless otherwise specified at the 
time of Lot consignment, this will be set at approximately 80% of the Lot estimate at complete 
discretion of the auctioneer; 

‘Seller’s Conditions’ means the terms and conditions of sale between Auction Agent and a Seller 
for the sale of a Lot as displayed in the Auction room, on our website or available from Auction 
Agent.

11.2.  Headings in these Conditions are for convenience only and shall not affect their interpreta-
tion. 
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ANCIENT COINAGE

GREEK COINAGE

1 Eastern Europe. Imitating Philip II of  Macedon. Silver Tetradrachm (14.06 g), 3rd-2nd centuries BC. 
‘Baumreiter’ type. Laureate head of  Zeus right. Rev. Horseman riding left, holding branch; symbols before 
and below. CCCBM 65; Kostial 416 (same dies); OTA 129/2. Well struck in high relief. Toned. About 
Extremely Fine.  $1,500  

 From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex Leu 79 (31 October 2000), 129; 
Ex John W. Garrett Collection, pt. II (NFA / Leu, 16 October 1984), 70.  

Impressive Eastern Celtic Issue Silver Tetradrachm

2 Celtic Pannonia. Silver Tetradrachm (14.22g), 2nd-1st centuries BC Superb EF. Imitation of  Philip II of  
Macedon. Celticized head of  Zeus bearded right. Rev. Two horsemen prancing right, one a bearded male 
the other a youth. Kostial 410. Boldly struck in high relief. A very impressive Celtic issue. Attractive an-
tique tone. Superb Extremely Fine.  $2,000  

 Private purchase from Edward J. Waddell, Ltd.  



3 Eastern Europe, Imitating Philip III. Silver Tetradrachm (17.08 g), 2nd century BC. Head of  Herakles 
right, wearing lion’s skin headdress. Rev. BILSILEW[S] FILIPPO[U], Zeus seated left, holding eagle 
and scepter; in left field, two monograms of  same type, the uppoer one in a circle; Z below throne. Cf. 
Kostial 898 (upper monogram); CCCBM I 192. Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $300  

4 Eastern Europe, Imitating Thasos. Silver Tetradrachm (16.88 g), late 2nd-1st centuries BC. Wreathed 
head of  Dionysos right. Rev. HPAKLEOYS SWTHPOS QASIWN, Herakles standing facing, head left, 
holding club and lion’s skin; in inner left field, MH monogram. Kostial 956-8; OTA class I; CCCBM I 
220-1. Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $400  

5 Campania, Neapolis. Silver Nomos (7.39 g), ca. 320-300 BC. Head of  nymph right; behind, Artemis ad-
vancing right, holding torch; before, AP monogram. Rev. NEAPOLITWN in exergue, man-headed bull 
standing right, head facing; above, Nike flying right, crowing bull with wreath; below, P. SNG ANS 365; 
HN Italy 571. Lightly toned and excellent metal. Extremely Fine.  $750  

 From the Dionysus Collection. 

 



6 Calabria, Taras. Silver Diobol (1.25 g), ca. 325-280 BC. Head of  Herakles facing slightly left, wearing lion’s 
skin headdress; club at shoulder. Rev. Herakles standing right, wrestling the Nemean lion; in left field, 
club; between legs of  Herakles, F. Vlasto 1348 (same dies); SNG ANS 1431; HN Italy 977. Perfectly 
centered and sharply struck obverse. Exceptional for the issue. A miniature numismatic gem!

 Toned. Extremely Fine.  $1,000  

 
Ex Hess-Divo 317 (27 October 2010), lot 10; 
Ex Peus 372 (30 October 2002), lot 39; 
Ex Peus 345 (1 November 1995), lot 19. 

 

7 Calabria, Taras. Silver Nomos (6.47 g), ca. 280-272 BC. Phy…, Sodamos and Gy…, magistrates. The 
Dioskouroi on horseback riding left; above, magistrate’s monogram: FU; below, between horses’ hooves, 
magistrate’s name: [SWD-A-M]-O-S. Rev: TA-[RAS], Taras seated astride dolphin left over waves, hold-
ing Nike crowning him with wreath and small, round shield ornamented with a hippocamp and javelins; in 
left field, magistrate’s name: GY. Vlasto 773-80; HN Italy 1011. Boldly struck and very choice. Attractively 
toned. Removed from an NGC holder where graded AU, strike: 4/5, surface: 5/5.

 Our grade Superb Extremely Fine.  $750  

From the Dionysus Collection.  
 
The city of  Taras was named for the hero of  the same name who was a son of  Poseidon and the nymph Satyrion. He was ship-
wrecked during a crossing from Tainaron in the Peloponnesos to southern Italy, but Poseidon sent a dolphin to carry him to 
safety. The city was founded not far from the site where the hero came ashore. It has been suggested that this myth may reflect 
actual occurrences of  dolphins saving shipwrecked sailors from drowning. This particular issue may have been struck to hire 
mercenaries to support Taras against the Romans during the Pyrrhic War (280-275 BC). 

8 Calabria, Taras. Silver Drachm (3.29 g), ca. 280-272 BC. Helmeted head of  Athena left; below, EY. Rev. 
TAPANTINWN, owl standing right on thunderbolt, head facing; in right field, SW. Vlasto 1077; SNG 
Delepierre 250; HN Italy 1018. Lustrous surfaces and lightly toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



9 Calabria, Taras. Pyrrhos of  Epiros. Gold Hemistater (4.28 g), ca. 276-272 BC. Head of  Herakles right, 
wearing lion’s skin headdress. Rev. TAPANTINWN, Taras (or Phalanthos?), holding reins and trident, 
driving galloping biga right; in upper right field, AP monogram; below horses’ forelegs, NK monogram. 
Fischer-Bossert G30 (V26/R30); Vlasto 30 (same dies); SNG ANS 1037 (same dies); HN Italy 985. NGC 
grade XF; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5. Fine style.  $1,500  

Stunning Herakleia Silver Nomos

10 Lucania, Herakleia. Silver Nomos (7.74 g), ca. 390-340 BC. Head of  Athena right, wearing crested At-
tic helmet decorated with Skylla throwing stone, single-pendant earring and necklace, before, EY. Rev: 
[|-HPAKL]-EIWN, Herakles standing facing, leaning right, strangling the Nemean lion; behind, [APOL] 
and club; below, oinochoe. Van Keuren 51 (same obv. die as illus.); Work 47 (same dies); HN Italy 1378. 
A nice bold strike, excellent detail, and superbly toned. One of  the finest to have come on the market in 
decades. Superb Extremely Fine.  $3,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
Ex Gemini VII (9 January 2011), lot 30. 
 
Herakleia in Lucania was a joint foundation of  the Dorian Tarentines and the Ionian (Athenian) Thurians on the 
Gulf  of  Taranto in 432 BC. Although it rose to prominence primarily under the patronage of  Taras, the city’s dual or-
igin was frequently advertised on the coinage of  Herakleia. A head of  Athena similar to that found on the coin-
age of  Thourioi and alluding to that city’s Athenian origins appears on the obverse while Herakles is depict-
ed slaying the Nemean Lion on the reverse. The hero at once serves as a badge of  the city bearing his name and as a 
symbol of  the Dorian Greeks as a whole since all of  the Dorians traced their ancestry back to the sons of  Herakles. 



11 Lucania, Herakleia. Silver Nomos (7.84 g), ca. 335-300 BC. Head of  Athena, wearing crested Attic helmet 
decorated with Skylla hurling stone; in right field, K. Rev. [HPAKLHITWN] (faintly visible), Herakles 
standing facing, holding club, bow and lion’s skin; above, Nike flying right crowning him with wreath. Van 
Kauren 80; SNG ANS 24; HN Italy 1383. Well struck and delicately toned. A beautiful example of  fine 
style and execution. Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

12 Lucania, Metapontion. Silver Nomos (7.81 g), ca. 330-290 BC. Wreathed head of  Demeter left. Rev. 
Barley ear with leaf  to left; above leaf, tongs; below leaf, AQA. Johnston class C, 4.8 (same dies); HN 
Italy 1583. Boldly struck and perfectly centered. All delicately toned. An outstanding example. Superb 
Extremely Fine.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Metapontion, located at an advantageous location in the instep of  the “boot” of  Italy, was founded early in the eighth century BC by 
Achaean colonists in an attempt to deny the site to the Dorians of  Taras. The Metapontines grew wealthy from their rich grain-pro-
ducing hinterland and thus a full grain ear became a common civic badge on coins of  Metapontion already in the sixth century BC. 
This nomos illustrates the continuation of  this tradition into the early Hellenistic period. This particular emission may have been 
struck in connection with the adventures of  foreign dynasts in southern Italy. Metapontion was an ally of  Alexander the Molossian 
during his campaigns against the Lucanians and Bruttians in 332-326 BC, but opposed Kleonymos of  Sparta in 303 BC. This op-
position cost the city dearly and the Metapontines were at last forced to pay exorbitant sums to Kleonymos and his Lucanian allies. 



Wonderful Archaic Poseidonia Silver Drachm, ca. 530-500 BC

13 Lucania, Poseidonia. Silver Drachm (3.70 g), ca. 530-500 BC. POM, Poseidon advancing right, preparing 
to hurl trident. Rev. Incuse of  obverse, but POS (S facing downward) retrograde and in relief. Gorini 
9; HN Italy 1108. Rare. Boldly struck and perfectly centered. Old cabinet tone. Seldom seen this choice. 
Extremely Fine.  $3,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
Ex Dr. Murray Gell-Mann Collection 
ex NAC 4 (27 February 1991), lot 16 
ex Leu 2 (25 April 1972), lot 41.  

14 Lucania, Poseidonia. Silver Nomos (8.04 g), ca. 470-445 BC. POMES, Poseidon advancing right, wielding 
trident; triple circular border. Rev. POMES, bull standing left within circular incuse. SNG ANS 651-3; 
HN Italy 1114. Lightly toned. Very Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

15 Lucania, Velia. Silver Nomos (7.44 g), ca. 300-280 BC. Head of  Athena left, wearing crested Attic hel-
met decorated with a griffin; above visor, A; within shallow incuse square behind neck guard, IE. Rev. 
YELH[TWN], lion attacking stag left. Williams 561 (281/R394); SNG Ashmolean 1394 (same dies); SNG 
Lockett 571 (same dies); HN Italy 1318. Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



16 Bruttium, The Bretti. Silver Drachm (4.76 g), 216-214 BC. Second Punic War issue. Diademed and draped 
bust of  Nike right, wearing single-pendant earring and necklace. Rev. BRETTIWN, River god standing 
facing, crowning himself  with wreath and holding scepter; in right field, rhyton. Arslan dies 35/53; HN 
Italy 1959. Well struck and nicely toned. Extremely Fine.  $800 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

17 Bruttium, The Bretti. Silver Drachm (4.23 g), 216-214 BC. Second Punic War issue. Veiled head of  Hera 
Lakinia right, wearing polos; over shoulder, scepter and fly. Rev. BRETTIWN, Zeus standing left, resting 
foot on Ionic capital, holding scepter; in left field, eagle flying left, holding wreath in talons. Arslan dies 
29/43’; HN Italy 1970. Minor porosity, untoned. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

18 Bruttium, Kaulonia. Silver Nomos (7.63 g), ca. 500-480 BC. KAVLO (retrograde), Apollo advancing 
right, holding branch; small daimon running right on Apollo’s outstretched arm; to right, stag standing 
right, head turned back. rev. Incuse of  obverse, but daimon and ethnic in relief  and palm branch to right. 
Noe grp. D, 53 (same obv. die); HN Italy 2038. Rare. Underlying luster present.

 About Extremely Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
This issue of  Kaulonia belongs to a remarkable class of  coins struck by Greek cities in southern Italy in the late 
sixth century BC and characterized by incuse reverse designs replicating the raised designs of  the obverse. The rea-
son for the development of  this peculiar and technologically complex method of  coining (obverse and reverse dies need-
ed to be produced with precision so that the raised and incuse designs would line up properly on the finished coin) re-
mains unclear. It has been suggested, a little implausibly, that the incuse reverses were employed to facilitate the easy 
stacking of  coins. Perhaps somewhat more likely are the suggestions that the incuse reverses might have been intended to 
thwart counterfeiting or that they represent the influence of  local tradtions of  repoussé work in Magna Graecia. Whatev-
er the case, the coins are impressive in the technological skill required to create them and charming in their Archaic style. 



19 Sicily, Entella. Siculo-Punic mint. Silver Tetradrachm (17.12 g), ca. 410-392 BC. Horse prancing right on 
double exergual line; above, Nike flying right, crowning horse with wreath. Rev. Palm tree with two bunch-
es of  dates. Jenkins 43 (O12/R38). HGC 2-266. Interesting die-break on reverse at 11 o’clock. Nicely 
toned. Choice Very Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

20 Sicily, Entella. Siculo-Punic mint. Silver Tetradrachm (16.95 g), ca. 350-300 BC. Head of  Tanit-Perse-
phone right, wreathed with grain leaves, wearing triple-pendant earring and necklace; before, thymiateri-
on. Rev. Horse prancing right; in background, palm tree with two bunches of  fruits; before, Nike flying 
left, crowing horse with wreath; below her, caduceus. Jenkins 96 (O33/R87); Jameson 910 (same obv. 
die); HGC 2-273. Attractively toned and of  beautiful Punic style. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $1,500  

From the Dionysus Collection. 
Ex Gemini III (9 January 2007), lot 80. 

 



21 Sicily, Entella Siculo-Punic mint. Silver Tetradrachm (17.14 g), ca. 340-320 BC. Possibly Kephaloidion, 
Panormos, or a Carthaginian mobile mint. Head of  Tanit right, wreathed with grain leaves, wearing tri-
ple-pendant earring and necklace; before, two dolphins opposed. Rev. Horse standing right; in back-
ground, palm tree with two bunches of  fruits. Jenkins 103 (O35/R93); HGC-2-275. Attractively toned 
and of  lovely Punic style. Flan crack at 1 o’clock. We also note faint hairline scratches on the reverse. 
Extremely Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Although Carthage had its own traditions in connection with horses, the horse reverse of  this tetradrachm seems to 
be drawn from the “free horse” type brought from southern Italy to Sicily by Campanian mercenaries, many of  whom 
sought Punic service against the Greek cities during the epic struggles for control of  Sicily in the fifth and fourth centu-
ries BC. It was an appropriate type for coins struck largely to pay Campanian and other mercenaries. The obverse type, on 
the other hand, imitates the popular Persephone type of  Syracuse (ironically the chief  opponent of  Punic expansion into 
eastern Sicily). Here, however, the Greek grain goddess is reinterpreted as the Punic Tanit, the great goddess of  Carthage. 

Very Impressive Akragas Silver Tetradrachm

22 Sicily, Akragas. Silver Tetradrachm (17.39 g), ca. 465/4-446 BC. AKRAC-ANTOS (N and S retrograde), 
sea eagle with folded folded standing left. rev. Crab within circular incuse. Lee grp. I; Randazzo 12-4; 
SNG ANS 964-7 and 970-80. Boldly struck in high relief, well centered and Fine Style. Attractive, slightly 
iridescent, light greyish toning. Superb Extremely Fine.  $5,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
The eagle and the crab were civic badges of  Akragas and frequently appeared together or separately on the city’s coin-
age from the fifth to the third century BC. The eagle is somewhat Archaic in style, but with detailed feathering, where-
as the crab almost seems to be engraved from life. Every detail from the contours of  the shell down to the serrat-
ed edges of  the claws is present here, making this piece a real prize for the rare lover of  both coins and marine biology. 



Masterpiece Akragas Silver Tetradrachm, ca. 409-406 BC

23 Sicily, Akragas. Silver Tetradrachm (17.11 g), ca. 409-406 BC. Nike, holding kentron and reins, driving 
galloping quadriga right; above, Nike flying left, crowning Nike with wreath; in exergue, ketos right. Rev. 
A[KPAGANTINON], two eagles standing left on dead hare, the closest eagle with wings closed and head 
raised, the further eagle with wings spread and head lowered; in left field, cicada. HGC-2-84; Seltman, NC 
(1948), 1 (three examples cited); SNG Copenhagen 24. Extremely Rare. Fine style and well struck in high 
relief. Light grey toning, very slight area of  porosity. About Extremely Fine.  $20,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
Ex Gorny & Mosch 138 (7 March 2005), lot 94 
Ex MMAG 61 (1982), lot 34. 
 
The reverse depicting two eagles over the body of  a hare is perhaps one of  the most iconic types in the Akragan-
tine series. The type is executed with great skill, illustrating the great birds with their prey. In the background one ea-
gle spreads his wings and leans forward to be the first to peck at the carcass while the eagle in the foreground throws its 
head back as if  screaming in triumph. The animated quality of  the scene and the emotion it conveys is so remark-
able that one can almost imagine the engraver witnessing the scene in life before committing it to the die for all time. 



24 Sicily, Entella. Silver Tetradrachm (16.97 g), ca. 300-289 BC. Head of  Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin 
headdress. Rev. Horse’s head right; behind, palm tree. Jenkins 317 (O101/R261); SNG Lloyd 1642; Basel 
564; de Luynes 1449. Boldly struck with luster still present. A superb example.

 Nearly Mint State.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
The Punic inscription on this coin names “the People of  the Camp” and leaves no doubt about its use to pay the numer-
ous foreign (primarily Italic) mercenaries that swelled the armies of  Carthage during its conflict with the Greek cit-
ies for dominance on Sicily. “People of  the Camp” issues are usually attributed to Entella, a frequent stronghold of  
Campanian mercenaries in the fourth and third centuries BC. The obverse of  the coin features a depiction of  Herak-
les drawn from the popular tetradrachms of  Alexnder the Great - a type widely accepted by foreign mercenaries through-
out the Mediterranean world - while the reverse features the head of  a horse and a palm tree. The palm tree (phoin-
ix in greek) alludes to the Phoenician origin of  the Punic peoples of  North Africa while the horse refers to the somewhat 
bizarre tradition that Carthage was founded by the Tyrian queen Dido on a hill where the head of  a horse was unearthed. 

25 Sicily, Gela. Silver Tetradrachm (17.30 g), ca. 480-475 BC. Charioteer driving slow quadriga right; above, 
Nike flying right, crowning horses with wreath. Rev. C-E-L-AS, forepart of  man-headed bull to right. 
Jenkins grp. II, 104 (O32/R59); Randazzo 19 (same dies); SNG ANS 22 (same dies); SNG Ashmolean 
1727 (same dies); SNG Copenhagen 251 (same dies); Jameson 580 (same dies). Well struck and free from 
the porosity that usually accompanies this popular issue. Delicately toned.

 Choice Very Fine.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
Ex Roma E3 (30 November 2013), lot 49. 
 
Found by colonists from Rhodes and Crete in 688 BC, Gela was located on the south-eastern coastal plain of  Sicily along the banks 
of  the river Gela, from which it reaped a fertile soil and bountiful harvests. By the early fifth century, the wealth generated from 
its hinterland allowed the city’s early tyrants to expand militarily at the expense of  its neighbors, and Gela soon dominated several 
cities, amongst them Leontinoi, Naxos, Zankle-Messana and Syracuse. The tyrant Gelon, after conquering Syracuse, moved there, 
leaving his brother Hieron I in charge of  Gela. After Gelon’s death in 478 BC, Hieron took control of  Syracuse and left the city of  
Gela to Polyzelos. Little is known of  Polyzelos, but it was during his tyranny that the city began striking tetradrachms, replacing the 
earlier didrachms that had been the principal denomination in use at Gela. The charioteer on the obverse is copied from Syracuse, 
but shows the Charioteer of  Delphi, one of  the most well-known bronze statues from antiquity and which Polyzelos dedicated to 
Apollo of  Delphi in order to celebrate the victory of  his chariot in the Pythian Games of  either 478 or 474. The reverse reuses the 
type from the city’s didrachm coinage, and depicts the forepart of  the river-god Gelas. The immediate impression when first look-
ing at this particular coin is that the detail is exceptional, and that the dies were engraved by a truly skilled artist. Indeed, the dies used 
to strike this coin are the first of  the series, so it stands to reason that the artist was perhaps contracted by Polyzalos himself, who 
sought out the finest masters in order to commemorate both his rule over his city and his Pythian victory with a new denomination. 



Mint State Himera Silver Tetradrachm

26 Sicily, Himera. Silver Tetradrachm (17.52 g), ca. 409-407 BC. Signed by the artist Mai… maestro della foglia 
(“Master of  the leaf ”). Charioteer, holding reins in both hands, driving fast quadriga right; above, Nike 
flying left, crowning charioteer with wreath and holding tablet inscribed MAI; in exergue, ketos left. Rev. 
[I]MERION (retrograde), Himera standing facing, head left, sacrificing out of  patera over horned altar 
and raising arm; to right, satyr bathing in fountain beneath lion-headed spout. Gutmann-Schwabacher 20; 
Arnold-Biucchi 22; Rizzo pl. 21, 23; Basel 306; Kraay-Hirmer 71. Lustrous and lightly toned.

 Mint State.  $8,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
This tetradrachm belongs to the celebrated Sicilian tradition of  coin dies signed by their highly skilled engravers. The MAI who 
signed this issue also signed dies that he engraved for Syracuse. So-called maestro della foglia because of  the high classical art-
istry of  the artist’s dies and his penchant for “signing” them with an olive leaf. The coin was produced at the same time that the 
engravers of  Syracuse were signing their dies with their names and reflects the same milieu of  justified pride in the production 
of  miniature masterpieces. Like other contemporary engravers, the maestro della foglia did not limit his work to the coinage of  a 
single city. In addition to issues to issues of  Katane, he also appears to have engraved dies for the coinage of  Piakos.
 
 Despite the high artistry of  the coin, it was struck on the eve of  disaster for Himera. In 410 BC, a Carthaginian expeditionary force 
under Hannibal Mago intervened in a conflict between Segesta and Selinous which resulted in the defeat of  the latter and the de-
struction of  Selinous in 409 BC. Although not part of  his mandate, Mago followed this victory by besieging and destroying Hime-
ra in revenge for the defeat of  his grandfather by the Himerites some 60 years earlier. This tetradrachm may have been hopelessly 
struck in part to hire mercenaries and improve the poor fortifications of  Himera in response to the threat of  the Carthaginian army. 



27 Sicily, Kamarina. Silver Tetradrachm (16.96 g), ca. 425-405 BC. Athena driving galloping quadriga right; 
above, Nike flying left, crowning Athena with wreath; in exergue, fish right.Rev. KAMARI-NAION, 
bearded head of  Herakles left, wearing lion’s skin headdress. Westermark & Jenkins 144 (O6/R12); SNG 
Lloyd 869 (same dies); Rizzo pl. 5, 14 (same dies); BMFA 259 = Warren 206 (same dies). Minor flan defect 
on nose and jaw. Lightly toned. Choice Very Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Founded by the Syracusan oikists Daskon and Menekolos in 598 BC, the city of  Kamarina sat on the southeastern cor-
ner of  Sicily, closer to Gela than to its parent city. Both cities vied for influence, with the result that Kamarina was sacked 
and resettled numerous times throughout its turbulent history. During the Athenian Expedition on the late fifth centu-
ry BC, Kamarina remained officially neutral but grudgingly lent limited support to defend Syracuse. It was at this time 
that the city’s mint began producing this remarkable series of  tetradrachms, initially copying the quadriga type of  Syracuse 
in a somewhat stilted fashion, then following it with tetradrachms of  much superior style vividly depicting a racing quadri-
ga combined with a wonderful portrait of  Herakles. The minting of  these beautiful coins lasted only until 405 BC, as the 
mint ceased operations when the city’s inhabitants were evacuated to Syracuse due to Carthaginian activity in the area. 

Finely Executed Dies of Katane Silver Tetradrachm

28 Sicily, Katane. Silver Tetradrachm (16.98 g), ca. 435-425 BC. Dies by the “Maestro della foglia”. Chario-
teer, holding kentron and reins, driving fast quadriga right; above, Nike flying right, crowning horses with 
wreath.Rev. KATANAION, laureate head of  Apollo right; behind, plane-leaf  (mostly off  flan). SNG 
Lloyd 898 (same dies); SNG ANS 1256 (same dies); Rizzo pl. 11, 16 (these dies); Gulbenkian 185 (these 
dies). Beautiful fine classical style. Slightly short of  flan, delicate light toning. Extremely Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



29 Sicily, Lilybaion. Silver Tetradrachm (16.46 g), ca. 325-305 BC. Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, 
driving galloping quadriga right; above, Nike flying left, crowning charioteer with wreath. Rev. Head of  
Arethusa left, wreathed with grain ears, wearing triple-pendant earring and necklace; around, three dol-
phins. Jenkins 39 (O14/R30); SNG Lloyd 1605 (same dies); de Luynes 921 (same dies). Lightly toned. 
Choice Very Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

30 Sicily, Lilybaion. Silver Tetradrachm (16.89 g), ca. 325-305 BC. Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, 
driving galloping quadriga right; above, Nike flying left, crowning charioteer with wreath.Rev. Head of  
Arethusa left, wreathed with grain ears, wearing triple-pendant earring and necklace; around, three dol-
phins. Jenkins 37 (O14/R28); Jameson 957 (same dies); de Luynes 920 (same dies). Well struck and well 
centered on a wide, slightly irregular flan. Lightly toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 

31 Sicily, Messana. Silver Tetradrachm (16.88 g), ca. 478-476 BC. Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, 
driving slow biga of  mules right; in exergue, olive leaf. Rev. MESS-ENIO-N (retrograde), hare springing 
right. Caltabiano 48 (D24/R26); Randazzo 91-2 (same dies); SNG ANS 10 (same dies). Toned. Nearly 
Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



32 Sicily, Messana. Silver Tetradrachm (16.02 g), 425-421 BC. Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, driving 
biga of  bules left; above, Nike flying right, crowning charioteer with wreath, and holding fillet. Rev. MES−
SANION, hare springing right; below, hippocamp left. Caltabiano series XIII, 494 (D201/R202); SNG 
Lloyd 1094 (same dies). Well struck on a slightly porous flan. Well toned. Choice Very Fine.  $1,000  

33 Sicily, Messana. Silver Tetradrachm (17.44 g), ca. 420-413 BC. The nymph Messana, holding kentron and 
reins, driving slow biga of  mules right; above, Nike flying right, crowning mules with diadem; in exergue, 
two dolphins confronted. Rev. MES-S-ANI-O-N, hare springing right; below, dolphin right. Caltabiano 
499 (D202’/R207); SNG ANS 361 (same dies); SNG Lockett 826 (same obv. die). Well struck and from 
finely executed dies. Lustrous surfaces with a tiny area of  horn silver at 6 o’clock on the reverse. Beautiful 
fresh dies. Nearly Mint State.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
The mule biga and leaping hare types of  this coin reflect the strong political and iconographic influence of  Rhe-
gion across the strait in southern Magna Graecia in the fifth century BC. Both types were originally introduced by Anax-
ilas, the tyrant of  Rhegion (494-476 BC), around 480 BC. The mule biga celebrated his victory in the Olympic Games 
in 484 or 480 BC while the hare supposedly referred to his importation of  the animal to Sicily for hunting. Nota-
bly, while these types disappeared from the coinage of  Rhegion after the death of  Anaxilas, the hare became a civ-
ic badge of  Messana that continued in use into the late fifth century BC. This coin illustrates the early transformation of  
the Rhegian types into civic types appropriate to Messana for here the local nymph rather than the tyrant drives the biga. 



Stunning Quality Messana Silver Tetradrachm

34 Sicily, Messana. Silver Tetradrachm (16.93 g), ca. 412-408 BC. The nymph Messana driving biga of  mules 
left; above, Nike flying right, crowning Messana with wreath; in exergue, two opposed dolphins.Rev. 
MES-S-A-NIO-N, hare springing right; below, youthful head of  Pan right. Caltabiano 604 (D217/R235, 
this coin); SNG ANS 369 (same dies). Very Rare. A magnificent, bold and well detailed example. Attrac-
tively toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $5,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Nomos 5 (25 October 2011), lot 118. 
 
On this later tetradrachm, the Archaic style that characterizes the preceding lot has been thrown off  and now Messana in the 
mule-biga and the leaping hare are treated in a fully classical style. No longer does Messana stand rigidly in her peplos, but now 
she is somewhat more naturalistic and her garment flows. Likewise, whereas the mules of  the earlier tetradrachm stand with stiff  
legs all moving in parallel, on the present piece the animals are fully distinguished from one another by slight differences in view 
and pose.
 

35 Sicily, Messana. The Mamertinoi. Æ Quincunx (14.30 g), 264-241 BC. Laureate head of  Zeus right. Rev. 
MAME[PTINWN], warrior advancing left, holding forth shield on arm, and spear; in upper left field, four 
pellets. Särström series XVIII A; BAR 14; CNS 45. Attractive dark greenish-brown patina. Some minor 
porosity on reverse. Choice Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 

 



36 Sicily, Morgantina. The Sikeliotes. Silver 8 Litrai (6.78 g), ca. 214/3-213/2 BC. Veiled head of  Persephone 
left, wreathed grain ears; behind, leaf. Rev. SIKELIWTAN, Nike, holding kentron and reins, driving gal-
loping quadriga right; above, monogram. Sjöqvist 2; Enna 110; SNG ANS 1168. Slightly double-struck 
from finely detailed dies. Beautifully toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
Ex Hess-Divo 307 (2007), lot 1101 
Ex P. Arnaud Collection (MMAG List 496 (1987), lot 2. 
 
In 263 BC, Morgantina was included in the Sicilian kingdom granted by the Romans to Hieron II of  Syracuse, but 
the city chafed under Syracusan rule and the Roman garrison installed at the outbreak of  the Second Punic War (218-
201 BC). When the Morgantinans betrayed their city to Himilco, a Carthaginian commander, in 214 BC, Morgan-
tina became a center for rallying the Greek cities of  Sicily against Rome. As a means of  promoting alliance with Carthage 
against Rome, a rare gold and silver coinage in the name of  the Sikileotes, i.e. the united Greek Sicilians was struck - a lit-
tle ironic since most attempts at unifying the Greek cities in Sicily since the early fifth century hinged on resisting the ad-
vance of  Carthage. The types imitate those used for Syracusan coins struck in the name of  Hieron’s wife, Queen Philistis. 

37 Sicily, Morgantina. The Sikeliotes. Silver 8 Litrai (6.90 g), ca. 214/3-213/2 BC. Veiled head of  Persephone 
left, wreathed grain ears; behind, leaf. Rev. SIKELIWTAN, Nike, holding kentron and reins, driving 
galloping biga left; above, monogram. Sjöqvist 2; Enna 110; SNG ANS 1168. Well struck and lustrous. 
Nearly Mint State.  $2,500  



38 Sicily, Morgantina. The Sikeliotes. Silver 4 Litrai (3.95 g), ca. 214/3-213/2 BC. Veiled head of  Persephone 
left, wreathed grain ears; behind, poppy. Rev. SIKELIWTAN, Nike, holding kentron and reins, driving 
galloping biga left; above, monogram. Sjöqvist 3; Enna 112 (same dies); Basel 415 (same dies). Rare. Light-
ly toned and absolutely superb. Nearly Mint State.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
As on the preceding issue naming the Greeks of  Sicily - the Sikeliotes - the Persephone and biga types are also derived from the 
earlier coinage of  Hieron II. This time the model was provided by his important gold series, but the treatment of  the goddess also 
suggests a relationship to the similar Tanit type used for coins of  Carthage in the fourth and third centuries BC.
 

39 Sicily, Morgantina. The Sikeliotes. Silver 2 Litrai (1.84 g), ca. 214/3-213/2 BC. Laureate head of  Zeus 
right. Rev. SIKELIWTAN, Soldier on horseback galloping right, holding couched spear; above, mono-
gram. Enna -; SNG ANS 1169; Basel 416. Extremely Rare. Lovely old cabinet tone. Superb Extremely 
Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
Ex NAC L (18 May 2001), lot 1261 
Ex Auctiones 12 (29 September 1981), lot 57. 



Highly Desireable Naxos Silver Drachm

40 Sicily, Naxos. Silver Drachm (4.17 g), ca. 460-430 BC. Bearded head of  Dionysos right. Rev. N-A-XI-ON, 
Silenos, nude, squatting half-left, holding kantharos before face. Chan 56 (V41/R47); SNG Lloyd 1152 
(same dies); Jameson 676 (same dies); Pozzi 507 (same dies); de Luynes 1064 (same dies); BMC 9 (same 
dies). Extremely Rare. Nicely toned with touches of  iridescence. A beautiful example of  this iconic issue, 
Fine Style. Extremely Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Naxos was the oldest Greek city to be established in Sicily, founded in 735 BC, the year before Syracuse by a body of  Ionian colo-
nists apparently involving an important contingent from the Cycladic island of  Naxos. It is generally presumed that the Sicilian city 
gained its name from the Naxian origin of  some of  its colonists. The city flourished from the start and soon established its own 
colony at Leontinoi, but fell on hard times in the early fifth century BC, when Naxos was captured and fell successively under the 
domination of  the tyrants of  Gela and Syracuse. In 476 BC, Hieron of  Syracuse forcibly removed the Naxians from their city and 
resettled it with new colonists as a means of  breaking up power blocks that might have threatened his tyranny. The present drachm 
was struck after the end of  the Deinomenid tyrany at Syracuse and the return of  the exiled Naxians to their home in 461 BC. It features 
a somewhat Arachaic-looking head of  Dionysos, but the three-quarter facing Silenos of  the reverse is quite daring in its execution. 

41 Sicily, Panormos (as Ziz). Silver Tetradrachm (17.14 g), ca. 405-380 BC. Charioteer, holding kentron and 
reins, driving galloping quadriga left; above, Nike flying right, crowning charioteer with wreath. Rev. Head 
of  nymph left, wearing triple-pendant earring and necklace; around, three dolphins. Jenkins 52 (O14/
R41). Rare. Excellent metal and toned. Very Fine.  $1,000  

From the Dionysus Collection.  



42 Sicily, Selinos. Silver Tetradrachm (17.04 g), ca. 440-430 BC. SEL-IN-[ONTION], Artemis, holding reins, 
driving quadriga right; beside her, Apollo standing, drawing bow; in exergue, grain ear. rev. S-EL-INON-
TI-ON, Selinos standing left, holding phiale over altar and laurel branch; on base of  altar, rooster standing 
left; behind, selinon leaf  above bull standing left on basis. Schwabacher 26; SNG ANS 700 (same dies). 
Excellent detail and fine style, lightly toned. Very Rare.  Choice Very Fine.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
Ex CNG 66 (19 May 2004), lot 126. 
 
Selinos was founded as the westernmost of  the Greek colonies on Sicily around 628 BC and named for the large quantities of  
wild celery (selinon in Greek) that grew in the vicinity. Its location and the ambitions of  the city frequently brought it into con-
flict with the neighboring Elymian (indigenous non-Greek) city of  Segesta. These conflicts ultimately proved to be the undoing 
of  Silenos as the beleaguered Segestans looked for external help. Silenos narrowly avoided attack by the ill-fated Athenian expe-
dition in 415 BC, but were not so fortunate when the Segestans called in Carthaginian support. The Selinuntines were defeated 
by a combined Punic and Segestan force in 410 BC, but in the following year a vast Punic army arrived and destroyed Selinos, 
killing some 16,000 citizens and enslaving 5,000 more. The present tetradrachm was struck at at the zenith of  Selinos’ wealth and 
power, when the disasters wrought by Segesta and the Carthaginians still lay decades in the future.
 

43 Sicily, Selinos. Silver Tetradrachm (17.18 g), ca. 440-430 BC. SELINO-NTI-ON (retrograde), Artemis, 
holding reins, driving quadriga left; beside her, Apollo standing, drawing bow; in exergue, grain ear. rev. 
S-EL-INONTI-ON, Selinos standing left, holding phiale over altar and laurel branch; on base of  altar, 
rooster standing left; behind, selinon leaf  above bull standing left on basis. Schwabacher 6; SNG ANS 
688 (same dies); SNG Lloyd 1224 (same dies). Very Rare. Lightly toned. Obverse struck from clashed dies. 
Choice Very Fine.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



44 Sicily, Selinos. Silver Tetradrachm (17.24 g), ca. 440-430 BC. SELIN[O-NTI]-ON (retrograde), Artemis, 
holding reins, driving quadriga left; beside her, Apollo standing, drawing bow; in exergue, grain ear. rev. 
S-ELIN-OS, Selinos standing left, holding phiale over altar and laurel branch; on base of  altar, rooster 
standing left; behind, selinon leaf  above bull standing left on basis. Schwabacher 5 (Q1/S5); SNG ANS 
688; SNG Lloyd 1224. Nicely toned. Very Fine.  $1,500  

45 Sicily, Syracuse. Deinomenid Tyranny. Silver Tetradrachm (17.45 g), 485-466 BC. Struck under Gelon I, 
ca. 480/78-475 BC. Charioteer, holding reigns and kentron, driving slow quadriga right; above, Nike fly-
ing right crowning horses with wreath. Rev. SVRAKOSI-ON, diademed head of  Arethusa right, wearing 
pearl necklace; around, four dolphins clockwise. Boehringer - (V45/R-; Rev. die not recorded); Randazzo 
257 (same dies). A splendid example of  fine archaic style. Boldly struck and well centered. Underlying 
luster present, all delicately toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Despite the legend naming the Syracusans as the issuing authority, this gem of  early Classical Syracusan coinage was struck 
while the city was controlled by the Deinomenid dynasty of  tyrants. The dynasty was founded by Gelon, who first assumed 
power as tyrant in Gela in 491 BC before seizing Syracuse in 485 BC. The expansion of  the territory under his control and 
a great victory over the Carthaginians in 480 BC were instrumental in raising Syracuse to the status of  preeminent city in 
Greek Sicily. The greatness of  Syracuse only increased under Gelon’s successor, Hieron I. Hieron defeated a combined Car-
thaginian and Etruscan army at Cumae in 474 BC and won the chariot race events at both the Pythian Games in 470 BC 
and the Olympic Games in 468 BC, one or both of  which might be commemorated by the obverse type of  this coin. Un-
fortunately, the Deinomenid tyranny also became increasingly oppressive under Hieron I and not long after his death in 466 
BC, a series of  revolutions at Syracuse and other cities overthrew the Deinomenids in favor of  new democratic constitutions. 



46 Sicily, Syracuse. Deinomenid Tyranny. Silver Tetradrachm (17.07 g), 485-466 BC. Struck under Gelon I, 
ca. 480/78-475 BC. Charioteer, holding reigns and kentron, driving slow quadriga right; above, Nike flying 
right crowning horses with wreath. Rev. SVRAKOSION, diademed head of  Arethusa right, wearing pearl 
necklace; around, four dolphins clockwise. Boehringer 175 (V75/R122); Randazzo 343 (same dies). Fine 
archaic style. Attractively toned. Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Hirsch 267 (5 May 2010), lot 77. 

Highly Prized Double Signed Syracuse Silver Tetradrachm

47 Sicily, Syracuse. Second Democracy. Silver Tetradrachm (17.20 g), 466-405 BC. Obverse die signed by 
Euainetos, reverse die signed by Eumenes. Ca. 413-405 BC. Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, driving 
galloping quadriga right; above, Nike flying left, holding wreath in both hands, from which hangs tablet 
inscribed EYAIN/ETO in two lines; in exergue, two dolphins confronted. Rev.SVPA-KOSIWN, Head 
of  Arethousa left, wearing hoop earring and necklace; below, EVMHNOV; around, four dolphins. Tudeer 
43 (V14/R25); SNG ANS 270 (same dies); BMFA 408 = Warren 375 (same dies); Dewing 845 (same dies); 
BMC 148-9 (same dies); de Luynes 1204 (same dies); Ward 279 (same dies). Attractively toned. Slight die-
shift on obverse. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Ceresio I (26 September 1987), lot 50. 
 
This tetradrachm, probably struck in the aftermath of  the crushing Syracusan victory over the Athenian expedition in 412 BC, 
belongs to the celebrated signing artists series. While the signature of  Eumenes on the reverse is fairly standard in its appear-
ance below the neck truncation of  Arethusa, that of  Euainetos is quite playful on the reverse. Rather than simply signing his 
name to the die, the master engraver has modified the standard depiction of  Nike above the quadriga so that she carries a tablet 
inscribed with his name - a brilliant example of  the kind of  artistic innovation that characterizes much of  the signing artists 
series. 



48 Sicily, Syracuse. Second Democracy. Silver Tetradrachm (17.24 g), 466-405 BC. Charioteer, holding ken-
tron and reins, driving slow quadriga right; above, Nike flying right, crowning horses with wreath; in 
exergue, ketos right. Rev. SVRAKOSI-O-N, diademed head of  Arethusa right; around, four dolphins. 
Boehringer series Xiva, 477 (V255/R342); SNG ANS 148 (same obv. die); Ward 254 (same dies). Lovely 
old cabinet tone. Well struck on a nice wide flan. Extremely Fine.  $2,500  

49 Sicily, Syracuse. Dionysios I. Gold 20 Litrai (1.15 g), 405-367 BC. SVRA, head of  Herakles left, 
wearing lion’s skin headdress. rev. S-V-P-A in quarters, in incuse circle within quadripartite in-
cuse square, small female head (Arethusa?) left, wearing necklace. Bérend pl. XI, 3; Boehring-
er pl. I, 6; Rizzo pl. XLVIII, 7; SNG ANS 351-4. NGC grade XF; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5.  $750  

50 Sicily, Syracuse. Dionysios I. Æ Litra (8.11 g), 405-367 BC. SURA, head of  Athena left, wearing Corinthi-
an helmet decorated with wreath.rev. Hippocamp left, reins trailing. CNS 45; SNG ANS 434-46. Attrac-
tive glossy dark green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $200 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
The Athena / Hippocamp litrae come in several varieties - with and without legend, with and without olive wreath on helmet, 
with and without a symbol on the obverse, reins trailing and no reins. Calciati notes that this particular variety, with obverse leg-
end and wreath, no symbol and trailing reins, is by far the most common, and also mentions that it is found throughout Sicily, 
not just in the environs of  Syracuse. This wide distribution is anomalous for a bronze coin. Fiduciary in nature and of  minimal 
value, bronze coins in ancient economies did not normally circulate far from their place of  minting. Perhaps the reason for the 
distribution can be found in Dionysios’ expansionist policies and nearly perpetual state of  warfare with the Carthaginians. Like 
most armies of  the period, Dionysios employed mercenaries, and although mercenary armies were paid in silver, when they were 
not on campaign they would certainly need small change.



 

51 Sicily, Syracuse. Timoleon and the Third Democracy. Silver Stater (8.51 g), 344-317 BC. Under Timoleon, 
344-339/8. Pegasos flying left. Rev. SURAKOSIWN, head of  Athena right, wearing Corinthian helmet. 
Pegasi II 2; SNG ANS 494. Choice Very Fine.  $1,200  

52 Sicily, Syracuse. Timoleon and the Third Democracy. Silver Stater (8.68 g), 344-317 BC. Struck under 
Timoleon, 344-339/8. Pegasos flying left. Rev. SURAKOSIWN, Head of  Athena right, wearing Corin-
thian helmet. Pegasi 2; SNG ANS 494; SNG Lloyd 1442-3. Boldly struck in high relief  and lightly toned. 
Superb Extremely Fine.  $700 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



Fantastic Syracuse of Agathokles, 317-289 BC Electrum 100 Litrai

53 Sicily, Syracuse. Time of  Agathokles, 317-289 BC. Electrum 100 Litrai (6.61g) EF. Struck ca. 304-289 
BC., SURAKOSIWN, Laureate head of  Apollo facing to left, a tripod behind. Rev. SWTEIRA, Head of  
Artemis facing right, wearing a ribbon in her hair, and earring and pearl necklace with a quiver over her 
shoulder; tripod behind. Jenkins, Electrum Coinage at Syracuse,  in Essays to Robinson, Group D, pl. 15, 
3 (same dies); SNG Lockett 992; Gulbenkian 343. Free from the crack in the flan that usually accompanies 
this issue. Very Rare. Beautiful style and attractively toned. Extremely Fine.  $12,500 
 
Private purchase from Tom Cederline.  

54 Sicily, Syracuse. Agathokles. Gold 50 Litrai (4.31 g), 317-289 BC. Issued Ca. 317-311/0 BC. Laureate head 
of  Apollo left. Rev. SUR-A-K[O]-SIWN, Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, driving galloping biga 
right; below, triskeles. Bérend pl. 9, 1; BAR issue 1; SNG ANS 552. Beautiful style and lustrous metal. 
Superb Extremely Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
This beautiful gold 50 litrai or decadrachm was struck by Agathokles early in his career as tyrant of  Syracuse. It belongs to 
the period between his return from exile to Syracuse at the head of  a mercenary army in 317 BC and his defeat by the Car-
thaginians at the battle of  the Himera River in 311 BC, during which time he managed to gain control of  many of  the other 
Greek cities of  Sicily. Although he ruled Syracuse as tyrant, this coin reflects the oath to uphold the democratic constitution 
of  Syracuse that he cynically swore upon entering the city in 317 BC. Although Agathokles was fully in control, the legend on 
the coin names only the corporate body of  the Syracusans as the issuing authority. Still, the tyrant did not openly trample on 
his oath until 304 BC, when he began to style himself  King of  Sicily. The Apollo and biga types are modeled on those of  the 
staters of  Philip II - types that were much in demand by mercenaries - but the additional triskeles on the reverse makes it clear 
that the coin is a Sicilian issue. The triskeles with its three legs long served as an emblem of  the three-cornered island of  Sicily. 



55 Sicily, Syracuse. Agathokles. Silver Tetradrachm (17.19 g), 317-289 BC. Struck ca. 317-310 BC. Wreathed 
head of  Arethusa left, surrounded by three dolphins; below neck, FI. rev. [S]YPAKOSIWN in exergue, 
charioteer, holding goad and reins, driving galloping quadriga left; above, triskeles; in exergue, monogram. 
Ierardi 67 (O12/R43); SNG ANS 640-3. Lightly toned, Fine Style. Extremely Fine.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Agathokles spent much of  his early career struggling against the Syracusan oligarchy known as the Six Hundred. Fearing his personal 
wealth and popularity in the city, the Six Hundred sent him into exile, where he became a skilled mercenary commander. His new mil-
itary strength and Carthaginian intervention paved the way for his return and appointment by the oligarchs as strategos autokrator 
(“supreme general”), but in 317/16 BC, he championed the cause of  democracy (cynically as it turned out) and overthrew the Six 
Hundred. This coin was struck in the years following this coup and consciously looks back to older types used in democratic periods at 
Syracuse as a means of  presenting a democratic façade while all real power was increasingly concentrated in the hands of  Agathokles. 

56 Sicily, Syracuse. Agathokles. Electrum 50 Litrai (3.48 g), 317-289 BC. Struck ca. 310-306/5 BC. Laureate 
head of  Apollo left; behind, Corinthian helmet left. Rev. SURAK-OSIWN, tripod-lebes; above, phiale. 
Jenkins grp. B, dies O14/R18; SNG ANS 629. Boldly struck with some faint hairlines. Nicely toned.

 Extremely Fine.  $1,500  

57 Sicily, Syracuse. Agathokles. Æ (8.99 g), 317-289 BC. Struck ca. 306/4-289 BC. SWTHRA, head of  Arte-
mis Soteira right, quiver at shoulder. rev. AGAQOKLEOS above, BASILEOS below, winged thunder-
bolt. CNS 142; BAR issue 33; SNG ANS 708. Chocolate brown patina. Choice Very Fine.  $200 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Monetarium FPL 30 (Winter 1979/80), lot 76. 

58 Sicily, Syracuse. Hiketas II. Æ (9.51 g), 287-278 BC. SURAKOSIWN, wreathed head of  Persephone right; 
behind, grain ear. Rev. Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, driving galloping biga galloping right; in 
exergue, SW. Cf. SNG ANS 763 (control on Rev.). Lovely greenish-brown patina.

 Choice Very Fine.  $200 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Schweizerischer Bankverein stock, 17 March 1977.  

57 58



59 Sicily, Syracuse. Philistis, wife of  Hieron II. Silver 16 Litrai (13.24 g), 275-215 BC. Under Hieron II, ca. 
218/7-215 BC. Diademed and veiled head of  Philistis left. Rev. [BA]SILISSAS FILISTIDOS, Nike, 
holding reins, driving slow quadriga right; in right field, A. CCO 213 (D21/R19); BAR issue 65; SNG 
ANS 876 (same dies). Underlying luster present. Nearly Mint State.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

60 Sicily, Syracuse. Fifth Democracy. Silver 12 Litrai (10.19 g), 214-212 BC. Helmeted head of  Athena left; 
behind, AG monogram.Rev. SURAKOSIWN, Artemis standing left, drawing bow; at side, hound spring-
ing left; in left field, SW. Enna 14 (dies 5/i); BAR issue 84. Attractively toned antique grey and golden 
hues. Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex ArtCoins Roma 7 (20 May 2013), lot 202 
Ex Künker 193 (26 September 2011), lot 92 
Ex Baldwin’s 47 (25 September 2006), lot 22.  

61 Sicily, Zankle-Messana. Silver Drachm (5.19 g), ca. 500-493 BC. DANKLE, dolphin leaping left within 
sickle-shaped harbor. Rev. Nine-part incuse square with scallop shell in center. Gielow 57ff;; SNG ANS 
302ff. A well struck example. Somewhat porous, cleaned now lightly toned. Choice Very Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Monetarium FPL 52 (Autumn 1989), lot 30. 



Magnificent Mende Silver Tetradrachm

62 Macedonia, Mende. Silver Tetradrachm (17.15 g), ca. 460-423 BC. Dionysos, inebriated, holding kanthar-
os, reclining left on back of  ass standing right. Rev. MEN-DA-I-ON, vine with five grape bunches. SNG 
ANS 336; Gulbenkian 410 (same dies). Boldly struck and well centered. Very Rare. One of  the finest 
known. Nearly Mint State.  $20,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex E. Waddell inventory, April 1999. 
 
Founded by Eretrian colonists in the Chalkidike in the ninth century BC, Mende is said to have derived its name from a corrup-
tion of  minthe, the Greek name for the mint plants that grew in the region. The city grew wealthy from its access to lumber, 
silver, and gold from the Thraco-Macedonian interior, but owed much of  its fame to local wine production. Mendean wine was 
so renowned and sought after that the fourth-century BC sculptor Lysippos reportedly designed a special form of  amphora 
specifically for the transport of  this vintage. Thus it is not surprising that a large vine heavy with succulent grapes was chosen 
as the badge for the reverse of  this tetradrachm, while the obverse depicts the god of  the vine, Dionysos or, perhaps, Selinos. 
The latter was a rustic deity, the father or grandfather of  both the satyrs and the nymphs and spent most of  his time completely 
drunk. Indeed, he was usually so drunk that he needed to be supported by satyrs or, as on this coin, by an ass. When the wine god 
Dionysos was born from the thigh of  Zeus, Hermes placed the infant in the care of  Silenos - after all, who else more suited to 
raising the god of  wine than a drunken satyr - who became his tutor and was a prominent figure in the Dionysiac thiasos (retinue). 

63 Macedonia, Olynthos. Chalkidian League. Silver Tetrobol (2.45 g), ca. 432-348 BC. Olynthos, 383/2 BC. 
Laureate head of  Apollo left. Rev. C-A-L-KID-[E]WN, kithara within incuse square. Cf. SNG ANS 516; 
cf. SNG Copenhagen 236. A superb specimen of  fine style. Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $800 
 
Ex Gorny & Mosch 190 (11 October 2010), lot 119; 
Ex Lanz 92 (4 June 1998), lot 196. 



64 Macedonia, under Roman rule. First Meris. Silver Tetradrachm (16.92 g), ca. 167-148 BC. Amphipolis. 
Macedonian shield with central boss depicting diademed and draped bust of  Artemis right, bow and 
quiver at shoulder. Rev. MAKEDONWN PRWTHS, club; above, monogram; below, two monograms; all 
within oak-wreath; to left, thunderbolt. AMNG III 178; SNG Ashmolean 3299. Beautifully toned. Superb

 Extremely Fine.  $500  

65 Macedonian Kingdom. Archelaos. Silver Stater (16.72 g), 413-399 BC. Aigai. Head of  Apollo right, wear-
ing tainia. Rev. ARCE-LA-[O], horse standing right, rein trailing, in linear square within incuse square. 
Westermark grp. II, series 2 (dies O66/R82); SNG ANS 66-7. Attractive light toning. Struck in high relief. 
Nearly Extremely Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

66 Macedonian Kingdom. Philip II. Gold Stater (8.47 g), 359-336 BC. Pella, ca. 340-328 BC. Laureate head 
of  Apollo right. Rev. FILIPPOU in exergue, charioteer, holding kentron and reins, driving galloping biga 
right; below, kantharos. Le Rider 133 ff  (uncertain dies); SNG ANS 138. Expressive portrait of  fine style. 
Well struck and perfectly centered. Matte-like luster. Nearly Mint State.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
The popular gold coinage of  Philip II ultimately derived its obverse image of  Apollo from the coinage of  the Chalkidian 
League, an important Greek federal state in southern coastal Macedonia that he conquered in 348 BC. The type may have 
been intended to refer to Philip’s status as leader of  the Amphiktyonic League of  Delphi - Apollo’s most famous sanctu-
ary in Greece - or to cast him in a more general panhellenic light in preparation for his projected war against the Achae-
menid Persian Empire. The biga reverse type probably refers to the victory of  Philip’s chariot in the synoris event in the 
Olympic games of  352 BC. The Macedonian king was fond of  commemorating his Olympic victories on his coins. His 
horse-and-jockey tetradrachms also celebrate the victory of  his horse in the keles event of  the Olympic games in 356 BC. 



67 Macedonian Kingdom. Philip II. Gold Stater (8.58 g), 359-336 BC. Pella, ca. 340-328 BC. Laureate head 
of  Apollo right. Rev. FILIPPOU n exergue, Charioteer, holding kentron and reins, driving galloping biga 
right; below, trident. Cf. Le Rider 277 (D84?/R212?; dies not certain); SNG ANS 144-154. NGC grade 
Ch AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5.  $2,000  

68 Macedonian Kingdom. Philip II. Silver Tetradrachm (14.46 g), 359-336 BC. Amphipolis, lifetime issue, 
ca. 355-349 BC Laureate head of  Zeus right. Rev. FILIP-POU, king on horseback left, wearing kausia 
and extending arm; below, raised foreleg, M. Cf. Le Rider 40 (D23/R-; unrecorded Rev. die). Well struck 
in high relief. Toned. Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

69 Macedonian Kingdom. Philip II. Gold 1/4 Stater (2.14 g), 359-336 BC. Pella, ca. 345-328 BC. Head of  
Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress. Rev. FILIPPOU, club and bow; above, winged thunder-
bolt. Le Rider 48 (D33/R28); SNG ANS 218. NGC grade Ch AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5.  $1,000 

70 Macedonian Kingdom. Philip II. Gold 1/4 Stater (2.15 g), 359-336 BC. Pella, ca. 340-328 BC. Head of  
Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress. Rev. FILIPPOU, club and bow; below, facing lion’s head. 
Cf. Le Rider 1 (D-/R1?; obv. die not recorded, Rev. die not certain); SNG ANS -. Extremely Rare - only 
one specimen of  this type recorded by Le Rider. NGC grade MS; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5.  $1,000  
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71 Macedonian Kingdom. Phillip II, 359-336 BC. Silver Tetradrachm (14.40 g). Posthumously struck under 
Philip III at Amphipolis 323-315 BC.  Laureate bearded bust of  Zeus right. Rev.  FILIPPOU. Youthful 
jockey holding palm branch on prancing horse right. Le Rider. Ph. S.124; Paeonian Hoard I, 60. Lusterous 
surfaces. Superb Extremely Fine.  $850  

72 Macedonian Kingdom. Phillip II, 359-336 BC. Silver Tetradrachm (14.30 g). Posthumously struck under 
Philip III at Amphipolis 323-315 BC.  Laureate bearded bust of  Zeus right. Rev.  FILIPPOU. Youthful 
jockey holding palm branch on prancing horse right. Le Rider. Ph. S.124 and Tf. 46, 11; SNG ANS 739. 
Ancient test cut on forepart of  horse, otherwise. Extremely Fine.  $500  

73 Macedonian Kingdom. Philip II, 359-336 BC. Gold Stater (8.55 g). Lampsakos, under Philip III Ar-
rhidaios, 323-317 BC. Laureate head of  Apollo right. Rev. FILIPPOY in exergue, charioteer, holding 
kentron and reins, driving galloping biga right; below, facing head and AP monogram. Thompson 31; Le 
Rider pl. 90, 7; SNG ANS 282 = SNG Berry 95. Lovely style. About Extremely Fine.  $3,000  



74 Macedonian Kingdom. Alexander III ‘the Great’, 336-323 BC. Gold 1/4 Stater (2.14 g). Amphipolis, ca. 
325-319 BC. Head of  Athena right, wearing crested Corinthian helmet. Rev. ALEXAN-DROU, bow and 
club; above, winged thunderbolt. Price 165. NGC grade MS; Strike: 3/5, Surface: 4/5.  $1,000  

75 Macedonian Kingdom. Alexander III ‘the Great’, 336-323 BC. Gold 1/4 Stater (2.13 g). Amphipolis, ca. 325-319 
BC. Head of  Athena right, wearing crested Corinthian helmet. Rev. ALEXAN-DRO-U, bow and club; above, 
kantharos. Price 169. Unusual legend arrangement. NGC grade AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $1,000  

76 Macedonian Kingdom. Alexander III ‘the Great’, 336-323 BC. Gold 1/4 Stater (2.13 g). Amphipolis, ca. 
325-319 BC. Head of  Athena right, wearing crested Corinthian helmet. Rev. ALEXAN-DROU, bow and 
club; above, winged thunderbolt. Price 165. NGC grade Ch XF; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5.  $1,000  

77 Macedonian Kingdom. Alexander III, the Great, 336-323 BC. Silver Tetradracm (21 g) Minted at Babylon. 
Head of  Herakles right clad in lion skin headdress, beaded border around. Rev. ALESANDROU, Zeus 
enthroned to left holding eagle; snake below. Price 3665; M-. Well struck and well centered, high relief  
with attractive light toning. Superb Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
Private purchase from Tom Cederline.  
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78 Macedonian Kingdom. Alexander III ‘the Great’, 336-323 BC. Silver Tetradrachm (17.05 g). Susa, ca. 316-
311 BC. Head of  Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress. Rev. Zeus seated left, holding eagle and 
scepter; in left field, wreath; below throne, AI monogram above strut, PP monogram below. Price 3857. 
Struck in high relief, much mint luster present, Untoned. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

79 Macedonian Kingdom. Alexander III, The Great, 336-323 B.C., Gold Stater (8.55 g.). Mint of  Babylon, 
struck under Seleukos I Nikator, c. 311-300 B.C. Head of  Athena facing right, wearing a crested Corin-
thian helmet decorated with a griffin. Rev. BASILEWS / ALEXANDPOY, Nike standing left, holding a 
wreath and a stylis, [M]I on left, monogram within a wreath below left wing (Price 3749 var. (sphinx on 
helmet); Müller 732 var.). Lightly toned. Choice Very Fine.  $1,600  

80 Macedonian Kingdom. Phillip III, Arrhidaios. Gold Stater (8.59g), ca. 323-317 BC. Mint of  Abydos. 
Head of  Athena wearing Corinthian helmet.right, adorned with a winged pegasos r. Rev. FILIPPOU, 
Nike standing left holding stylis and wreath; left field monogram and cornucopiae below. Price 229, P36; 
Thompson, DM II, 51, 171. Lustrous surfaces. Superb Extremely Fine.  $2,800  



81 Macedonian Kingdom. Perseus. Silver Tetradrachm (16.63 g), 179-168 BC. Pella or Amphipolis, ca. 174/3 
BC. Zoilos, mintmaster. Diademed head of  Perseus right. Rev. BASI-LEWS PEP-SEWS, eagle standing 
right on thunderbolt; above, ZW monogram; in right field, EQ monogram; between legs, EY monogram; 
all within oak wreath; below, plow right. Mamroth 5; SNG Saroglos 958-60. Lustrous surfaces and lightly 
toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

82 Paeonian Kingdom. Lykkeios. Silver Tetradrachm (12.38 g), 358/6-335 BC. Astibos or Damastion. Lau-
reate head of  Zeus right. Rev. LUK-KEIOU, Herakles standing left, raising arm to strike the Nemean 
lion held in throttle; below to right, bow and quiver. Paeonian Hoard 63 (same obv. die); AMNG III/2, 8; 
SNG ANS 1019 (same obv. die). Reverse particularly sharp. Lightly toned. Removed from an NGC holder 
where graded AU, strike: 4/5, surface: 4/5.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

83 Paeonian Kingdom. Patraos. Silver Tetradrachm (12.77 g), 335-315 BC. Damastion(?). Laureate head of  
Apollo right. Rev. [PAT]-P-AOY, warrior on horseback right, riding down enemy below with lance. Pae-
onian Hoard 461 (same obv. die); SNG ANS 1040 (same obv. die). Nicely toned. Removed from an NGC 
holder where graded AU, strike: 4/5, surface: 4/5. Our grade Choice Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



84 Paeonian Kingdom. Audoleon. Silver Tetradrachm (12.65 g), 315-286 BC. Astibos or Damastion. Head 
of  Athena facing slightly right, wearing triple-crested Attic helmet. Rev.AYDWLEON-TOS, horse pranc-
ing right, trailing rein; below, monogram. Peykov E4355; NRBM Paeonia 83 (same obv. die); SNG ANS 
1054 var. (head facing slightly left). Lightly toned and of  Fine Style. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

Extremely Rare Bisaltai Silver Octadrachm

85 Thraco-Macedonian Tribes, Bisaltai. Silver Octadrachm (28.21 g), ca. 475-465 BC. Bridled horse being led 
to right by male wearing petasos and holding two spears; in right field, helmet below spear points. Rev. 
Quadripartite incuse square. Peykov A3080 (second illus.) = Lanz 74, 142 (same dies), otherwise unpub-
lished. Extremely Rare with helmet symbol. Toned. NGC grade AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $10,000 
 
Ex Berk 138 (1 June 2004), lot 82.  

http://rev.ay/


86 Thrace, Abdera. Silver Tetrobol (2.83 g), ca. 386/5-375 BC. Molpagores, magistrate. Griffin springing left. 
Rev. Wreathed head of  youthful Dionysos left within linear square within shallow incuse square; around, 
magistrate’s name: MOL-PA-GO-RHS. May 416 (A288/P337); AMNG II 116. Beautiful iridescent tone. 
Extremely Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

Majestic Maroneia Silver Stater

87 Thrace, Maroneia. Silver Stater (11.37 g), ca. 386/5-350 BC. Ikesio…, magistrate. MAPW, horse galloping 
left, reins trailing. rev. Grape vine with four bunches of  grapes within linear square; in left field, caduceus; 
around, magistrate’s name: EPI IKE-SIO; all within shallow incuse square. Schönert-Geiss 425 (same 
dies); SNG Lockett 1200 (same dies). Boldly struck in high relief  and well centered. Nicely toned. Ex-
tremely Fine.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Hess-Divo 317 (2010), lot 97.  



88 Thrace, Maroneia. Silver Tetradrachm (16.91 g), ca. 189-49 BC. Wreathed head of  Dionysos right. Rev. 
DIONUSOU SWTHROS MARWNITWN, Dionysos standing facing, head left, holding bunch of  grapes 
and narthex stalks; in inner left field, monogram. Cf. Schönert-Geiss 979 (dies?); SNG Copenhagen -. 
Removed from an NGC holder where graded MS, strike: 4/5, surface: 2/5, edge bend.As struck.  $350 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

Spectacular Silver Tetradrachm of Apollonia Pontika

89 Thrace, Apollonia Pontika. Silver Tetradrachm (17.17 g), ca. 400-350 BC. Zopyros, magistrate. Laureate 
head of  Apollo left. Rev. Upright anchor; in leftfield, magistrate’s name: SWPUR; on either side of  bar of  
anchor, A and crab. Münsterberg p. 92; SNG Berry 398. Very Rare. A magnificent example and a candidate 
for the finest known! Perfectly struck and perfectly centered on a flan of  excellent metal. Lightly toned. 
Mint State.  $10,000 

 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Apollonia Pontika was an important port city in eastern Thrace along the Black Sea coast, as indicated by the anchor and crayfish 
badge of  the city. The obverse type refers to the city’s patron and namesake, Apollo Iatros (the Healer) and may depict the head 
of  the god’s colossal statue sculpted by Kalamis of  Athens ca. 480 BC. The statue stood for hundreds of  years, until Apollo-
nia Pontika was captured by the Romans in 72 BC, and the statue carried off  to Rome to adorn the triumph of  M. Lucullus. 

http://bend.as/


90 Thrace, Cherronesos. Silver Hemidrachm (2.38 g), ca. 386-338 BC. Forepart of  lion right, head turned 
to look back. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square with alternating raised and sunken quarters; pellet in one 
sunken quarter, pilos in the other. SNG Fitzwilliam 4078; SNG Copenhagen -. Delicately toned.

 Extremely Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

91 Moesia, Istros. Silver Drachm (5.54 g), 4th century BC. Two facing male heads, the left inverted. Rev. 
ISTRH, sea-eagle left, grasping dolphin with talons; between wing and tail, I; in exergue, AP. Cf. AMNG 
I 418 (no I); cf. SNG BM 246-9 (same). Toned. Extremely Fine.  $200 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

92 Cimmerian Bosporos, Pantikapaion. Æ (6.24 g), ca. 310-304/3 BC. Bearded head of  satyr right. Rev. 
P-A-N, forepart of  griffin left; below, sturgeon left. MacDonald 69; Anokhin 1023. Lovely dark green 
patina. Extremely Fine.  $200 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



93 Thracian Kingdom. Lysimachos. Gold Stater (8.51 g), as King, 306-281 BC. Byzantion (later Constanti-
nople), ca. 230s BC. Diademed head of  deified Alexander right, with horn of  Ammon. Rev. BASILEWS 
LUSIMACOU, Athena seated left, holding Nike and resting elbow on shield at side, spear leaning against 
far shoulder; in outer left field, monogram; in exergue, trident left. Marinescu 119 (dies 44/114); Seyrig 
pl. 23, 7 = SNG Berry 456 (same dies). Lustrous. Fine style and struck in high relief  on a nice large flan. 
Nearly Mint State.  $4,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
After the death of  Alexander the Great, his former bodyguard Lysimachos managed to parlay his position as strategos (military 
governor) of  Thrace into kingship in Thrace (306 BC) and then into a great kingdom that encompassed Thrace, Macedonia, 
and much of  western Asia Minor (301 BC). Unfortunately, family intrigues ultimately led Lysimachos to execute his popular son 
Agathokles in 282 BC. This sparked a revolt in Asia Minor that drew in the forces of  Seleukos I and resulted in the battle of  
Koroupedion (281 BC). Lysimachos was killed in the fighting and his kingdom disintegrated amid war and barbarian invasion. 
Nevertheless, Lysimachos achieved near immortality through his coin types depicting the deified Alexander and Athena Ni-
kephoros. These types had made such a strong impression on the peoples of  Thrace and regions further to the north that they 
continued to be demanded as payment by mercenaries and as protection money well into the first century BC. This impressive 
demand was met by numerous posthumous issues struck by cities up and down the western littoral of  the Black Sea and the 
Propontis. They are perhaps best known from Byzantion, which struck posthumous Lysimachi not only to retain domination 
in the Black Sea grain trade but also to pay the exorbitant tributes demanded by the Galatians of  Tylis in the third century BC. 

94 Thracian Kingdom. Lysimachos. Silver Tetradrachm (17.01 g), as King, 306-281 BC. Uncertain mint, 
posthumous issue, mid 3rd century BC. Diademed head of  deified Alexander right, with horn of  Am-
mon. Rev. BASILEWS LUSIMACOU, Athena seated left, holding Nike and resting elbow on shield at 
side, spear leaning against her far shoulder; in inner left field, monogram; in exergue, STH. Cf. Müller 527. 
Boldly struck in high relief  with lustrous surfaces. Excellent metal and lightly toned. Perfectly centered 
compact style. Nearly Mint State.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



95 Thracian Kingdom. Lysimachos. Silver Tetradrachm (17.21 g), as King, 306-281 BC. Amphipolis, 288/7-
282/1 BC. Diademed head of  deified Alexander right, with horn of  Ammon. Rev. BASILEWS LUSI−
MACOU, Athena seated left, holding Nike and resting elbow on shield at side, spear leaning against her 
far shoulder; in inner left field, outer right field, and exergue, monograms. Thompson 207. Boldly struck 
and lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $800  

96 Islands off  Thrace, Thasos. Silver Trihemiobol (0.90 g), ca. 412-404 BC. Satyr kneeling right, holding 
kylix. Rev. QAS-IWN, amphora. Le Rider 26; HGC 6, 350. Scarce variety with satyr facing right. Well 
centered and lightly toned. Choice Very Fine.  $300  
 
Ex Künker 94 (27 September 2004), lot 578.  

97 Islands off  Thrace, Thasos. Silver Tetradrachm (16.69 g), ca. 90-75 BC. Wreathed head of  young Dio-
nysos right.Rev. HPAKLEOYS SWTHPOS QASIWN, Herakles standing facing, head left, holding club 
and lion’s skin; to inner left, monogram. Le Rider 52; HGC 6, 359. Lightly toned. Removed from an NGC 
holder where graded AU*, strike: 5/5, surface: 5/5.  $700 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



98 Islands off  Thrace, Thasos. Silver Tetradrachm (16.77 g), ca. 90-75 BC. Wreathed head of  young Dio-
nysos right. Rev. HPAKLEOYS SWTHPOS [QA]SIWN, Herakles standing facing, head left, holding 
club and lion’s skin; to inner left, monogram. Le Rider 52; HGC 6, 359. Lustrous and lightly toned. Vir-
tually as struck. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

99 Islands off  Thrace, Thasos. Silver Tetradrachm (16.97 g), ca. 90-75 BC. Wreathed head of  young Dio-
nysos right. Rev. HPAKLEOYS SWTHPOS QASIWN, Herakles standing facing, head left, holding club 
and lion’s skin; to inner left, M. Le Rider 52; HGC 6, 359. Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

100 Korkyra, Korkyra. Silver Stater (10.18 g), ca. 350/30-290/70 BC. Cow standing right, head looking back at 
calf  suckling below; above, star. Rev. K-O-P, double stellate pattern within dual linear border; in left field, 
spearhead. Fried grp. IV; HGC 6, 37. Nicely toned. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



101 Thessaly, Larissa. Silver Obol (0.90 g), ca. 462/1-460 BC. Head of  bull facing; to right, half-length figure 
of  athlete or hero left, grasping the neck of  the bull. Rev. Head of  bridled horse right, within incuse 
square. Liampi grp. I.I.A, 4 (V3/R3); BCD Thessaly II 353.2 (same dies). Well centered and of  fine style.

 Extremely Fine.  $900  

102 Thessaly, Larissa. Silver Drachm (5.95 g), ca. 450-420 BC. Youth wrestling bull left, petasos and cloak 
trailing. Rev. LARI-S-AIA, horse prancing right within incuse square. Lorber 52; BCD Thessaly II 173. 
Fine style and most attractively toned. Extremely Fine.  $600  

From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Hess 253 (8 March 1983), lot 160.  

103 Thessaly, Larissa. Silver Drachm (6.12 g), ca. 356-342 BC. Head of  the nymph Larissa facing slightly left, 
hair bound with ampyx. Rev. LARIS-AIWN, horse right, preparing to roll. Lorber 43 (same obv. die); 
BCD Thessaly 1155-7. A beautiful example. Struck in high relief  with underlying luster present and all 
delicately toned. Fine Style. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex BCD Collection (Triton XV, 3 Janaury 2012), lot 1155.  



104 Thessaly, Thessalian League. Silver Stater (6.04 g), mid-late 1st century BC. Philoxenides and Damotho-
inos, magistrates. Laureate head of  Zeus right. Rev. QESSA-LWN, Athena Itonia standing right, prepar-
ing to hurl spear and holding forth shield on arm; above spear and in exergue, magistrates’ names: [FIL]
OXE-NIDHS and [D]AMOQOINOS. BCD Thessaly II 870.5; HGC 4, 210. Lightly toned.

 Nearly Mint State.  $350 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

105 Thessaly, Thessalian League. Silver Stater (5.92 g), mid-late 1st century BC. Eupalides and Hegesaretos, 
magistrates. Laureate head of  Zeus right. Rev. QESSA-LWN, Athena Itonia standing right, preparing to 
hurl spear and holding forth shield on arm; above spear and in exergue, magistrates’ names: [EY]PA-
LIDOY and [H]GHSAPETOS; across central field, K-A. BCD Thessaly II 865.2; HGC 4, 209. Untoned. 
Extremely Fine.  $200 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

106 Thessaly, Thessalian League. Silver Stater (4.94 g), mid-late 1st century BC. Eupalides and Hegesaretos, 
magistrates. Laureate head of  Zeus right. Rev. QESSA-LWN, Athena Itonia standing right, preparing to 
hurl spear and holding forth shield on arm; above spear and in exergue, magistrates’ names: [E]YPA-
LIDOY and [HGHS]APE[TOS]; across central field, K-A. BCD Thessaly II 865.2; HGC 4, 209. Un-
toned. Extremely Fine.  $200 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
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107 Akarnania, Anaktorion. Silver Stater (8.68 g), ca. 350-300 BC. AN monogram below, Pegasos flying right. 
Rev. Helmeted head of  Athena right; behind, tripod in wreath and AN monogram. Pegasi 30; BCD Akar-
nania 89. Well struck and well centered. Outstanding natural deep cabinet tone. An outstanding example! 
Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 

 

108 Aitolia, Aitolian League. Silver Stater (10.60 g), ca. 250-225 BC. Head of  Apollo to right, wearing oak 
wreath; below neck, FI. Rev. AITWLWN, Aitolos, with petasos resting on back and sword held under his 
arm, standing left, foot resting on pile of  rocks, holding spear; in left field, D. Tsangari 36g, dies D24/R-; 
BCD Akarnania 444 (same obv. die); SNG Fitzwilliam 5402 (same obv. die); Dewing 1469 (same obv. die). 
Boldly struck in high relief  and lustrous. Delicately toned. An incredible specimen!

 Nearly Mint State.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
The Aitolian League was a relatively minor tribal confederacy in a wild mountainous region of  northern Greece in the fifth centu-
ry BC, but came of  age in 323 BC when it successfully resisted the Macedonian regent Antipater. It was subsequently catapulted to 
greatness when it organized the defense of  Delphi against the marauding Galatians (Celts) in 279 BC. This victory set the League 
on the path to absorbing the cities and states of  mainland Greece, often at the expense of  Macedonian interests and those of  the 
rival Achaean League. The Aitolian League was known for its establishment of  standardized weights and measures and the use of  
a common currency throughout the many cities included within the federal state. The present stater is a prime example of  Aito-
lian federal currency, probably struck to finance the League’s losing conflicts against Philip V of  Macedon in the Social War (220-
217 BC) and the First Macedonian War (215-205 BC) or the disastrous Aitolian War (191-189 BC) against the Romans. Despite 
having the support of  a grand Seleukid army led by Antiochos III, the League was defeated and forcibly dissolved by the Romans. 



109 Aitolia, Aitolian League. Silver Triobol (2.46 g), ca. 225-170 BC. Head of  the huntress Atalanta right, 
wearing kausia. Rev. AITWLWN above, the Kalydonian boar charging right; below K; in exergue, [A] and 
spearhead right. Tsangari 606b = Norman Davis Collection 130 (this coin); BCD Akarnania 470; Agrin-
ion Hoard 611b (same obv. die). Toned. Choice Very Fine.  $250 
 
Ex Gemini VII (9 January 2011), lot 330; 
Ex Norman Davis Collection.  

110 Lokris, Lokri Opuntii. Silver Obol (0.81 g), ca. 375-350 BC. OP-ON, amphora with grape bunch and ivy 
leaf  hanging from mouth. Rev. Stylized star of  sixteen rays. Corpus group 7a; Dewing 1474. Well centered 
on a large flan, nicely toned. Extremely Fine.  $350 
 
Ex BCD Collection (NAC 55, 8 October 2010), lot 32 (acquired from J. Schulman, Amsterdam, January 1978, for HFL 700).  

111 Lokris, Lokri Opuntii. Silver Stater (12.11 g), ca. 370-360 BC. Head of  Demeter right, wearing wreath 
of  grain ears, single-pendant earring and necklace. Rev. OPONTI-WN, Ajax advancing right, holding 
sword and shield; on inside of  shield, coiled serpent; on ground below, Phrygian helmet. Humphris & 
Delbridge 19 (O2/R6); BCD Lokris 14. Well centered and lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $1,250  
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112 Lokris, Lokri Opuntii. Silver Stater (12.26 g), ca. 360-350 BC. Head of  Persephone left, wreathed with 
grain ears, wearing triple-pendant earring and necklace. Rev. OPONTIW-N, Ajax, nude but for a helmet, 
advancing right, holding sword and shield decorated with a palmette and a griffin in its interior; in right 
field, eight-rayed star above two short spears. Humphris & Delbridge 127f  (O20A/R40; this coin); Gul-
benkian 491 (same dies); BCD Lokris 58 (same dies). Beautiful high relief  fine style and lightly toned. 
Removed from an NGC holder where graded Ch XF*, strike: 5/5, surface: 5/5, fine style.  $4,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Leu 30 (28 April 1982), lot 109 
Ex R. A. Van Every Collection (Leu 15 (4 May 1976), lot 213. 
 
The hero depicted on the reverse of  this coin is identified as Ajax the Lesser, a Homeric king of  the Lokrians who 
led 40 ships in support of  the Greek cause in the Trojan War. Although he was revered by the Lokrians and Ajax fought 
with distinction during the war, he brought down a curse from the gods after the city fell. As divine punishment for his 
rape of  Kassandra in the temple of  Athena Ilias, Poseidon sent a storm to wreck Ajax’s ship off  the coast of  Euboia on 
his return voyage. During the storm the shipwrecked hero was struck dead by a bold of  lightning. Nevertheless, even in 
death he was honored by his people, who maintained a tradition of  leaving one space empty in the phalanx for his ghost. 

113 Boiotia, Thebes. Silver Stater (12.24 g), ca. 425-395 BC. Boiotian shield. Rev. [Q-E], bearded head of  Dio-
nysos right, wreathed with ivy; all within concave incuse. BCD Boiotia 442-3; Myron Hoard pl. B, 5. Well 
struck on an oblong flan. Untoned. About Extremely Fine.  $750  



114 Boiotia, Thebes. Silver Stater (12.33 g), ca. 425-395 BC. Boiotian shield. Rev. Q, amphora within shallow 
circular incuse. BCD Boiotia -. Excellent metal and pleasing old cabinet toning. Well centered. Extremely 
Fine.  $500 

Marvelous Archaic Athens Silver Drachm

115 Attica, Athens. Silver Drachm (4.29 g), ca. 467-465/4 BC. Helmeted head of  Athena right, frontal eye. 
Rev. AQE, owl standing right, head facing; above to left, olive-spray with berry; all within incuse square. 
Starr grp. II C, 81-90; Svoronos pl. 8, 38. Fantastic style. Lovely old cabinet tone. Removed from an NGC 
slab where graded AU*; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 5/5. Fine style.  $5,000  

Lovely Archaic Style 455-449 BC Athens Silver Tetradrachm

116 Attica, Athens. Silver Tetradrachm (16.93g), ca. 459-449 BC EF. Struck during the period of  Cimon’s 
exile and until his death, 459-449 BC. Head of  Athena wearing crested helmet ornamented with three 
olive-leaves and floral scroll. Rev. AQE. Robust owl standing, head facing; tail feathers composed of  three 
separate feathers; olive twig and crescent behind. Starr Group V. B; Svoronos plate 9, 4-12. Beautiful style, 
well struck and attractively toned. Extremely Fine.  $2,500 
 
Private purchase from Tom Cederline.  
 
This is the transitional style issued just after the Dekadrachms. 



Mint State Athens Silver Tetradrachm

117 Attica, Athens. Silver Tetradrachm (17.23 g), ca. 454-404 BC. Helmeted head of  Athena right, frontal eye. 
Rev. AQE, owl standing right, head facing; above to left, olive-spray with berry and crescent; all within 
incuse square. Kroll 8; Svoronos pl. 14; SNG Copenhagen 31-40. Mint State.  $2,500  

118 Attica, Athens. Silver Tetradrachm (17.04 g), ca. 454-404 BC. Helmeted head of  Athena right, frontal eye. 
Rev. AQE, owl standing right, head facing; above to left, olive-spray with berry and crescent; all within in-
cuse square. Kroll 8; Svoronos pl. 14; SNG Copenhagen 31-40. Boldly struck on a nice wide flan. Lightly 
toned with underlying luster present. NGC grade MS; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 3/5.  $2,000  



119 Attica, Athens. Silver Tetradrachm (17.15 g), ca. 454-404 BC. Helmeted head of  Athena right, frontal eye. 
Rev. AQE, owl standing right, head facing; above to left, olive-spray with berry and crescent; all within 
incuse square. Kroll 8; Svoronos pl. 14; SNG Copenhagen 31-40. Nicely toned.

 Superb Extremely Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Schweizerischer Bankverein 43 (15-17 September 1997), lot 112.  

Marvelous Aegina High Relief Silver Stater

120 Islands off  Attica, Aegina. Silver Stater (12.45 g), ca. 456/45-431 BC. Land tortoise with segmented shell. 
Rev. Large square incuse with skew pattern. Meadows grp. Iiib; Milbank pl. II, 12. Boldly struck in high 
relief  with all segments of  the shell defined. Lightly toned. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Hess-Divo 327 (22 October 2014), lot 413.  

121 Corinthia, Corinth. Silver Stater (8.60 g), ca. 375-300 BC. ‘Koppa’ below, Pegasos flying left. Rev. Helmet-
ed head of  Athena left; behind, mask of  Silenos slightly left; flanking neck truncation, [A]-L. Pegasi 408; 
BCD Corinth 119. A lovely example. Lightly toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



122 Corinthia, Corinth. Silver Stater (7.77 g), ca. 375-300 BC. Pegasos flying left. Rev. Helmeted head of  Ath-
ena left; below, D; behind, radiate head of  Helios facing. Cf. Pegasi 392-3 (with ‘koppa’ below Pegasos); 
cf. BCD Corinth 100 (same). Lovely old cabinet toning and of  fine style. Choice Very Fine.  $800  

123 Corinthia, Corinth. Silver Stater (8.56 g), ca. 375-300 BC. ‘Koppa’ below, Pegasos flying left. Rev. Helmet-
ed head of  Athena left, bowl of  helmet decorated with laurel wreath; to right, plow left; flanking neck 
truncation, A-P. Ravel 1022b; Pegasi 441; cf. BCD Corinth 107. Boldly struck and nicely centered. Light 
iridescent tone. Extremely Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

124 Corinthia, Corinth. Silver Stater (8.55 g), ca. 375-300 BC. ‘Koppa’ below, Pegasos flying left. Rev. Helmet-
ed head of  Athena left; before neck, I; behind, Nike flying lef, holding fillet. Pegasi I 420; BCD Corinth 
111. Traces of  luster still present. Extremely Fine.  $600  

125 Arkadia, Kleitor. Silver Obol (0.88 g), ca. 370-350 BC. Head of  Athena right, wearing crested Attic helmet 
with cheek guards raised; behind, A. Rev. K-L-H (retrograde), bridled horse galloping right. Warren 70 = 
BCD Peloponnesos 1421 (this coin); SNG Copenhagen 220 (same dies). Very Rare. Lightly toned. Choice 
Very Fine.  $700 
 
Ex Lanz 138 (26 November 2007), lot 346; 
Ex BCD Collection (LHS 96, 8 May 2006), lot 1421; 
Ex Kato Klitoria Hoard, 1980 (CH VIII, lot 147).  



126 Sikyonia, Sikyon. Silver Stater (12.14 g), ca. 400-330 BC. SI below, Chimaera prowling left; above, wreath.
Rev. Dove flying right within wreath; above tail, A; below, Q. BMC Peloponnesus 106. Some areas of  
deposit noted on the reverse. Traces of  luster remain with some residue deposits remaining. Choice Very 
Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

127 Argolis, Argos. Silver Triobol (2.65 g), ca. 270-260/50 BC. Forepart of  wolf  at bay left; above, Q. rev. 
Large A; above, P-Y; below, eagle standing right on harpa; all within incuse square. BCD Peloponnesos 
1111-2. Beautiful natural iridescent tone. Superb Extremely Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Künker 94 (27 September 2004), lot 881. 
 

128 Elis, Olympia. 97th-100th Olympiads. Silver Hemidrachm (2.66 g), 392-380 BC. Obverse die signed by 
Polykaion. Head of  eagle left; below beak, artist’s signature: PO. Rev. F-A, thunderbolt with wings below 
and volutes above; all within olive wreath. BCD Olympia 103 (this coin); de Luynes 2252 (same dies); 
Jameson 1232 (same dies); McClean 6625 (same dies). Very Rare. Die-break on reverse.

 Very Fine.  $1,200 
 
Ex Hess-Divo (311 (22 October 2008), lot 376; 
Ex BCD Collection (Leu 90, 10 May 2004), lot 103; 
Ex Comtesse de Béhague (Vinchon, 14 April 1984),lot 132. 
 



129 Elis, Olympia. 134th-143rd Olympiads. Silver Drachm (4.73 g), ca. 244-208 BC. Eagle flying right, tearing 
at hare held in talons. Reverse: F-A across field, thunderbolt with double volutes above and wings below. 
Elis Hoard group II; BCD Olympia 236 (same dies); SNG Delepierre 2228 (same dies). Lightly toned. 
Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Tkalec (17 May 2010), lot 37.  

130 Cyclades, Naxos. Silver Didrachm (7.78 g), late 3rd-mid 2nd century BC. Ktesiph…, magistrate. Head of  
bearded Dionysos to right, wreathed with ivy. Rev. NAXI, wreathed krater on a high foot with low handles; 
in left field, magistrate’s name: KTHSIF; in right field, thyrsos. Nicolet-Pierre 17 (D6-R11). Very Rare - 
one of  only seven specimens of  this die pairing known, four of  which are in museum collections. Boldly 
struck on excellent metal. We note a minor flan flaw above the head. Superb Extremely Fine.  $2,000  

131 Cyclades, Tenos. Silver Tetradrachm (16.64 g), 188-170 BC. Echenikos and Geitas, magistrates. Head of  Her-
akles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress. Rev. ALEXANDROU, Zeus seated left, holding eagle and scep-
ter; in left field and below throne, magistrates’ names: EXENI/KOS and GEI/TAS; in left field, oino-
choe within vine tendril. Price 1690. Well centered on a nice wide flan, excellent metal. Delicately toned. 
Superb Extremely Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



132 Crete, Gortyna. Silver Drachm (3.14 g), ca. 267-200 BC. Diademed head of  Minos right; below neck, [A]. 
Rev. Warrior advancing left, holding shield and spear. Svoronos 147; SNG Copenhagen 448. Pleasing old 
cabinet tone. Choice Very Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

133 Pontic Kingdom. Mithradates VI Eupator. Gold Stater (8.28 g), 120-63 BC. First Mithradatic War issue. 
Istros, in the name of  Lysimachos, 88-86 BC. Diademed head of  deified Alexander the Great right, wear-
ing horn of  Ammon. Rev. BASILEWS LUSIMACOU, Athena seated left, holding Nike and resting 
elbow on shield at side, spear leaning against her far shoulder; in inner left field, DI above knee; on side 
of  throne, IS; in exergue, trident. Callataÿ p. 139 (D1/R1); AMNG 482. NGC grade MS; Strike: 4/5,

 Surface: 4/5. Die shift.  $750  

134 Pontic Kingdom. Mithradates VI Eupator. Silver Tetradrachm (15.86 g), 120-63 BC. Odessos, in the name 
of  Alexander III of  Macedon, ca. 80-72/1 BC. Head of  Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress. 
Rev. BASILEW[S] ALEXANDROU, Zeus seated left, holding eagle and scepter; in inner left field, LA; 
in exergue, ODH. Topalov, Odesos 83; Price 1195. Lightly toned. Removed from an NGC holder where 
graded Ch XF, strike: 5/5, surface: 5/5.  $400 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



135 Bithynia, Kalchedon. Silver Stater (14.89 g), ca. 367/6-340 BC. Bull standing left on grain ear right; in left 
field, TY monogram. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square with stippled surface. RG 14; cf. SNG BM 93-4 
(monogram). Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch XF, strike: 4/5, surface: 4/5.  $400 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

136 Bithynian Kingdom. Nikomedes IV. Silver Tetradrachm (15.83 g), 94-74 BC. SE 212 (87/6 BC). Dia-
demed head of  Nikomedes IV right. Rev. BASILEWS EPIFANOUS NIKOMHDOU, Zeus standing 
facing, head left, holding wreath and scepter; in inner left field, eagle standing left on thunderbolt above 
monogram and date (BIS). Cf. Callataÿ p. 64 (obv. die not recorded; monogram); cf. RG p. 232 (mono-
gram). Outstanding detail and lightly toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,800  

137 Mysia, Kyzikos. Electrum Stater (16.04 g), ca. 550-500 BC. Helmeted head of  Athena left on tunny left. 
Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Von Fritze I 67; BMFA 1446. Very Rare. Unusually well centered and 
lightly toned. Very Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



138 Mysia, Kyzikos. Electrum Hekte (2.59 g), ca. 550-500 BC. Hound or wolf  at bay left on tunny left. Rev. 
Quadripartite incuse square. Von Fritze I -; SNG BN 232. Rare. Well struck with nearly all design on the 
flan. Choice Very Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

139 Mysia, Kyzikos. Electrum Hekte (2.65 g), ca. 550-500 BC. Hound or wolf  at bay left on tunny left. Rev. 
Quadripartite incuse square. Von Fritze I -; SNG BN 232. Choice Very Fine.  $350  

140 Mysia, Kyzikos. Electrum Hekte (2.63 g), ca. 500-450 BC. Orestes kneeling left on tunny left, holding 
sword and resting hand on omphalos to right. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Von Fritze I 165; SNG 
BN -. A choice example with frosty luster present. The detailed design is nearly complete on the flan. 
Extremely Fine.  $1,250 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

141 Mysia, Kyzikos. Electrum Hekte (2.69 g), ca. 500-450 BC. Lion scalp facing; below, tunny left. Rev. Quad-
ripartite incuse square. Von Fritze I 82; SNG BN 211. Very Rare. Perfectly centered and nicely toned. 
Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,250 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

142 Mysia, Kyzikos. Electrum Hekte (2.65 g), ca. 500-450 BC. Lion seated left, raising forepaw, on tunny left. 
Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Von Fritze I 85; SNG BN 216-8. Very Rare. Well struck, lustrous, and 
unusually well centered. Extremely Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
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143 Mysia, Kyzikos. Electrum Hekte (2.67 g), ca. 500-450 BC. Forepart of  winged stag left; to right, tunny 
downward. Rev.Quadripartite incuse square. Von Fritze I 102; SNG BN 241. Very Rare.  Nearly Extremely 
Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

Very Rare Early Lampsakos Electrum Stater

144 Mysia, Lampsakos. Electrum Stater (15.32 g), ca. 480-450 BC. Forepart of  Pegasos with curved wings to 
left; around, vine tendril with bunches of  grapes. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Baldwin period I, pl. 
I, 11; BMC 9. Very Rare. Unusually well centered and quite choice quality. Removed from an NGC slab 
where graded  Ch VF, strike: 5/5, surface: 4/5.  $5,000  

145 Mysia, Parion. Silver Hemidrachm (2.38 g), 4th century BC. Facing gorgoneion. Rev. PA-RI, bull standing 
left, head right. SNG BN 1356-7. Toned. Extremely Fine.  $150 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



146 Mysia, Pergamon. Silver Cistophoric Tetradrachm (12.29 g), ca. 166-67 BC. Struck ca. 76 BC. Serpent 
emerging from within cista mystica with open lid; all within ivy wreath. Rev. Bow case between two en-
twined serpents; above, AP above monogram and star; in left field, monogram of  Pergamon; in right 
field, serpent-entwined staff. Kleiner 25; SNG BN 1726-7. Untoned. Nearly Mint State.  $300 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

147 Mysia, Pergamon. Silver Cistophoric Tetradrachm (12.69 g), ca. 166-67 BC. Struck ca. 85-76 BC. Serpent 
emerging from within cista mystica with open lid; all within ivy wreath. Rev. Bow case between two en-
twined serpents; above, DI above monogram; in left field, monogram of  Pergamon; in right field, ser-
pent-entwined staff. Kleiner 12; SNG BN 1734. Luster present. Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

148 Pergamene Kingdom. Eumenes I. Silver Tetradrachm (16.70 g), 263-241 BC. In the name of  Philetairos, 
ca. 255/0-241 BC. Laureate head of  Philetairos right. Rev. FILETAIRO, Athena enthroned left, spear 
leaning at her side, crowning name with wreath; in outer left field, grape bunch; in inner left field, A; in 
outer right field, bow. SNG BN 1618. Struck in high relief  and nicely toned. Some light porosity. Extreme-
ly Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Nelson Bunker Hunt Collection, pt. II (Sotheby’s New York, 21 June 1990), lot 471.  
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Wonderful High Quality Abydos Silver Tetradrachm

149 Troas, Abydos. Silver Tetradrachm (15.78 g), ca. 175-75 BC. Dionysos, magistrate. Draped bust of  Ar-
temis right, bow and quiver at shoulder. Rev. ABY-DH-NWN, eagle standing right; in right field, race-
torch; in exergue, magistrate’s name: DIONUSIOU. Callataÿ p. 87; cf. SNG Ashmolean 1000-5. Toned. 
Superb Extremely Fine.  $2,500  

150 Aiolis, Kyme. Silver Tetradrachm (16.65 g), ca. 155-143 BC. Seuthes, magistrate. Head of  the Amazon 
Kyme right, hair bound with taenia. Rev. KYMAIWN, horse standing right; below raised foreleg, one-han-
dled cup; in exergue, magistrate’s name: SEYQHS. Oakley obv. die 59; SNG von Aulock 1640. Delicately 
toned and well centered. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



151 Aiolis, Myrina. Silver Tetradrachm (16.57 g), ca. 155-145 BC. Laureate head of  Apollo right, hair in three 
braids on neck. Rev. MURINAIWN, Apollo Grynios standing right, holding patera and branch tied with 
two fillets; at feet to right, omphalos and amphora; in inner left field, monogram; all within laurel wreath. 
Sacks issue 23; SNG Copenhagen -. Lightly toned with luster present. Superb Extremely Fine.  $900 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

152 Aiolis, Myrina. Silver Tetradrachm (16.85 g), ca. 155-145 BC. Laureate head of  Apollo right. Rev. 
MYPINAIWN, Apollo Grynios standing right, holding branch and patera, omphalos and amphora at 
feet; in inner left field, monogram; all within laurel wreath. Sacks issue 44; SNG Copenhagen -. Boldly 
struck in high relief. Delicately toned. Nearly Mint State.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

153 Aiolis, Myrina. Silver Tetradrachm (16.11 g), ca. 155-145 BC. Laureate head of  Apollo right. Rev. 
MYPINAIWN, Apollo Grynios standing right, holding branch and patera, omphalos and amphora at 
feet; in inner left field, monogram; all within laurel wreath. Sacks issue 18; SNG Copenhagen 221. Lightly 
toned with luster present. Extremely Fine.  $700 



Electrum Stater of Great Rarity and Importance

154 Uncertain Mint in Northwest Asia Minor, Electrum Stater (16.56 g), ca. 600-560 BC. Chimaera, with the 
body of  a lion, the head of  a goat rising from its back, and its tail ending in the head of  a serpent, moving 
left. Rev. Two irregularly divided incuse squares side-by-side, one larger than the other (BMC 41, pl. II, 2 
= B.V. Head, ‘Metrological Notees on the Ancient Alectrum Coins struck between the Lelantian Wars and the Accession 
of  Darius’, NC 1875, pp. 285-8, pl. X, 9 = Head, A Guide to the Principal Coins of  the Greeks, Period I. 
A, 18, pl. 1). Several cracks at the edge of  the flan, a little evidence of  die-rust and a small die-flaw above 
the chimarea, attractive red toning. A highly important coin of  great numismatic fascination. Of  the greatest 
rarity, apparently the second known example, the other residing in the British Museum and this being the better preserved 
of  the two. Very Fine.  $50,000 
 
Ex: The New York Sale Auction XXX, January 9, 2013, lot 142. 
 
Although the precise location of  mintage of  this fascinating coin is uncertain, it seems that it almost certainly originates from 
Northwest Asia Minor. It has been struck on the Phokaian standard, which was prevalent in that region in the early 6th Century 
BC, encompassing the districts of  Teos, Sardes and Kyzikos. As the chimarea appears on the obverse, early suggestions were 
made by scholars that it might have originated from Corinth or Sikyon. However, this is extremely unlikely since the style, fab-
ric, and reverse all point to an Asia Minor attribution. 
 
The mythical chimaera, a fire-breathing, monstrous creature with the combinted parts of  a lion, goat and serpent, originated 
in Lycia, and from there spread across to mainland Greece where it can be seen to manifest itself  particularly on the coinage 
of  Sikyon in the Peloponnese. It is unlikely that this points to the coin having a Lycian origin, because the Phokaian standard, 
on which this was struck, would not have been used there. The city of  Zeleia, which belonged to the territory of  Kyizikos, 
has been suggested as a possible attribution, as it is reported to have had a Lycian population which could help to explain the 
choice of  obverse type. Although the Zeleia attribution is a strong possibility, there is of  course no firm evidence to confirm it, 
so it is perhaps better to suggest a northwest Asia Minor origin. 

155 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.54 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Forepart of  winged boar right. Rev. Incuse 
head of  lion left; rectangular punch behind. Bodenstedt 10; HGC 6, 935. Very Rare. Well struck with in-
tricate detail and well centered. Nearly Mint State.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



156 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.51 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Head of  ram right; below, cock standing left. 
Rev. Incuse head of  lion left; rectangular punch behind. Bodenstedt 11; HGC 6, 936. Very Rare this choice. 
Perfectly centered for issue with cock visible on obverse. Extremely Fine.  $700 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

157 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.60 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Head of  roaring lion right. Rev. Incuse head 
of  calf  right; rectangular punch behind. Bodenstedt 13; HGC 6, 938. Lightly toned and perfectly centered. 
Extremely Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

158 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.57 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Forepart of  bull right. Rev. Incuse head of  
lion left; rectangular punch behind. Bodenstedt 5; HGC 6, 929. Extremely Rare - only a few known. Well cen-
tered. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

159 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.54 g), ca. 478-455 BC. Bearded head of  Silenos facing slightly right. 
Rev. Incuse head of  roaring lion left. Bodenstedt 34; HGC 6, 960. Very Rare - Less than six known. Lightly 
toned and well struck. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

160 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.51 g), ca. 478-455 BC. Head of  Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin 
headdress.Rev. Incuse head of  bull right. Bodenstedt 29; HGC 6, 956. Rare. Fine style, high relief, and well 
centered. Very Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
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161 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.54 g), ca. 478-455 BC. Helmeted head of  Athena right. Rev. Incuse 
lion head facing. Bodenstedt 30; HGC 6, 957. Rare. Well centered on both side. Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

162 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.53 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Bearded head of  Silenos right. Rev. Head 
of  lion facing within incuse square. Bodenstedt 47; HGC 6, 973. Fine Style Portrait.Very Rare. Boldly 
struck in high relief  and well centered. Toned. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Silenos, a minor rustic wine deity closely connected to Dionysos, appears with some frequency on the coins of  Mytilene as a 
reference to wine production on Lesbos. In antiquity the island was famous for its Pramnian wine. Homer refers to this vintage 
in the Odyssey and another tradition held that a brother of  Sappho, the famous lyric poet of  Mytilene, was an exporter of  
Lesbian wine to Egypt. 

163 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.53 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Diademed head of  Silenos right. Rev. Two 
ram heads butting each other; palmette above; all in incuse square. Bodenstedt 37; HGC 6, 963. Rare. 
Boldly struck, lightly toned, and well centered. Fine style depection of  Silenos.

 Nearly Extremely Fine.  $800 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

164 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.52 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Forepart of  goat 
right, head reverted. Rev. Owl standing facing, wings spread, within incuse square. 
Bodenstedt 42; HGC 6, 968. Fine style and perfectly centered, thus quite rare. 
Interesting reverse resembling the Athenian decadrachm. Choice Very Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
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165 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.57 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Bearded head of  Priapos right, wearing 
tainia. Rev. Head of  female (nymph Chione or Dione?) right, hair in sphendone, within shallow incuse 
square. Bodenstedt 43; HGC 6, 969. Lightly toned. About Extremely Fine.  $700 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

166 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.55 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Laureate head of  Apollo right. Rev. Beard-
ed head of  Silenos right within incuse square. Bodenstedt 51; HGC 6, 977. Very Rare. Lightly toned. 
Choice Very Fine.  $700 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

167 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.57 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Young male head right, hair in band. Rev. 
Wreathed male head right, wearing long beard, in incuse square. Bodenstedt 52; HGC 6, 978. Lightly 
toned and well centered. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

168 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.57 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Head of  young Dionysos right, wearing ivy 
wreath. Rev. Kantharos; ivy leaves flanking base; all within incuse square. Bodenstedt 53.1; HGC 6, 979. 
Rare. Delicately toned. Choice Very Fine.  $350 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

169 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.53 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Laureate head of  Apollo right. Rev. Head 
of  calf  right within incuse square. Bodenstedt 56; HGC 6, 982. Very Fine.  $350  

170 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.59 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Youthful male head right, wearing tainia. 
Rev. Wreathed male head with long beard right in incuse square. Bodenstedt 52; HGC 6, 978.

 Very Fine.  $350 
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171 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.52 g), ca. 454-428/7 BC. Youthful male head right, wearing tainia. 
Rev. Wreathed male head with long beard right in incuse square. Bodenstedt 52; HGC 6, 978. Very 
Fine.  $350  

172 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.57 g), ca. 412-378 BC. Forepart of  winged lion left. Rev. Sphinx 
seated right in linear square within incuse square. Bodenstedt 63; HGC 6, 989 correction. (lion, not boar). 
Rare. Mint luster present, delicately toned and unusually well centered. The seated sphinx is fantastic! Ex-
tremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
According to Greek mythology, the sphinx was a monstrous creature composed of  a woman’s head and the body of  a lion 
that was sent to punish Boiotian Thebes. It would ask passersby a riddle, and if  they could not give the correct answer the 
sphinx (from the Greek verb sphingo, “to throttle”) would kill them. At last the tragic hero Oedipus answered the riddle and 
freed the city from the terror of  the sphinx. The sphinx on this coin, however, is male, and therefore somewhat closer to 
the sphinxes of  Egypt, the model from which the Greeks ultimately derived their sphinx tradition. Indeed, even in the Oedi-
pus myth, the Greeks recalled that Hera had sent the sphinx to Thebes from its homeland in Aethiopia, not far from Egypt. 

173 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.49 g), ca. 412-378 BC. Forepart of  winged lion left. Rev. Sphinx 
seated right in linear square within incuse square. Bodenstedt 63; HGC 6, 989. Rare.Well centered and well 
struck. Choice Very Fine.  $800 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

174 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.54 g), ca. 412-378 BC. Helmeted head of  Ares right. Rev. Head of  
Amazon right, wearing ornate helmet; all within linear border within incuse square. Bodenstedt 65; HGC 
6, 991. Fine style. Obverse depicting Ares in high relief. Lightly toned. Choice Very Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
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175 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.52 g), ca. 412-378 BC. Helmeted head of  Ares right. Rev. Helmeted 
head of  Amazon right in linear border within incuse square. Bodenstedt 65; HGC 6, 991. Choice Very 
Fine.  $350  

176 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.55g), ca. 377-325 BC. Laureate head of  Apollo, right, small coiled 
serpent behind. Rev.  Female head right, hair in sakkos within linear square. Bodebsteadt EM. 100b (un-
listed dies); SNG von Aulock 1715; SNG Copenhagen 317. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
Ex: CNG 85, 15 Sept. 10, lot 413; 
Ex: Leu 85, 6 May 2002, lot 302.  

177 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.56 g), ca. 377-326 BC. Wreathed head of  Dionysos right. Rev. Head 
of  satyr facing within linear square. Bodenstedt 90; HGC 6, 1016.Very Rare. A magnificent example. Bold-
ly struck in high relief  and perfectly centered. Probably the finest known.  Nearly Mint State.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Although electrum had been popular for the first coinages of  western Asia Minor, it was quickly superseded in most plac-
es by parted gold and silver coinages already in the sixth century BC. However, a few cities, like Mytilene, Phokaia, 
and Kyzikos continued to strike electrum into the fourth century BC, often in concert, as a means of  providing an inter-
national trade coinage for the Black Sea region. The somewhat outmoded alloy remained in demand by the grain-pro-
ducers and mercenaries of  the north long after it fell out of  common use in mainland Greece and Asia Minor. 

178 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.54 g), ca. 377-326 BC. Head of  Kabeiros right, wearing pileos; two 
stars flanking. Rev. Head of  Persephone right within linear square. Bodenstedt 99; HGC 6, 1025. Boldly 
struck with lustrous surfaces and perfectly centered. Superb Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
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179 Lesbos, Mytilene. Electrum Hekte (2.54 g), ca. 377-326 BC. Head of  Hermes right, wearing petasos. Rev. 
Lion standing right in linear square within shallow incuse square. Bodenstedt 83; HGC 6, 1009. Fine style. 
Struck in high relief  and nicely centered. Lightly toned. Choice Very Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

180 Ionia, Uncertain mint. Electrum Trite (4.65 g), ca. 625-600 BC. Lydo-Milesian standard. Geometric figure 
composed of  a cross centered upon a polygon of  eight sides. Rev. Rectangular incuse divided horizontally 
and vertically into several compartments, some containing pellets. McFadden 1; Weidauer -; Elektron I 
16; SNG Kayhan 697. Well defined. Extremely Fine.  $700  

181 Ionia, Uncertain mint. Electrum Trite (4.68 g), ca. 625-600 BC. Lydo-Milesian standard. Geometric figure 
composed of  a cross centered upon a polygon of  eight sides. Rev. Rectangular incuse divided horizontally 
and vertically into several compartments, some containing pellets. McFadden 1; Weidauer -; Elektron I 
16; SNG Kayhan 697. Well defined. Extremely Fine.  $700  

182 Ionia, Uncertain mint. Fourrée Hekte (3.24 g), ca. 600-550 BC. Lion’s head right. Rev. Rough incuse 
square. Weidauer 119; cf. Elektron II 24 (hemihekte). NGC grade Ch XF; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5. Core 
visible.  $500  
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183 Ionia, Ephesos. Silver Tetradrachm (14.79 g), ca. 405-390 BC. Namertes, magistrate. E-F, bee. Rev. Fore-
part of  stag right, head turned to look back; in left field, palm tree; in right field, magistrate’s name: 
NAMEPTH[S]. Knns 49c (this coin); SNG Copenhagen -. Lovely light golden toning.

 Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection
 
Ex Monetarium FPL 53 (Spring 1990), lot 85 
Ex Rauch 43 (5 June 1989), lot 360 
Ex Hekatomnos Hoard, 1977. 

184 Ionia, Ephesos. Silver Tetradrachm (15.10 g), ca. 350-340 BC. Kallikrates, magistrate. E-F, bee. Rev. 
Forepart of  stag right, head turned to look back; in left field, palm tree; in right field, magistrate’s name: 
KALLIKRATH[S]. Kinns obv. die O125; SNG Copenhagen -. Well struck and well centered. Excellent 
metal and delicately toned. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $750 
 
Ex UBS (14 September 2004), 4349.  

185 Ionia, Ephesos. Silver Drachm (4.10 g), ca. 202-150 BC. Satyros, magistrate. E-F, bee. Rev. Stag standing 
right; in background, palm tree; in right field, magistrate’s name: SATYPOS. Kinns p. 90; SNG Copen-
hagen 298. Unusually well centered with luster still present. Nearly Mint State.  $350 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



186 Ionia, Erythrai. Electrum Hekte (2.54 g), ca. 550-500 BC. Head of  Herakles left, wearing lion’s skin head-
dress. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. SNG Kayhan 737-8; SNG von Aulock 1942. Excellent detail and 
well centered. We note a flan crack at 11 o’clock. Choice Very Fine.  $350 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

Splendid  Lebedos Silver Tetradrachm

187 Ionia, Lebedos. Silver Tetradrachm (16.31 g), ca. 160-140 BC. Apollodotos, magistrate. Head of  Athena 
right, wearing triple-crested Corinthian helmet. Rev. LEBEDIWN, owl standing right, head facing, on club 
between two cornuacopiae; across lower field, APOLL-ODOTOS; all within laurel wreath. Amandry grp. 
IV, 17f  (D2/R13); Kinns 30. Attractive light tone. The Rarest of  the Stephanophoric types. Superb Extremely 
Fine.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection; 
Ex Coin Galleries (19 August 1987), lot 71. 
Ex Coin Galleries (19 August 1987), lot 71. 
 
The Greek cities of  western Asia Minor were freed from the Seleucid Empire by the mid-second century B.C. They soon 
began striking their own autonomous coinage on broad flans with Olympanian gods and dieties on the obverse with re-
verse designs enclosed in a wreath. The term ‘stephanophori’ refers to its reverse meaning “wreath bearers”. The prototype 
for this appears to be the New Style Athenian coinage. Lebedos was one of  the 12 cities in the Ionian League. Although 
wealthy, Lebedos’ population was limited by its position on the peninsula therefore, its coinage was very limited thus mak-
ing the stephanophoric coinage among the rarest of  the Ionian League issues. The era of  this coinage, 160-140 BC, repe-
sents the last great artistic period of  Greek numismatic art until the rising power of  Rome took over the Classical World. 



188 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.54 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Bearded head left, wearing crested helmet dec-
orated with floral motif; below, small seal right. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 44. Rare. 
Boldly struck in high relief  style and perfectly centered. Lightly toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,250 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

189 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.59 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Facing head of  Silenos. Rev. Quadripartite 
incuse square. Bodenstedt 43. Rare. Boldly struck in high relief  with outstanding expressive detail. Well 
centered and nicely toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Silenos was the prodigiously drunk companion and tutor of  the wine-god Dionysos. During a period of  ine-
briated wandering in Phrygia, Silenos was said to have been rescued by peasants who brought him to King Mi-
das. The famous king entertained the rustic deity for five days and nights, at the conclusion of  which Sile-
nos thanked him by offering to grant any wish Midas had. Unfortunately, blinded by greed, Midas asked for the 
power to turn anything into gold by the touch of  his hand. This Silenos granted and Midas’ wish soon turned into a curse. 

190 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.55 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Bearded head of  Silenos facing, wearing ivy 
wreath; to left, small seal upward (off  flan). Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 67. Very Rare - 
apparently only ten known. Boldly struck in high relief  and lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

191 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.60 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Head of  ram left; below, small seal left. Rev. 
Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 37. Very Rare. Boldly struck in high relief  and well centered. Ex-
tremely Fine.  $700 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

192 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.68 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Horned head of  river god left; to right, small 
seal upward (off  flan). Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 35. Rare. Well struck and well cen-
tered. Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
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193 Ionia, Phokaia. Silver Diobol (1.16 g), ca. 521-478 BC. Archaic female head left, wearing helmet or close 
fitting cap; volute-shaped earring. Rev. Incuse square. Cf. SNG Kayhan 522 (without volute); cf. SNG 
Copenhagen 389-94 (same). Toned. Choice Very Fine.  $400 
 
Ex Hess-Divo 317 (27 October 2010), lot 236; 
Ex Peus 376 (29 October 2003), lot 389.  

194 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.52 g), ca. 478-387 BC. Head of  Io left; below, small seal left. Rev. 
Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 96. Boldly struck in high relief  and lightly tone. Perfectly cen-
tered. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

195 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.56 g), ca. 478-387 BC. Female head left, hair bound in sakkos; behind, 
seal (off  flan). Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 92. Boldly struck in high relief  and well cen-
tered. Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $900 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

196 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.53 g), ca. 478-387 BC. Lion’s scalp facing; to left, small seal downward. 
Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 53. Very Rare. Struck in high relief  and lightly toned. About 
Extremely Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

197 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.55 g), ca. 478-387 BC. Bearded head of  Herakles left, wearing lion skin; 
at base of  neck, small seal to left. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 80. Very Rare - only four coins 
cited in Bodenstedt. Boldly struck in pale yellow electrum. High relief  style and perfectly centered. Extremely 
Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  
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198 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.57 g), ca. 478-387 BC. Bearded head of  Hephaistos left, wearing cap; 
to right, small seal downward. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 69. Very Rare - only four coins 
cited in Bodenstedt. Boldly struck in high relief  style and perfectly centered. Lightly toned.

 Choice Very Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

199 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.53 g), ca. 478-387 BC. Head of  Hermes left, wearing petasos; to right, 
small seal downward. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 82. Choice Very Fine.  $350  

200 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.51 g), ca. 478-387 BC. Helmeted head of  Athena left; to right, small 
seal upward. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Bodenstedt 91. Very Fine.  $350  

201 Ionia, Phokaia. Electrum Hekte (2.54 g), ca. 387-326 BC. Head of  Demeter left, wearing grain wreath and 
with hair in sphendone; to right, small seal left. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Cf. Bodenstedt 109.1. 
Well struck and well centered. Fine style and lightly toned. Choice Very Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
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Splendid Samos Silver Tetradrachm

202 Islands off  Ionia, Samos. Silver Tetradrachm (15.41 g), ca. 408/4-380/66 BC. Pythes, magistrate. Facing 
lion’s scalp. Rev. SA, forepart of  bull right; to left, laurel branch; above, magistrate’s name: PUQHS; all 
within shallow incuse square. Cf. Barron 147 (same obv. die, magistrate’s name PUQIWN); HGC 6, 1218. 
Rare. Pleasing light antique silver tone. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex G. Hirsch 263 (2009), lot 2413.  

Incredible Quality Smyrna Silver Tetradrachm

203 Ionia, Smyrna. Silver Tetradrachm (16.68 g), ca. 155-145 BC. Posidonios, magistrate. Turreted head of  
Tyche right. Rev. ZMYP/NAIWN in two lines above magistrate’s monogram; all within wreath. Milne 
145; SNG von Aulock 2161. Struck in high relief  with a lovely light iridescent tone. A truly magnificent 
example. Nearly Mint State.  $5,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Leu 52 (15 May 1991), lot 94. 
 
This coin belongs to a class of  tetradrachms primarily struck by cities of  western Asia Minor around the mid-second cen-
tury BC and easily distinguished by the wreath border on the reverse. Such wreath-bearing tetradrachms derived their re-
verse border from the influential New Style Athenian tetradrachms known as stephanophoroi (“wreath-bearers”). Many 
of  the wreath-bearing coinages of  western Asia Minor may have been produced under the influence of  Attalos II 
(160-138 BC) as financial support for his foreign policy. Hoard evidence strongly suggests that some were used to under-
write the invasion of  Syria by the Attalid-backed Seleukid pretender, Alexander Balas, in 150 BC. This issue of  Smyrna pre-
dates Attalus’ intervention in Seleukid affairs, but it probably served similar purposes abroad. Its reduced Attic weight 
made it more acceptable in international trade than the greatly overvalued cistophoric tetradrachm of  the Attalid kingdom. 



Superb Quality Teos Silver Stater

204 Ionia, Teos. Silver Stater (11.78 g), struck ca. 470-449 BC. T HIO N (N retrograde). Griffin seated right 
on “leaf  and tongue” exergual line, wings raised, left forepaw lifted over panther head. Rev. Quadripartite 
incuse square. (Balcer, SNR 47, 103, A. 103/P.135; BMC 19 var. Delicately toned, unusually well centered 
and boldly struck. NGC graded Ch AU, Strike: 4/5, Surface: 5/5.  $2,000 
 
Ex: Hunter Collection, Goldberg’s Sale 72, lot 4078.  

205 Ionia, Teos. Silver Stater (11.98 g), ca. 450-425 BC. Griffin seated right, raising forepaw; below foreleg, 
grape bunch and leaf. Rev. Quadripartite incuse square. Matzke grp. Cb1; Balcer grp. LIII, 102 (dies 
A102/P134); Jameson 1517 (same dies). Untoned with an area of  horn silver residue on the reverse. Ex-
tremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



206 Ionia, Teos. AR Tetradrachm (16.9g), 160 BC. Herognetos, son of  Zopyrion, magistrate.  Diademed and 
draped bust of  Artemis right, bow and quiver over shoulder. Rev. Apollo Delphios standing left, resting 
elbow on tripod, maeander pattern below; all within a laurel wreath. (SNG Lockett 2829; Pozzi 2463). 
Bold with a vivid depiction of  Artemis. Splendid detail highlighted with russet hues and struck in high 
relief. NGC graded Ch AU, Strike: 4/5, Surface: 5/5 .  $1,500 
 
Ex Hunter Collection, Goldberg’s Sale 72, lot 4077; 
Ex Wolfen Family Foundation, purchased from Bank Leu early 1970s.  

207 Lydian Kingdom. Alyattes to Kroisos. Electrum Trite (4.72 g), ca. 620/10-550/39 BC. Sardes. Head of  
roaring lion right, sun-like bulb with multiple rays on forehead. Rev. Two incuse squares. Weidauer grp. 
XVI, 89; SNG Ashmolean 749-51. Boldly struck and well defined. Toned. Extremely Fine.  $2,500  

208 Lydian Kingdom. Alyattes to Kroisos. Electrum Trite (4.66 g), ca. 620/10-550/39 BC. Sardes. Head of  
roaring lion right, sun-like bulb with multiple rays on forehead. Rev. Two incuse squares. Weidauer grp. 
XVI, 89; SNG Ashmolean 749-51. Circular banker’s mark on the lion’s cheek, further bankers’ marks one 
edge. Very Fine.  $1,500  



209 Caria, Halikarnassos. Silver Drachm (4.48 g), ca. 150-50 BC. Theodoros(?), magistrate. Head of  Helios 
facing slightly right. Rev. [A]LIKAPN, draped bust of  Athena right, wearing crested Corinthian helmet; in 
right field, magistrate’s name: [Q?]EODWRO[S]. SNG Keckman 51; cf. SNG von Aulock 8087; cf. SNG 
Kayhan 762. Well struck in high relief. Underlying luster present. Lightly toned. Superb

 Extremely Fine.  $750 
 
Ex Prospero Collection (New York Sale XXVII, 4 January 2012), lot 534 (purchased privately from Spink, 10 March 1987).  

210 Caria, Myndos. Silver Drachm (4.21 g), mid 2nd century BC. Aigyptos, magistrate. Laureate head of  
Sarapis right. Rev. MUNDIWN, headdress of  Isis atop two grain ears; in right field, magistrate’s name: AI-
GYPTOY; below, dolphin right. Cf. Myndos Hoard 63 (A17/P; unlisted Rev. die, dolphin not recorded); 
SNG Keckman -. Very Rare and a new symbol for the issue. Attractively toned. Extremely Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



Exceptional Maussolos Silver Tetradrachm

211 Carian Satraps. Maussolos. Silver Tetradrachm (15.06 g), 377-353 BC. Laureate head of  Apollo facing 
slightly right. Rev. Zeus Labraundos standing right, holding labrys and scepter; in left field, P. Cf. Pix-
odarus pl. 33, 37; SNG Kayhan -; SNG von Aulock -. Boldly struck in high relief. Excellent metal and 
beautifully toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $5,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Maussolos was perhaps one of  the most famous of  the Hekatomnid dynasts of  Caria who nominally served the Great King 
of  Persia as regional satrap. He briefly participated in the Great Satraps’ Revolt (366-360 BC) against Artaxerxes III but soon 
returned to the side of  his Persian master, expanding his territory to include parts of  Lycia, Ionia, and several islands. He 
embraced Greek culture and increasingly involved himself  in Greek affairs, instigating and supporting Rhodian involve-
ment in the Social War (357-355 BC) against Athens. Maussollos is perhaps most famous for his great tomb which he built 
at Halikarnassos after moving his capital from Mylasa. This tomb was considered one of  the Seven Wonders of  the ancient 
world and gave us the term mausoleum in English. The reverse depicts Zeus Labraundos, the patron deity of  Mylasa and the 
Hekatomnid dynasty. Ironically it was in the god’s temple at Labranda that assassins attempted to kill Maussollos in 353 BC. 

212 Carian Satraps. Pixodaros. Silver Didrachm (6.89 g), ca. 341/0-336/5 BC. Halikarnassos. Laureate head 
of  Apollo facing slightly right, drapery tied at neck. Rev. PIXODAPOY, Zeus Labraundos standing right, 
holding labrys. Konuk 30; SNG Kayhan 891-2. Perfectly centered, lustrous and attractively toned. Superb 
Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



213 Carian Satraps. Pixodaros. Silver Didrachm (7.03 g), ca. 341/0-336/5 BC. Halikarnassos. Laureate head 
of  Apollo facing slightly right, drapery tied at neck. Rev. PIXODAPOY, Zeus Labraundos standing right, 
holding labrys. Konuk 30; SNG Keckman 280; SNG Kayhan 891-2. Original patina. Uncleaned. Superb 
Extremely Fine.  $1,500 

Stunning Quality Kos Silver Tetradrachm

214 Islands off  Caria, Kos. Silver Tetradrachm (14.82 g), ca. 400-385 BC. Lysichos, magistrate. Bearded head 
of  Herakles left, wearing lion’s skin headdress. Rev. KWION, crab; above, magistrate’s name: LYSIXOS; 
below, club; all in dotted square within incuse square. Stefanaki 153-60; HGC 6, 1301. Attractively toned. 
Extremely Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
The crab of  the reverse was a civic badge of  Kos - a perfectly reasonable emblem for an island city - but its combination with 
the head of  Herakles on the obverse seems to refer to a somewhat obscure detail of  that hero’s Second Labor. In this Labor, 
Herakles was required to slay the Lernaean Hydra. When Herakles began to gain the upper hand over the Hydra, Hera is said 
to have sent a giant crab to attack him as well. Nevertheless, the hero still managed to kill the Hydra and crush the crab un-
der foot. Again disappointed in her plot to destroy Herakles, Hera placed the crab in the heavens as the constellation Cancer. 



Fantastic Quality Kos Silver Tetradrachm

215 Islands off  Caria, Kos. Silver Tetradrachm (14.96 g), ca. 285-258 BC. Xanthippos, magistrate. Head of  
Herakles right, wearing lion’s skin headdress. Rev. K-WIO-N, crab; below, magistrate’s name: XANQIP−
POS and bow-in-bowcase; all within dotted square. Requier 63 (D11/R53); BMFA Suppl. 195 (same 
dies). Untoned with traces of  luster still present. A very impressive coin!

 Superb Extremely Fine.  $5,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
While the previous lot depicts Herakles as an older man with a beard, reflecting an older Archaic and Classical tradi-
tion, on this coin he appears as a vibrant youth ready to take on all the enemies and monsters that Hera can throw at him. 
This youthful type, which has its roots in Macedonia in the fourth century BC, appears on this third century Koan tet-
radrachm thanks to Alexander the Great, who employed this type for his imperial tetradrachms and made it a wide-
ly popular image throughout the Mediterranean world. So closely was Alexander associated with the image of  the youth-
ful Herakles on his coins that it was not long before people began to identify the image of  Herakles as a portrait of  the 
Macedonian conqueror. Here the Koans have simply remodeled their traditional Herakles obverse to take advantage 
of  the fame of  Alexander and his internationally recognized currency that still shone brightly in the third century BC. 

216 Islands off  Caria, Rhodes. Silver Didrachm (6.68 g), ca. 305/4-275 BC. Head of  Helios facing slightly 
right. Rev. [PODIWN], rose with bud to right; in left field, grape bunch and E. Ashton 157; SNG Keck-
man 452-3. Fine high relief  style, untoned. Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



217 Islands off  Caria, Rhodes. Silver Didrachm (6.76 g), ca. 250-229 BC. Agesidamos, magistrate. Radiate head 
of  Helios facing slightly right. Rev. P-O, rose with bud to right; in left field, Artemis running left, holding 
torch; above, magistrate’s name: AGHSIDAMOS. Ashton 206; SNG Keckman 534. Lightly toned. Ex-
tremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

218 Islands off  Caria, Rhodes. Silver Tetradrachm (13.59 g), ca. 229-205 BC. Aristokritos, magistrate. Radiate 
head of  Helios facing slightly right.Rev. PODION, rose with bud to right; in left field, aphlaston; across 
field, magistrate’s name: APISTOKP-ITOS. Ashton 213; SNG Keckman 544. Delicately toned.

 Extremely Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Antique V (1997), lot 20.  



219 Islands off  Caria, Rhodes. Silver Didrachm (6.89 g), ca. 229-205 BC. Ameinias, magistrate. Radiate head 
of  Helios facing slightly right. Rev. PODION, rose with bud to right; in left field, ship’s stern; across field, 
magistrate’s name: AMEIN-IAS. Ashton 217; SNG Keckman 543. A trifle off  center, attractively toned. 
Lustrous. Nearly Mint State.  $700 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

220 Lycian Dynasts. Mithrapata. Silver Stater (9.87 g), ca. 390-370 BC. Forepart of  lion right. Rev. MITHRAP-
A-T-A in Lycian around, Head of  Mithrapata left; in lower right field, triskeles; all within incuse square. 
Mildenberg 3 (dies 2/2); Podalia 37-50 (A2/P2); Reuter 98 (same obv. die); Falghera -; cf. SNG Copen-
hagen Suppl. 472 (arrangement of  letters). Areas of  flat strike and traces of  luster present. Attractive 
realistic portrait. Untoned. Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

221 Lycia, Oinoanda. Silver Didrachm (8.36 g), ca. 200 BC. Laureate head of  Zeus right, scepter at shoulder. 
Rev. [O]INOAN/[DEwN] in two lines in exergue, eagle standing right on winged thunderbolt; in right 
field, grape bunch and G. Cf. BMC 1. Traces of  luster present. Lovely light iridescent tone. Superb Ex-
tremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  



222 Lycia, Phaselis. Silver Stater (10.40 g), 4th century BC. Prow of  galley right, side decorated with facing 
gorgoneion; in right field, cicada. Rev. FAS (retrograde), stern of  galley right; above, Nike flying right, 
holding fillet. Cf. Heipp-Tamer series 6 (var. not recorded). Toned and well struck in high relief. Superb 
Extremely Fine.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

223 Pamphylia, Aspendos. Silver Stater (10.86 g), ca. 400-380 BC. Two wrestlers grappling. Rev. [ES]TFEDII-
U[S], slinger in throwing stance right; in right field, triskeles; all within pelleted square border. Tekin series 
3; SNG BN 52 (same obv. die). Traces of  luster present. Areas of  flatness on obverse and corresponding 
areas of  reverse. Exceptional portrait on slinger. Untoned. Extremely Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

224 Pamphylia, Side. Silver 1/3 Stater (3.46 g), ca. 460-430 BC. Pomegranate. Rev. Helmeted head of  Athena 
right within incuse square. Atlan 27 (Ö24/A25); SNG BN 630-1. Rare denomination. Light grey tone. Well 
struck. Extremely Fine.  $350  



225 Pamphylia, Side. Silver Tetradrachm (16.80 g), ca. 205-100 BC. Deino…, magistrate. Head of  Athena 
right, wearing crested Corinthian helmet. Rev. Nike advancing left, holding wreath; in left field, pome-
granate; across field, magistrate’s name: DEI-NO. Seyrig 8; SNG BN 678-81. Excellent metal and lightly 
toned. Extremely Fine.  $500  

226 Pisidia, Selge. Silver Stater (10.49 g), ca. 325-250 BC. Two wrestlers grappling; between, winged thunder-
bolt. Rev. SELGEWN, slinger standing right, preparing to shoot bullet; in right field, triskeles above club 
and cornucopiae. SNG BN -; SNG von Aulock -; SNG Copenhagen -; BMC -. Toned.

 Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Hauck & Aufhäuser 21 (2009), lot 188.  

227 Cilicia, Kelenderis. Silver Stater (10.09 g), ca. 350-330 BC. Nude youth, holding whip, dismounting from rear-
ing horse right; in lower right field, monogram. Rev. KELEN, kneeling goat right, head turned to look back; 
below and in exergue, monograms; c/m: (man-headed?) bull standing right in incuse square. Cf. SNG BN 
72 (lacking monogram in exergue); SNG Levante -. Very Rare. Toned. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $1,000  



228 Cilicia, Soloi. Silver Stater (10.05 g), ca. 410-375 BC. Head of  Athena to right, wearing crested Attic hel-
met decorated with a griffin on the bowl and a palmette on the neckpiece. Rev. SO, grape bunch on vine; 
to left, P; all within incuse diamond. SNG BN 167-70; SNG Levante 45. Well struck on a slightly ragged 
flan. Gorgeous iridescent tone. Superb Extremely Fine.  $750 
 
Ex Leu 77 (11 May 2000), lot 361; 
Ex Hess-Leu (12 April 1962), lot 329.  

229 Cilicia, Tarsos. Datames. Silver Stater (10.61 g), ca. 384-361/0 BC. Ca. 380-375 BC. Female head facing 
slightly left. Rev. Helmeted and bearded male head (Ares?) left. Casabonne series 1; Moysey issue 4; SNG 
BN 276-7; SNG Levante 80. Well struck and finely detailed. Well toned. An exceptional example. Nearly 
Mint State.  $2,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Eric P. Newman Numismatic Education Society Collection.  

230 Cilicia, Tarsos. Pharnabazos. Silver Obol (0.97 g), Persian general, 380-374/3 BC. Baaltars seated left, 
holding lotus-tipped scepter. Rev. Helmeted and bearded male head (of  Ares?) right. SNG BN 257; SNG 
Levante 76. Nice old cabinet toned. Extremely Fine.  $400  



231 Cilicia, Tarsos. Balakros. Silver Stater (10.85 g), 333-323 BC. Baaltars seated left, holding lotus-tipped 
scepter; in left field, grain ear and grape bunch; in right field, ivy leaf  and B; below throne, monogram. 
Rev. Helmeted and draped bust of  Athena facing slightly left; in upper left field, crested helmet. Casab-
onne series 2; cf. SNG BN 371 (controls); SNG Levante 121. Lightly toned with luster present. Superb 
Extremely Fine.  $1,250 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex Tuck Pittman Collection (CNG 84, 5 May 2010), lot 676 
Ex Triton X (9 January 2007), lot 383.  

232 Syria, Seleukeia Pieria. Silver Tetradrachm (14.90 g), ca. 105-82 BC. CY 9 (101/0 BC). Turreted and veiled 
bust of  Tyche right. Rev. SELEUKEWN / THS IERAS / KAI / AUTONOMOU in four lines, filleted 
thunderbolt on throne; below, date (Q); to lower right, Q. Callataÿ pl. LIV, G-H; HGC 9, 1382. Lightly 
toned. Extremely Fine.  $400  



233 Seleukid Kingdom. Seleukos I Nikator. Silver Tetradrachm (17.22 g), 312-281 BC. Seleukeia on the Tigris 
II, ca. 296/5-281 BC. Laureate head of  Zeus right. Rev. BASILEWS SELEYKOY, Athena, brandishing 
spear and shield, in quadriga of  elephants right; above, Seleukid anchor and monogram; in exergue, AP. 
Cf. SC 130.25 var. (no AP); HGC 9, 18a. Well struck and perfectly centered. Untoned. Nearly 

 Extremely Fine.  $1,000  

234 Seleukid Kingdom. Seleukos I Nikator. Silver Stater (15.15 g), 312-281 BC. Babylon II, ca. 311-303 BC. 
Baal seated left, holding scepter. Rev. Lion prowling left; above, anchor; in exergue, monogram. SC 88.2b; 
HGC 9, 67a. Obverse softly struck. Toned. Fine/ Very Fine.  $300  

235 Seleukid Kingdom. Antiochos V Eupator. Silver Tetradrachm (16.58 g), 164-162 BC. Antioch in Syria. 
Diademed head of  Antiochos V right. Rev. BASILEWS ANTIOCOU EUPATOROS, Zeus seated left, 
holding Nike and scepter; in outer left field, monogram. SC 1575.2; HGC 9, 752. A wonderful example. 
Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5.  $1,250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



236 Phoenicia, Arados. Uncertain king. Silver Stater (10.38 g), ca. 348-338. Laureate head of  Ba’al-Arwad 
right. Rev. ‘MAB’ above, galley with Pataikos right; three waves below; all within dotted square border 
within incuse square. Betlyon 26; cf. HGC 10, 35. Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

237 Phoenicia, Byblos. ‘Ozba’al. Silver Shekel (13.28 g), ca. 400-365 BC. Galley sailing left above waves, car-
rying three hoplites; below, hippocamp left above murex shell, Aramaic ‘ZO’ between galley and hippo-
camp. Rev. ‘’Ozba’al, King of  Gebal’, lion bringing down bull left. Cf. Betlyon 14 (lacking ‘ZO’); HGC 10, 
133. Reverse struck from a somewhat worn die. Lovely natural iridescent tone. Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
Byblos was the Greek name given to the northern Phoenician city of  Gebal, which has been considered one of  the oldest continuously 
inhabited cities in the world. The city was ruled by a local dynasty of  kings who were often vassals of  the great Near Eastern powers 
of  Egypt, Assyria, and Persia. This shekel was struck by the obscure Byblian king ‘Ozba’al under Persian domination. The obverse 
advertises the naval power of  the city by depicting one of  its galleys carrying warriors. Indeed, the terrifying power of  the Persian 
fleet was largely due to the ships and sailors drawn from Phoenician cities like Byblos. The scene of  the lion attacking a bull on the 
reverse and other variations on this animal fight theme were a commonplace of  Near Eastern and especially Persian decorative art. 



238 Phoenicia, Sidon. Baalshallim II. Silver Double Shekel (28.22 g), ca. 401-366 BC. Galley sailing left; above, 
bet; below, double line of  waves. Rev. Persian king in chariot with driver left; behind, king of  Sidon walk-
ing left. Rouvier 1096; Betlyon 18; HGC 10, 236. A nice bold strike on excellent metal. We note some 
light graffiti in the obverse field. Lightly toned. A very desirable example. Extremely Fine.  $2,000  

239 Phoenicia, Tyre. Uncertain king. Silver Shekel (13.64 g), ca. 425-394 BC. Melkart riding winged hippo-
camp right over waves, holding bow and arrow; below, dolphin leaping right. Rev. Owl standing right, head 
facing; crook and flail over shoulder. Elayi & Elayi grp. II.1.1.1.a, 288 (O26/R22); Betlyon 17; HGC 10, 
315 (this coin illus.). Very Rare. An outstanding example boldly struck on a nice wide flan. Removed from 
an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5 lt graffito.  $2,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex NCirc CXII/2 (April 2004), GK 1230; CNG 63 (21 May 2003), lot 675.  



240 Phoenicia, Tyre. Silver Shekel (14.27 g), ca. 126/5 BC-AD 65/6. CY 48 (79/8 BC). Laureate bust of  
Melkart right, lion’s skin tied at neck. Rev. TUROU IERAS KAI ASULOU, eagle standing left on prow, 
palm on far wing; in left field, date (HM) and club; in right field, D; between legs, ‘bet’. DCA Suppl. 118. 
NGC grade Ch AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5. Lustrous.  $2,000  

241 Phoenicia, Tyre. Silver Shekel (14.39 g), ca. 126/5 BC-AD 65/6. CY 40 (87/6 BC). Laureate bust of  
Melkart right, lion’s skin tied at neck. Rev. TUROU IERAS KAI ASULOU, eagle standing left on prow, 
palm on far wing; in left field, date (L M) and club; in right field, D; between legs, ‘bet’. DCA Suppl. 101. 
NGC grade Ch XF; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 3/5.  $1,500  



Wonderful Carthaginian Occupation by Hannibal Electrum 3/8 Shekel

242 Carthaginian Occupation. Electrum 3/8 Shekel (2.82 g), ca. 216-211 BC. Struck at Bruttium. Janiform 
female heads, wreathed with grain ears. Rev. Zeus, holding thunderbolt and scepter, standing in quadriga 
driven by Nike right. Jenkins & Lewis 487-93 (Capua); SNG ANS 146 (Capua); HN Italy 2013. Some tiny 
deposits scattered around the obverse surfaces. Extremely Fine.  $4,000 
 
This attractive electrum fraction from Bruttium seems a little confused about its identity. It was struck during Hannibal’s 
occupation of  the region in the Second Punic War (218-201 BC). The use of  an electrum alloy and the shekel weight standard 
is typical of  Carthaginian coinage of  the period, but the types are closely modeled on the silver quadrigati (didrachms) struck 
by the Roman Republic (!) before the introduction of  the denarius ca. 211 BC. The reverse depicting Jupiter in a four-horse 
chariot driven by Victory is directly copied from the quadrigati while the obverse has been modified to better fit the Carthagin-
ian context. While the Roman quadrigati depict a laureate male janiform head - presumably Janus himself, the god of  begin-
nings and endings (especially in relation to war) - on this electrum piece the janiform head is female and wears a grain wreath to 
indicate that a form of  the Punic goddess Tanit was intended.

See lot 414 for another Carhaginian Occupation coin .

243 Carthaginian Occupation. Silver 1/4 Shekel (1.77 g), ca. 215-205 BC. Wreathed head of  Tanit-Demeter left. 
Rev. Horse standing right. Jenkins pl. C, L2; HN Italy 2020. Attractively toned. Extremely Fine.  $300  

ANCIENT JUDEA COINAGE

244 Philistia, Uncertain mints. Silver Drachm (4.25 g), mid 5th century-333 BC. Imitating Athens. Helmeted 
head of  Athena right, frontal(?) eye. Rev. [AQE], owl standing right, head facing; in upper left field, olive 
spray and crescent. Gitler & Tal -; HGC 10, -. Seemingly unpublished. Very Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



245 Philistia, Gaza. Silver Drachm (4.06 g), mid 5th century-333 BC. Imitating Athens. Helmeted head of  
Athena right, profile eye; ‘N’ on cheek. Rev. AQE, owl standing right, head facing; in upper left field, olive 
spray and crescent; in right field, ‘M’. Gitler & Tal V.24Da; HGC 10, 541. Lightly toned. Very Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

246 Philistia, Gaza. Silver Drachm (2.99 g), mid 5th century-333 BC. Archaic style female head right. Rev. 
Head of  Bes facing. Gitler & Tal V.14Da; HGC 10, 552. Test cut. About Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

247 Judaea, Hasmonean Kingdom. Mattathias Antigonos (Mattatayah). Æ 8 Prutot (13.34 g), 40-37 BCE. Je-
rusalem. ‘Mattatayah the High Priest and Council of  the Jews’ (Paleo-Hebrew), double cornucopiae. Rev. 
BACILEW[C ANTIGONOU], ivy wreath tied with ribbons. Hendin 1162; TJC 36. Earthen dark-green 
patina. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
In 40 BCE, at the head of  a Parthian army, Mattathias II Antigonus drove Herod the Great and his puppet, the Has-
monaean ethnarch, John Hyrcanus II, out of  Jerusalem and was proclaimed king and High Priest by the Parthians 
and his Jewish supporters. Unfortunately, the wily Herod was not so easily defeated and returned in 39 BCE armed 
with recognition as the Roman client-king of  Judaea. The hapless Mattathias II was ultimately defeated and cruci-
fied for his troubles, leaving Judaea to begin a new period in its troubled history under the often hated Herodian dynasty. 



248 Judaea, Hasmonean Kingdom. Mattathias Antigonos (Mattatayah). Æ 4 Prutot (7.40 g), 40-37 BCE. Jeru-
salem. ‘Mattatayah the High Priest’ (Paleo-Hebrew), cornucopiae tied with ribbons, decorated with vine-
leaf  and grapes. Rev. [B]ACILE[OC] ANTIGO/N in three lines within wreath tied at left. Hendin 1163; 
TJC 37a. Sandy green patina. Unusually choice for this issue. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

249 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod I. Æ 8 Prutot (8.58 g), 40-4 BCE. Uncertain mint in Samaria, RY 3 
(40/39 or 38/7 BCE). BASILEWS HRWDOU, tripod lebes; in left field, date (L G); in right field, mono-
gram. rev. Helmet with cheek guards surmounted by star; above to either side, palm branch. Hendin 1169; 
TJC 44. Earthen-green patina. Seldom seen this choice. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

250 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod I. Æ 2 Prutot (3.50 g), 40-4 BCE. Uncertain mint in Samaria, RY 3 
(40/39 or 38/7 BCE). Poppy on stalk. Rev. BASILEWS HRWDOU, winged caduceus; in left field, date 
(L G); in right field, monogram. Hendin 1171; TJC 46. Nice green patina. One of  the finest specimens 
seen. Extremely Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



251 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod I. Æ Prutah (1.54 g), 40-4 BCE. Jerusalem. BACI HPW, anchor. Rev. 
Double cornucopiae with caduceus between and dots above. Hendin 1188; TJC 59c. Earthen-green pati-
na. A superb example for the type. Extremely Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 

252 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod II Archelaus. Æ 2 Prutot (2.69 g), 4 BCE-6 CE. Jerusalem. H[P-
WDHC], two cornucopiae. rev. EQN/APX/HC in three lines above, galley sailing left. Hendin 1194; TJC 
70; RPC 4914. Dark green patina with lighter earthen deposits. Choice Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

253 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod III Antipas. Æ Quarter (3.45 g), 4 BCE-39 CE. Tiberias, RY 24 (20/1 
CE). TIBE/PIAC in two lines within wreath. Rev. HPWDOY TETPAPXOY, palm branch; across field, 
date (L KD). Hendin 1201; TJC 77; RPC 4920. Green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

251 252



254 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod III Antipas. Æ Full (12.93 g), 4 BCE-39 CE. Tiberias, RY 33 (29/30 
CE). TIBE/PIAC in two lines within wreath. Rev. HPWDOY [TE]-TPAPXOY, palm branch; across field, 
date (L LG). Hendin 1203; TJC 79; RPC 4922. Rare. A splendid example. Sandy-brown patina. Extremely 
Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

255 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod III Antipas. Æ Half  (13.45 g), 4 BCE-39 CE. Tiberias, RY 33 (29/30 
CE). TIBE/PIAC in two lines within wreath. Rev. HPWDOY TETPAPXOY, palm branch; across field, 
date (L LG). Hendin 1204; TJC 80; RPC 4923. Sandy earthen-green patina. Very Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

256 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod III Antipas. Æ Full (10.49 g), 4 BCE-39 CE. Tiberias, RY 34 (30/1 
CE). TIBE/PIAC in two lines within wreath. Rev. HPWDOY [TE]-TPAPXOY, palm branch; across field, 
date (L LD). Hendin 1207; TJC 83; RPC 4926. Oliver-green patina. Unusually choice.

 Choice Very Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



257 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod III Antipas. Æ Half  (4.94 g), 4 BCE-39 CE. Tiberias, RY 34 (30/1 
CE). TIBE/PIAC in two lines within wreath. Rev. HPWDOY TETPAPXOY, palm branch; across field, 
date (L LD). Hendin 1208; TJC 84; RPC 4927. Earthen-brown patina. Excellent detail, Sharpness of  Ex-
tremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

258 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod III Antipas. Æ Quarter (3.08 g), 4 BCE-39 CE. Tiberias, RY 34 (30/1 
CE). TIBE/PIAC in two lines within wreath. Rev. HPWDOY TETPAPXOY, palm branch; across field, 
date (L LD). Hendin 1209; TJC 85; RPC 4928. Rare. Sandy blue-green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

259 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod III Antipas. Æ Full denomination (11.74 g), 4 BCE-39 CE. Tiberias, 
RY 37 (33/4 CE). TIBE/PIAC in two lines within wreath; above, star. Rev. [H]PWDOY [TETPAPXOY], 
palm branch; across field, date (L LZ). Cf. Hendin 1211 (no star); cf. TJC 87 (same); cf. RPC 4937 (same). 
Extremely Rare variety with star on obverse. Earthen-brown patina. Very Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



260 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod III Antipas. Æ Half  (5.97 g), 4 BCE-39 CE. Tiberias, RY 37 (33/4 
CE). TIBE/PIAC in two lines within wreath. Rev. HPDOY (sic) TE-TPAPXOY, palm branch; across 
field, date (L LZ). Hendin 1212; TJC 88; RPC 4931. Rare. Desert-green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

261 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod III Antipas. Æ Full (12.30 g), 4 BCE-39 CE. Tiberias, under Gaius 
Caligula, RY 43 (39 CE). GAIW KAICAPI GEPMA [NIKW] in four lines within wreath. Rev. HPWDHC 
[TETPAPXHC], seven-branched palm tree with two date clusters; across field in two lines, date ([ETO/C] 
MG). Hendin 1215; TJC 91; RPC 4934. Rare. Dark green patina with light earthen deposits. Very Fine.  
$750 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

The First Jewish Coin with the Portrait of a Jewish King

262 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod IV Philip. Æ (6.94 g), 4 BCE-34 CE. Caesarea Paneas (as Caesarea 
Philippi). KAICAP [CE]BACTOY, bare head of  Augustus right. Rev. [FILIPPOY] TETPAPXOY, bare 
head of  Herod IV Philip right; across field, date (L [E]). Hendin 1219; TJC 95; RPC 4938. Very Rare. The 
first Jewish coin with the portrait of  a Jewish king. Earthen-brown patina. Very Fine.  $2,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
Although it was a violation of  the Mosaic Law against ‘graven images’, Philip IV issued this coin with his own portrait. 



263 Judaea, Roman Administration. Augustus. Æ (9.17 g), 27 BCE-14 CE. Caesarea Paneas (as Caesarea 
Philippi), RY 12 of  Herod Philip (8/9 CE). [KAICAPI] CEBACTW, laureate head of  Augustus right. Rev.
FILIP[POY] TETP-APX-OY, tetrastyle temple with date (L I B) between columns. Hendin 1221; TJC 
97; RPC 4941. Very Rare. Dark green patina with sandy highlights. Very Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

264 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Herod IV Philip. Æ (3.65 g), 4 BCE-34 CE. Caesarea Panias, RY 34 (30/1 
CE). [IOYLIA CEBACTH], draped bust of  Livia right. Rev. [KAPPO]-FOPOC, hand holding three 
grain ears; across field, date ([L] L-D). Hendin 1231; TJC 107; RPC 4949. Rare. Sandy green-black patina. 
Choice Very Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

265 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Agrippa I. Æ (5.68 g), 37-44 CE. Caesarea Panias, RY 2 (37/8 CE). [BACIL−
EOC AGPIPPAC], Diademed head of  Agrippa I right. Rev. [AGPIPPA YIOY BACI]L-EWC, Agrippa 
II on horseback right; below, date (L B). Hendin 1237; TJC 113; RPC 4974. Very Rare. Dark sandy-green 
patina. Very Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



266 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Agrippa I. Æ (14.23 g), 37-44 CE. Caesarea Maritima, RY 7 of  Agrippa I 
(42/3 CE). TIBEPIOC [KAICAP CEBAC]TOC GEPM, laureate head of  Claudius right; c/m: head left 
with oval incuse. Rev. [BACILEYC MEGAC AGPIPPAC FILOKAICAP] (a few letters clear), two fig-
ures standing facing one another, each holding patera, within distyle temple; between, torso holding un-
certain object above and figure kneeling left; in pediment, date (L Z). Hendin 1245; TJC 121; RPC 4983; 
Howgego 156. Extremely Rare. Dark earthen-green patina. Very Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

267 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Agrippa I. Æ (11.71 g), 37-44 CE. Caesarea Maritima, RY 8 of  Agrippa I (43 
CE). Claudius, togate, standing left, sacrificing from patera over altar, between Agrippa I and Herod of  
Chalcis, each crowning the emperor with a wreath; [L H (date) in exergue]. Rev. [OPKIA BAS ME AG−
PIPPA PR SEB KAISAP AK SYNKLHTON K DHMO POM FILI K SYNMAXI AYTOY] (mostly 
indistinct but a few letters clear), clasped right hands in center; c/m: blank. Hendin 1248; TJC 124a; RPC 
4982. Extremely Rare and historically important. Green patina. About Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The reverse legend mentions the treaty concluded between the Romans and Agrippa I whereby Claudi-
us guaranteed Agrippa’s kingdom, bestowing upon him the title of  “Great King,” and granting his broth-
er, Herod, the territory of  Chalcis in Lebanon. This was no doubt Claudius returning the favor for Agrippa’s in-
volvement in securing the support of  the Roman Senate for his accession following the assassination of  Caligula. 



268 Judaea, Pre-Royal Coins of  Agrippa II. Claudius, with Britannicus, Antonia, and Octavia. Æ 22 (8.40 g), 
AD 41-54. Caesarea Paneas, before 49 CE. TI CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P M TR P IMP P P, laureate 
head of  Claudius left. Rev. ANTONIA BRITANNICVS OCTAVIA, Britannicus standing facing, flanked 
by Antonia, on left, and Octavia, on right, each holding cornucopiae. Hendin 1259; TJC 350; RPC 4842. 
Extremely Rare. Green patina with earthen highlights, roughness.

 Sharpness of  About Very Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

Very Rare Claudius with Britannicus, AE 19 struck in Paneas

269 Judaea, Roman Judaea. Claudius, with Britannicus. Æ (5.82 g), 41-54 CE. Caesarea Paneas, before 49 CE. TI 
CLAVDIVS CAESAR AVG P M TR P IM P P, laureate head of  Claudius left. Rev. BRITANNICVS AVG 
F, bare head of  Britannicus right. Hendin 1260; TJC 351; RPC 4843. Very Rare. An outstanding example 
with earthen highlights over a black-green patina. Complete legends! Extremely Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



270 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Agrippa II, with Domitian. Æ 27 (15.90 g), ca. 50-100 CE. Caesarea Paneas, 
RY 35 of  Agrippa II’s first era (83/4 CE). AVTOKPA DOMITIAN [KAICAP A GEP]MANI, laureate 
head of  Domitian right. Rev. BA AGPIPPA, Tyche-Demeter standing facing, head left, holding grain ears 
and cornucopiae; across field, date (ETO EL). Hendin 1298; TJC 179; RPC 2296. Brown patina. Very 
Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex CNG E323 (26 March 2014), lot 288.  

271 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Agrippa II, with Titus. Æ 24 (12.64 g), ca. 50-100 CE. Caearea Maritima, RY 
18 of  Agrippa’s second era (77/8 CE). AVTOKP TI[TOC] KAICAP CEBAC, laureate head of  Titus 
right. Rev. BA AGPI-PPA in two lines across field, Nike standing right, holding wreath and palm; across 
field, date (ET HI). Hendin 1308; TJC 143; RPC 2255. Sandy black patina. Rare. Very Fine.  $300  

272 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Agrippa II. Æ (9.36 g), 56-95 CE. Caesarea Maritima, RY 24 of  Agrippa’s 
second era (83/4 CE). DOMET KAICAP GEPMANI, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of  Domitian 
right. Rev. [BA] AGPI-PPA, Nike advancing right, holding wreath and palm; across field, date (ETO KD). 
Hendin 1315; TJC 150; RPC 2262. An unusually choice specimen with contrasting dark green and sandy 
patina. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

273 Judaea, Herodian Kingdom. Agrippa II, with Domitian. Æ 16 (3.27 g), ca. 50-100 CE. Caesarea Maritima, 
RY 25 of  Agrippa II’s second era (84/5 CE). DOMET KAIC [GEPMAN], laureate head of  Domitian 
right. Rev. BAC AGP/IP in two lines, palm tree with two bunches of  dates; across field, date (ET KE). 
Hendin 1320; TJC 156; RPC 2267. Earthen brown patina. Choice Very Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  
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Wonderful Year Two Jewish War Silver Shekel

274 Judaea. The Jewish War. Silver Shekel (13.63 g), 66-70 CE. Jerusalem, year 2 (67/8 CE). ‘Shekel of  Israel’ 
(Paleo-Hebrew), ritual chalice with pearled rim, the base raised by projections on both ends; above, ‘year 
2’.Rev. ‘Jerusalem the holy’ (Paleo-Hebrew), staff  with three pomegranate buds, round base. (TJC 193; 
Hendin 1358) Excellent metal and lustrous. NGC graded Choice AU, Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5. Nearly 
Mint State.  $7,000 
 
Ex Heritage Auction 3032, lot 23438. 
 
The second year of  the Jewish War against Rome (April 67-March 68 CE) saw the Zealot-led rebellion in the Gal-
ilee crushed by the forces of  Vespasian, soon to become the imperial successor of  Nero. During this cam-
paign, the future historian Josephus was famously placed in command of  the fortress at Gamla. When it was clear 
that all was lost, the leadership agreed not to surrender to the Romans, choosing instead to die by killing one oth-
er by lot. When all were dead but Josephus and one other man, they both fearing death, surrendered to the Romans. 
Thanks to this, Josephus lived on for many years, writing his account of  the war responsible for coins like this shekel. 



Beautiful Year Three Silver Shekel

275 Judaea. The Jewish War. Silver Shekel (14.08 g), 66-70 CE. Jerusalem, year 3 (68/9 CE). ‘Shekel of  Israel’ 
(Paleo-Hebrew), ritual chalice with pearled rim, the base raised by projections on both ends; above, ‘year 
3’.Rev. ‘Jerusalem the holy’ (Paleo-Hebrew), staff  with three pomegranate buds, round base. TJC 202; 
Hendin 1361. Excellent metal and lustrous. Nearly Mint State.  $7,000 
 
From the Goldberg’s Hunter Collection, Sale 72, lot 4090. 
 
The third year (April-May 69 CE_ of  the Jewish War saw some slight respite from the Roman advance as the 
death of  Nero plunged the Roman Empire into a civil war into which Vespasian was drawn. However, vio-
lence in Jerusalem reached new heights as the Zealot leaders of  the crushed northern revolt waged their own civ-
il war against Ananus ben Ananus, the leader of  the more moderate priestly authorities. This factional conflict result-
ed in an ignominious siege of  Jerusalem by the Zealots and the slaughter of  Ananus and his adherents. Jerusalem the holy, 
as it is described on the shekels, had been defiled by the blood of  its own people before ever the Romans entered the city. 



Spectacular Year Three Jewish Shekel

276 Judaea, The Jewish War. Silver Shekel (14.26 g), 66-70 CE. Jerusalem, year 3 (68/9 CE). ‘Shekel of  Israel’ 
(Paleo-Hebrew), ritual chalice with pearled rim, the base raised by projections on both ends; above, ‘year 
3’. Rev. ‘Jerusalem the holy’ (Paleo-Hebrew), staff  with three pomegranate buds, round base. Hendin 
1361; TJC 202. Gorgeous iridescent tone. Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch XF; Strike: 5/5, 
Surface: 4/5. Our grade Nearly Mint State.  $7,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

277 Judaea. The Jewish War. Silver Shekel (14.9 g), 66-70 CE. Jerusalem, Year 3 (68/9 CE). ‘Shekel of  Israel’ 
(Paleo-Hebrew), ritual chalice with pearled rim, the base raised by projections on both ends; above, ‘year 
3’. Rev. ‘Jerusalem the holy’ (Paleo-Hebrew), staff  with three pomegranate buds, round base. TJC 202; 
Hendin 1361.Toned. 282 About Extremely Fine.  $5,000  



278 Judaea, The Jewish War. Æ Eighth (4.03 g), 66-70 CE. Jerusalem, year 4 (69/70 CE). ‘Year four’ (Pa-
leo-Hebrew), lulav branch flanked by an etrog on either sider. Rev. ‘To the redemption of  Zion’ (Pa-
leo-Hebrew), chalice with pearled rim. Hendin 1369; TJC 214. Small planchet. Nice green patina. Choice 
Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

Unique Silver Trial Year One Silver Sela

279 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (13.81 g), 132-135 CE. Irregular issue. Year 1 (132/3 CE). ‘Jerusalem’ 
(Paleo-Hebrew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the Covenant 
in chest form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side. Rev. ‘Year one of  the redemp-
tion of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1373a (this coin); Mildenberg -; TJC 218e. 
Extremely Rare - unique and perhaps a trial strike. The Hendin plate coin. NGC grade F; Strike: 2/5, Sur-
face: 2/5. Scratches.  $5,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The Bar Kokhba War (132-135 CE) broke out when Hadrian decided to refound Jerusalem - still largely ruined from the di-
sastrous Jewish Revolt (66-73 CE) - as the pagan city of  Aelia Capitolina. Although Jewish discontent had already erupted into 
violence in the Diaspora during the reign of  Trajan, the Jews of  Judaea seem not to have risen up against the Romans until 
this threatened abomination against the site of  the Temple and the surrounding Holy City. The leader of  this new rebellion, 
which took the form of  a bloody guerilla war, was a certain Simon bar Kokhba who had messianic pretensions and gained a 
reputation as a great warrior. Unfortunately, although Bar Kokhba managed to make Hadrian pay dearly for Aelia Capitolina, 
when the emperor assembled an army of  six full legions to invade Judaea in 134 CE the rebellion was soon crushed. In punish-
ment almost the entirety of  Judaea was laid waste by the victorious Romans and the Jewish population destroyed or driven out.  
 
In order to fund the rebellion, Bar Kokhba and his supporters used what circulating coins they could find or capture from the Ro-
mans and restruck them with new types more suitable for their revolutionary purposes. The most remarkable and desirable of  the 
new types were used for the silver sela overstruck primarily on Syrian and Phoenician tetradrachms. The obverse features a depic-
tion of  the façade of  the Jerusalem Temple with an uncertain object inside, which has been variously interpreted as the show bread 
table or the Ark of  the Covenant. It has been suggested that the Bar Kokhba rebels actually intended to rebuild the Temple, but the 
presence of  either the show bread table or the Ark - items lost at the end of  the Jewish Revolt or earlier - seems to imply that the 
image represents the idea of  the Temple to rally support rather than any real edifice planned by the Bar Kokhba rebels. The reverse 
type looks back to the coinage of  the Jewish Revolt in its depiction of  the lulav and etrog associated with the Festival of  Tabernacles. 



280 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (10.33 g), 132-135 CE. Year 1 (132/3 CE). ‘Simon, Prince 
of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), palm branch within wreath. Rev. ‘Year one of  the redemption of  Israel’ (Pa-
leo-Hebrew), wide lyre with five strings. Hendin 1377; Mildenberg 26 (O1/R7); TJC 223. Dark earthen 
patina. About Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The reverse type of  this middle bronze denomination of  the first year of  the Bar Kokhba War is commonly identi-
fied as a nevel, a stringed instrument thought to have been similar to the Greek chelys. Although the kinnor - a related 
instrument similar to the Greek kithara - was prescribed as an instrument to be played in the Jerusalem Temple, the nev-
el had an even more important status in some rabbinical Jewish traditions. It was said that the world was actually sung into 
existence to the accompaniment of  a perfect 22-stringed nevel. The reverberating notes of  these strings subsequent-
ly became the 22 letters of  the Hebrew alphabet. Considering the messianic flavor of  the Bar Kokhba revolt one wonders 
whether the nevel type alludes to a new creation for Judaea free from Roman oppression. The palm branch on the ob-
verse may perhaps celebrate the early victories of  the Bar Kokhba rebels during “year one of  the redemption of  Israel.” 

281 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (10.94 g), 132-135 CE. Year 1 (132/3 CE). ‘Simon, Prince 
of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), seven-branched palm tree with two bunches of  dates. Rev. ‘Year one of  the 
redemption of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), vine leaf  on tendril. Hendin 1378; Mildenberg 45 (O2/R10); TJC 
222. Nice earthen-brown patina. Choice Very Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The vine leaf  reverse of  this middle bronze denomination of  the first year of  the Bar Kokhba War takes its in-
spiration from the prutot of  the earlier failed Jewish Revolt (66-73 CE) that employed a similar type. In this way the Bar 
Kokhba War was presented as a continuation of  the earlier fight and lent it legitimacy in historical terms. The palm 
tree was a symbol of  Judaea going back at least to the time of  the Jewish War since it regularly appears on Roman coins 
in conjunction with Jewish captives under Vespasian and his successors. The seven branches consciously recall the sev-
en arms of  the menorah, perhaps the Jewish symbol par excellence. The palm tree was also prominent on coins of  
the Galileean city of  Sepphoris, which became an important center of  rabbinical Judaism after the Bar Kokhba War. 



282 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (12.99 g), 132-135 CE. Year 1 (132/3 CE). ‘Sma’ (abbrevi-
ating Simon; Paleo-Hebrew), seven-branched palm tree with two bunches of  dates. Rev. ‘Year one of  the 
redemption of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), vine leaf  on tendril. Hendin 1379; Mildenberg 47 (O2/R12); TJC 
258. Nice sandy-brown patina. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The obverse die of  this middle bronze coin from the first year of  the Bar Kokhba War was also used to strike year 2 middle 
bronzes. 

283 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Small Bronze (7.11 g), 132-135 CE. Year 1 (132/3 CE). ‘Eleazar the priest’ 
(Paleo-Hebrew), seven-branched palm tree with two bunches of  dates. Rev. ‘Year one of  the redemption 
of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), bunch of  grapes with branch and small leaf. Hendin 1380b; Mildenberg 148 
(O1/R2); TJC 224a. Superb green patina. Extremely Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



284 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.02 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Jerusalem’ (Paleo-He-
brew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the Covenant in chest 
form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side. Rev. ‘Year two of  the freedom of  Isra-
el’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1385; Mildenberg 7 (O1/R5); TJC 229. Very Rare - only 
six specimens cited by Mildenberg. Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 
3/5.  $5,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex Brody Collection. 
 
This sela is especially notable because it is actually a hybrid coin muling a year 1 obverse with a year 2 reverse. This reuse of  
dies, which is more frequent for the smaller zuz denomination, may indicate the increasing pressures on the rebel mint(s) as the 
Roman’s began to regroup after their initial defeats and prepared for the massive invasion of  Judaea that would finally crush 
Bar Kokhba and his supporters. 

285 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (13.69 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Jerusalem’ (Paleo-He-
brew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the Covenant in chest 
form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, +. Rev. ‘Year two of  the 
freedom of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1387a; Mildenberg 21.1 (O4/R14; this 
coin); TJC 230. Well struck and well centered. Portions of  the underlying type visible. A most impressive 
example. Toned. Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5.  $4,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection  
Ex Morton & Eden 10 (23 November 2004), lot 646; 
Ex Allotte de la Fuÿe Collection (Florange & Ciani, 17 February 1925), 1105. 
 
The obverse of  this year 2 sela issue depicts the Jerusalem Temple but now features a + shape above the façade whereas 
this space was taken up by part of  the paleo-Hebrew legend on the issues of  the first year of  the Bar Kokhba War. There 
is a great deal of  controversy over whether this added symbol was intended to depict a star and advertise Simon bar Kokh-
ba’s supposed messianic ambitions. The patronymic of  the rebel leader was actually bar Kosiba but he assumed the name bar 
Kokhba (literally “son of  a star”) as his nom de guerre because of  its association with the messianic prophecy of  Numbers 24:17. 



286 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.60 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Simon’ (Paleo-He-
brew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the Covenant in chest 
form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. Rev. ‘Year two of  
the freedom of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1388; Mildenberg 35 (O8/R25); 
TJC 233. Boldly struck and lightly toned. Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 4/5, 
Surface: 3/5.  $4,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

287 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.09 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Simon’ (Paleo-He-
brew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the Covenant in chest 
form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. Rev. ‘Year two of  
the freedom of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1388; Mildenberg 28 (O6/R19); 
TJC 233. Portions of  the underlying type visible. A choice example. Lightly toned. Removed from an 
NGC slab where graded Ch AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $4,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The sela’im of  the second year (133/4 CE) of  the Bar Kokhba War depart from the previous issues of  the first and second 
years in the paleo-Hebrew obverse legend. Here, instead of  the usual legend naming Jerusalem, now Simon [bar Kokhba] is 
named. It is unclear whether this change indicates that all hope of  reclaiming the site of  Jerusalem had been given up by the 
rebels by this point in the war or whether it merely indicates an increased emphasis on Bar Kokhba’s personal leadership as a 
messianic figure.It should be noted that it is unlikely that Bar Kokhba’s soldiers ever occupied Jerusalem. In all of  the archaeo-
logical excavations that have been conducted there, tens of  thousands of  coins have been found, but only three of  them were 
coins of  Bar Kokhba. 

http://figure.it/


288 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.23 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Simon’ (Paleo-He-
brew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the Covenant in chest 
form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. Rev. ‘Year two of  
the freedom of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1388; Mildenberg 42 (O11/R29); 
TJC 233. Traces of  undertype visible. Pleasing dark tone. Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; 
Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $4,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex Shoshana Collection, pt. II (Heritage, 5 September 2012), lot 20172.  

289 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (12.26 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Simon’ (Paleo-He-
brew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the Covenant in chest 
form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. Rev. ‘Year two of  
the freedom of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1388; Mildenberg 27 (O6/R18); 
TJC 233. Extremely Rare - only three specimens cited by Mildenberg. Pleasing toning. Very Fine.  $4,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex Brody Collection (purchased privately from H. Kriendler, January 2004). 



290 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.16 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Simon’, bunch of  grapes 
with leaf  and tendril. Rev. ‘Year two of  the freedom of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), wide lyre with three strings 
and four dots on sound box. Mildenberg 43 (O8/R25); TJC 240; Hendin 1393. A beautiful example, 
boldly struck and quite choice. Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 
4/5.  $1,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  
 
This zuz of  the second year of  the Bar Kokhba War features a grape bunch obverse type derived from the similar reverse type 
used already for zuzim in the first year issues. 

291 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.20 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Simon’, bunch of  grapes 
with leaf  and tendril. Rev. ‘Year two of  the freedom of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), fluted jug with handle on 
left; in right field, willow branch. Hendin 1395; Mildenberg 45 (O8/R22’); TJC 253. Boldly struck. Re-
moved from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 2/5, Surface: 4/5.  $750 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
Both the grape bunch and the jug with willow branch types of  the zuzim of  the second year of  the Bar Kokhba War take 
their typological queue from the zuz issue of  the first year, but invert obverse and reverse types. Also notable is the removal 
of  the paleo-Hebrew legend naming Eleazar the priest and its replacement with an inscription naming Simon bar Kokhba. 



292 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.07 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Simon’, bunch of  grapes 
with leaf  and tendril. Rev. ‘Year two of  the freedom of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), elongated lyre with three 
strings. Hendin 1396; Mildenberg 47 (O8/R27); TJC 242. A magnificent example with underlying luster. 
Removed from an NGC slab where graded MS; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $1,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The zuz of  the second year of  the Bar Kokhba War depict the kinnor, a lyre-like instrument played during wor-
ship in the Jerusalem Temple before its destruction. Indeed, the Mishna tells us that the minimum number of  kin-
norim to be played in the Temple was nine, but there was no maximum limit. This musical allusion to the reli-
gious services in the Temple is in keeping with the symbolic program of  the Bar Kokhba War coinage, which 
depicts the façade of  the Temple as well as other objects associated with religious observances and Jewish festivals. 

293 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.00 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Simon’, bunch of  grapes 
with leaf  and tendril. Rev. ‘Year two of  the freedom of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), elongated lyre with three 
strings. Hendin 1396; Mildenberg 47 (O8/R27); TJC 242. Overstruck on a Trajan drachm with parts of  
the portrait and reverse legend visible. Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch XF;

 Strike: 3/5, Surface: 3/5.  $750 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



294 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (12.49 g), 132-135 CE. Irregular issue. Year 2 (133/4 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew; retrograde), seven-branched palm tree with two bunches of  dates. Rev. ‘Year 
two of  the redemption of  Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew; partly retrograde), vine leaf  on tendril. Hendin 1408a; 
Mildenberg 195.1 (O27/R33; this coin); TJC 259a. Extremely Rare - only three specimens recorded by 
Mildenberg, this being the example used to illustrate the dies. Dark green patina.

 Choice Very Fine.  $1,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex Sternberg 6 (25 November 1976), 411. 

295 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (11.55 g), 132-135 CE. Year 2 (133/4 CE). ‘Simon’ (Pa-
leo-Hebrew), seven-branched palm tree with two bunches of  dates. Rev. ‘Year two of  the redemption of  
Israel’ (Paleo-Hebrew), vine leaf  on tendril. Hendin 1408a; Mildenberg 91 (O7/R55); TJC 259a. Dark 
green patina. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 



Magnificent Quality Bar Kokhba Silver Sela

296 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.15 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the 
Covenant in chest form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. 
Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1411; Mildenberg 
82.14 (O12/R64; this coin); TJC 267. The Mildenberg plate coin! A magnificent coin of  special beauty! Boldly 
struck and attractively toned. Removed from an NGC slab where graded MS;

 Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $6,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex Leu 28 (5 May 1981), lot 294. 
 
The undated sela’im were struck in the third and final year (134/5 CE) of  the Bar Kokhba war, and although the types of  
the Temple and the lulav and etrog are continued, the coins are no longer dated “year 1” or “year 2 of  the redemption of  
Israel” but instead carry the slogan “for the freedom of  Jerusalem” on the reverse. The name of  the holy city of  Jerusa-
lem no longer appears around the Temple (perhaps suggesting it was now out of  reach) and is replaced by Bar Kokhba’s 
first name Simon. The messianic vision was being shattered, and the coins convey this message in their own cryptic way. 



297 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.36 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the 
Covenant in chest form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. 
Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1411; Mildenberg 59 
(O13/R45); TJC 267. Parts of  the undertype visible. Toned. Removed from an NGC slab where graded 
Ch XF; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $3,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

298 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.64 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the 
Covenant in chest form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. 
Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1411; Mildenberg 
60.1 (O14/R45; this coin); TJC 267. The Mildenberg plate coin. Boldly struck and nicely toned. Removed 
from an NGC slab where graded Ch AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $3,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



299 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (13.61 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the 
Covenant in chest form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. 
Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1411; Mildenberg 69 
(O14/R54); TJC 267. Extremely Rare - only one specimen cited in Mildenberg. Lightly toned. Removed from an 
NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 3/5.  $3,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

300 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.06 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the 
Covenant in chest form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. 
Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1411; Mildenberg 85 
(O12/R44’); TJC 267. Well struck and excellent detail. Toned. Removed from an NGC slab where graded 
Ch AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 3/5.  $3,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



301 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.78 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the 
Covenant in chest form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, star. 
Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1411; Mildenberg 87 
(O12/R67); TJC 267. Well struck on a huge flan. We note some fine file marks on the reverse as made. 
Toned. Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5.  $3,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 

Very Rare Year Three ‘Wavy Line’ Silver Sela

302 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Sela (14.15 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), tetrastyle façade of  the Temple of  Jerusalem; show bread table or Ark of  the 
Covenant in chest form with semicircular lid and short legs, seen from a narrow side; above façade, wavy 
line of  four semicircles connected by horizontal lines. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-He-
brew), lulav with etrog at left. Hendin 1414 (this coin illus.); Mildenberg 88 (O16/R68); TJC -. Very Rare 
- only seven specimens recorded by Mildenberg. The Hendin plate coin. Parts of  the undertype visible. Toned. 
Removed from an NGC slab where graded XF; Strike: 3/5, Surface: 4/5.  $5,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



303 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.40 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew) within wreath of  thin branches wrapped around eight almonds, with a medallion 
at top and tendrils at bottom. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), upright palm branch. 
Hendin 1416; Mildenberg 65 (O14/R37); TJC 279c. Overstruck on a coin of  Trajan. A very choice exam-
ple. Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch AU; Strike: 3/5, Surface: 4/5.  $700 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The zuzim attributed to the third year of  the Bar Kokhba War continue the wreathed name of  Simon [bar Kokh-
ba] and palm branch types of  the second year even though by this time the hope of  victory, as symbolized by 
the palm, was quickly slipping away as Roman forces massed against Judaea and prepared for the final onslaught. 

304 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.39 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew) within wreath of  thin branches wrapped around eight almonds, with a medallion 
at top and tendrils at bottom. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), fluted jug with handle 
on left; in right field, willow branch. Hendin 1418; Mildenberg 72 (O14/R44); TJC 283b. NGC grade MS; 
Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5.  $1,000  

305 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.18 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew) within wreath of  thin branches wrapped around eight almonds, with a medallion 
at top and tendrils at bottom. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), fluted jug with handle 
on left; in right field, willow branch. Hendin 1418; Mildenberg 83 (O14/R53’); TJC 283b. Lightly toned. 
Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 3/5, Surface: 4/5.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
Zuz, the Hebrew name for the small silver issues that made up the bulk of  the precious metal coinage produced by the Jewish 
rebels in the third year (135/4 CE) of  the Bar Kokhba War, was only discovered in 1961, when a cache of  documents was 
uncovered in a cave complex in the Dead Sea area. This included letters, receipts, and other documents apparently hidden near 
the end of  the war and which referred to zuzim and sela’im with respect to a sale of  land. 



306 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.16 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew) within wreath of  thin branches wrapped around eight almonds, with a medallion 
at top and tendrils at bottom. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), fluted jug with handle 
on left; in right field, willow branch. Hendin 1418; Mildenberg 79 (O14/R51); TJC 283b. Overstruck on 
a denarius of  Trajan. Toned. Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch VF;

 Strike: 4/5, Surface: 3/5.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

307 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.34 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simna’ (Paleo-Hebrew) within wreath of  thin branches wrapped around eight almonds, with a medallion 
between two pairs of  dots at top and tendrils at bottom. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-He-
brew), upright palm branch. Hendin 1420; Mildenberg 93 (O15/R62); TJC 279a. Very Rare - only four 
specimens cited by Mildenberg. Virtually as struck. Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 
3/5, Surface: 4/5. Our grade Extremely Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The odd arrangement of  the paleo-Hebrew legend on the obverse of  this undated zuz attributed to the third year of  the Bar 
Kokhba War makes the name of  rebel leader, Simon [bar Kokhba], read as Simna. This and other errors in the legends that 
occur on Bar Kokhba issues may imply that some (many?) engravers were merely copying the letters and may not have had the 
ability to actually read and understand them. 



308 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.19 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simna’ (Paleo-Hebrew) within wreath of  thin branches wrapped around eight almonds, with a medallion 
between two pairs of  dots at top and tendrils at bottom. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-He-
brew), fluted jug with handle on left; in right field, willow branch. Hendin 1422; Mildenberg 106 (O16/
R73); TJC 283a. Well struck and perfectly centered. Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 
4/5, Surface: 3/5.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The jug and willow branch reverse of  this undated zuzim attributed to the third year of  the Bar Kokhba War (as well as many 
other zuzim in this sale) are objects used in the water libation ceremony performed before the altar of  the Jerusalem Temple 
during the Festival of  Tabernacles (Sukkot). Since the Temple and its altar had been destroyed long before by Titus and the 
Roman legions in 70 CE, the reference to this ritual on the coins served as a rallying cry to remind the rebels of  what had been 
lost to the Romans in the First Jewish Revolt (66-73 CE) and to inflame their desire to fight as the Romans returned to crush 
the new insurrection. 

309 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.13 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew) within wreath of  thin branches wrapped around eight almonds, with a medallion 
at top and tendrils at bottom; pairs of  dots between each section of  wreath. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Je-
rusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), elongated lyre with three strings. Hendin 1424; Mildenberg 96 (O15/R65); TJC 
272a. Overtruck on a denarius of  Domitian with Minerva reverse. Removed from an NGC slab where 
graded AU; Strike: 3/5, Surface: 4/5.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



310 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.37 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew) within wreath of  thin branches wrapped around eight almonds, with a medallion 
at top and tendrils at bottom; pairs of  dots between each section of  wreath. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  
Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), elongated lyre with three strings. Hendin 1424; Mildenberg 96 (O15/R65); 
TJC 272a. Scarce - only nine specimens cited by Mildenberg. Lightly toned. Removed from an NGC slab 
where graded AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 3/5.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

311 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.11 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), bunch of  grapes with leaf  and tendril. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ 
(Paleo-Hebrew), fluted jug with handle on left; no willow branch. Hendin 1434; Mildenberg 164 (O21/
R89); TJC 286. Portrait and part of  the legend of  the obverse of  a denarius of  Vespasian visible as the 
undertype. Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 2/5, Surface: 3/5.

 Our grade Very Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

312 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.48 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), bunch of  grapes with leaf  and tendril. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Pa-
leo-Hebrew), elongated lyre with three strings. Hendin 1435; Mildenberg 139 (O11/R43); TJC 274. Light-
ly toned. Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 3/5, Surface: 5/5. Our grade Extremely 
Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



313 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.10 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (134/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), bunch of  grapes with leaf  and tendril. Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ 
(Paleo-Hebrew), elongated lyre with three strings. Hendin 1435; Mildenberg 182 (O22/R116); TJC 274. 
Overtsruck on a denarius of  Trajan. Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 3/5, Surface: 
4/5.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The grape bunch and kinnor combination of  this undated zuz continue types first introduced for the silver de-
nomination in the second year of  the Bar Kokhba War. Although this specimen is complete, some examples ap-
pear to have been cut in antiquity. Some commentators have considered the cutting to have been a means of  invali-
dating the coins after the disastrous conclusion of  the war while others have suggested that they simply represent an 
expedient for making change. Problematic for the invalidation theory is the fact that so few cut coins are known, but at 
the same time cut fractional coinage is also a great rarity in the ancient world once coin usage became firmly established. 

314 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Silver Zuz (3.27 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 (124/5 CE). 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), bunch of  grapes with leaf  and tendril. Rev. ‘Fore the freedom of  Jereusalem’ 
(Paleo-Hebrew), elongated lyre with three strings. Mildenberg 177 (O22/R111); Hendin 1435. Very rare - 
only 5 specimens cited by Mildenberg.  Boldly struck and perfectly centered. Pleasing old cabinet tone.

 Extremely Fine.  $700  

315 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (6.53 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 
(134/5 CE). ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), upright palm branch within wreath. Rev. 
‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), elongated lyre with three strings. Hendin 1436; Mildenberg 31 (O2/R10); TJC 
297. Green patina. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



316 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (11.81 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 
(134/5 CE). ‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), seven-branched palm tree with two bunches of  dates. Rev. ‘For the 
freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), vine leaf  on tendril. Hendin 1437; Mildenberg 129 (O10/R93); 
TJC 289. Pleasing olive-green patina with some deposits. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

317 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (11.68 g), 132-135 CE. Undated, attributed to year 3 
(134/5 CE). ‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), seven-branched palm tree with two bunches of  dates. Rev. ‘For the 
freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), vine leaf  on tendril. Hendin 1437; Mildenberg 112 (O10/R76); 
TJC 289. Sandy black patina. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



318 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (10.87 g), 132-135 CE. Irregular issue. Undated, attributed 
to year 3 (134/5 CE). ‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), seven-branched palm tree with two bunches of  dates. 
Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), vine leaf  on tendril. Hendin 1437a; Mildenberg 179 
(O12/R18); TJC 293. Light green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $700 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

319 Judaea, Bar Kokhba Revolt. Æ Medium Bronze (16.38 g), 132-135 CE. Irregular issue. Undated, attributed 
to year 3 (134/5 CE). ‘Simon’ (Paleo-Hebrew), seven-branched palm tree with two bunches of  dates. 
Rev. ‘For the freedom of  Jerusalem’ (Paleo-Hebrew), vine leaf  on tendril. Hendin 1437a; Mildenberg 211 
(O43/R48); TJC 293. Extremely Rare - only one specimen recorded by Mildenberg. Attractive earthen 
brown patina. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



JUDEAN CITY COINAGE

320 Judaea, Askalon. Æ (2.01 g), 2nd century BC. Turreted, veiled and draped bust of  Tyche right. Rev. AS, 
prow of  galley left. Rosenberger 49; HGC 10, 527. Dark green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

321 M. Licinius Crassus. Æ (8.09 g), Proconsul, 54-53 BC. Nysa-Scythopolis CY 10 (54 BC). Head of  the pro-
consul Crassus right. Rev. [GAB NY] in two lines in left field, Dionysos standing facing, head left, holding 
kantharos and thyrsus; in left field, date ([L I]); in exergue, [L]. Cf. Barkay 5; cf. Rosenberger 3; cf. RPC 
4827 cf. Meshorer City-Coins of  Eretz-Israel 103. Apparently unpublished. Extremely Rare.

 About Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
This interesting coin was struck shortly before Crassus’ fateful campaign against the Parthians where he was killed, los-
ing nearly the entirety of  the Roman forces he had taken with him. RPC identifies the portrait of  Crassus’ predecessor, Ga-
binius, but Barkay argues for Crassus based on the dissimilarity of  the portrait on this coin to that on the coins of  Gabinius. 

322 Pseudo-autonomous issue. Æ (2.92 g), 1st century AD. Antiochia ad Hippum in Decapolis. Turreted, 
veiled and draped bust o Tyche right. Rev. IPPA…, palm branch. RPC -; RPC Suppl. -; AJC II, Agrippa 
II, 51 (same dies). Rare. Brown patina. Very Fine.  $500  



323 Pseudo-autonomous issue. Æ (6.84 g), late 1st century AD. Philadelphia in Arabia Petraea, CY 143 (AD 
80/1). FILADELFE-W[N], veiled bust of  Demeter left. Rev. Bundle of  five grain ears; around, ate (L 
G-M-P). Spijkerman 1; cf. Rosenberger 5-6 (date); RPC 2110. Very Rare. Dark earthen-brown patina.

 Choice Very Fine.  $500  

324 Pseudo-autonomous issue. Æ (3.45 g), late 1st century AD. Philadelphia in Arabia Petraea, CY 141 (AD 
78/9). FILADELFE-WN, helmeted bust of  Athena right, wearing aegis; spear over shoulder. Rev. ET/
OVC/AMV in three lines within wreath. Spijkerman 4; Rosenberger 5; RPC 2108. Very Rare. Dark earth-
en-brown patina. Extremely Fine.  $400  

325 Domitian. Æ 27 (16.91 g), AD 81-96, Neapolis in Samaria. CY 11 (AD 82/3). AUTOK DOMI-[TIANOS 
KAISAR] SEBASTOS, laureate head of  Domitian right. Rev. FLAOUI/NEAPOLI/S [AMARE/L 
AI] in four lines within wreath. Rosenberger 1; RPC 2218. Rare. Earthen dark-green patina. Choice Very 
Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

326 Domitian. Æ (9.39 g), AD 81-96. Judaea Capta issue. Caesarea Maritima in Samaria, ca. AD 83 or later. 
DOMITIANVS CAES AVG GERMAN[ICVS] IMP, laureate head of  Domitian left. Rev. Athena stand-
ing facing, head left, crowning trophy before her and holding spear and shield. Hendin 1455; TJC 392; 
RPC 2305. Earthen green patina. An unusually choice example for this issue. Choice Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

325 326



327 Domitian. Æ 20 (6.13 g), AD 81-96, Sebaste in Samaria. CY 109 (AD 81/2). Laureate head of  Domitian 
right. Rev. Emperor standing facing, head left, holding parazonium and spear; in upper left field, date (L 
QP). Rosenberger 8-9; SNG ANS 1073-4; RPC 2228. Dark green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

328 Domitian. Æ 22 (11.29 g), AD 81-96, Ascalon in Judaea. CY 191 (AD 87/8). CEB[AC]-TO[C], laureate 
head of  Domitian right. Rev. ACKALW, Tyche-Astarte standing facing on prow, head left, holding stan-
dard and aphlaston; in left field, altar; in right field, dove standing left on ground line above date (qP/A). 
Yashin 123 corr. (date); Rosenberger 117; SNG ANS 699; RPC 2215. Nice desert-green patina. Choice 
Very Fine.  $200 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

329 Trajan. Æ 19 (5.59 g), AD 98-117, Tiberias in Galilaea. AUTKAINSRTRTANOGGEBGE laureate head 
of  Trajan facing right. Rev. TIBERKL, crossed cornuacopiaes over upright palm; across field, date (ET 
AP). Kindler 6; Rosenberger -; RPC 3925. Sandy highlights over light olive-green patina.

 Extremely Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

330 Hadrian. Æ (13.17 g), AD 117-138. Petra in Arabia Petraea. Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of  Hadri-
an right. Rev. Tyche seated left on rocks, extending hand and holding trophy. Spijkerman 4; Rosenberger 
3; RPC 4104. Attractive sandy-green earthen patina. An unusually choice example.

 Extremely Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

331 Hadrian. Æ 24 (10.65 g), AD 117-138, Tiberias in Galilaea., CY 101 (AD 118/9). AYT TPA ADRIANW 
KAIC CEB, laureate and cuirassed bust of  Hadrian right. Rev. TIBE[P] KLAYD, Zeus seated left, hold-
ing patera and scepter, within tetrastyle temple with pellet in pediment; in exergue, date (ET AP). Kindler 
7; Rosenberger 12; RPC 3932. Deep brown patina with some light earthen deposits.

 Nearly Extremely Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  
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332 Hadrian. Æ 26 (14.53 g), AD 117-138, Gerasa in Decapolis. RY 14 (AD 129/30). Laureate, draped and 
cuirassed bust of  Hadrian right; at beginning of  legend, date (DI). Rev. Draped bust of  Artemis-Tyche 
right, set on crescent; quiver at shoulder, bow before. Spijkerman 4; Rosenberger 5-7; RPC 4085. San-
dy-green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

333 Hadrian. Æ 23 (12.45 g), AD 117-138, Philadelphia in Decapolis. Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust 
of  Hadrian right. Rev. Laureate head of  youthful Herakles right, lion’s skin tied at neck. Spijkerman 12; 
Rosenberger 15; RPC 4092. Nice earthen deposits over dark brown patina. Choice Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

334 Hadrian. Æ 23 (10.70 g), AD 117-138, Ascalon in Judaea. CY 222 (AD 118/9). CEBACTOC, laureate 
head of  Hadrian right. Rev. ACKALW, Tyche-Astarte standing facing on prow, head left, holding stan-
dard and aphlaston; in left field, altar; in right field, dove standing left on ground line above date (qP/
[A]). Yashin 175; Rosenberger 150; SNG ANS 713; RPC 4002. Bold strike. Dark brown patina with earth-
en-green deposits. Choice Very Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

335 Faustina II. Æ 23 (12.17 g), Augusta, AD 147-175, Gerasa in Decapolis. RY 14 (AD 129/30). Draped bust 
of  Faustina II right. Rev. Draped bust of  Artemis-Tyche right, quiver at shoulder. Spijkerman 14; Rosen-
berger 18; RPC temp. 6596. Lovely black patina with sandy-orange deposits. About Extremely Fine.  
$300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

336 Marcus Aurelius. Æ 30 (19.74 g), AD 161-180, Gadara in Decapolis. CY 225 (AD 161/2). Laureate bust 
of  Marcus Aurelius right, slight drapery on shoulders. Rev. Zeus seated left within tetrastyle temple, hold-
ing patera and scepter; at his feet, eagle; in pediment, date (EKS). Spijkerman 35; Rosenberger -; RPC 
temp. 6663. Rare. Olive-brown patina. Choice Very Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  
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337 Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus. Æ (14.58 g), AD 161-180 and 161-169 respectively. Aelia Capitolina 
(Jerusalem) in Judaea. IMP CAES ANTONINO ET VERO AVG, laureate, draped and cuirassed con-
fronted busts of  Marcus Aurelius, on left, and Lucius Verus, on right. Rev. COL AEL CAP, Tyche-Astarte 
seated left, holding patera and cornucopia. Meshorer 55; Rosenberger 34; RPC temp. 6415. Desert red-
dish-green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

338 Marcus Aurelius and Commodus. Æ 26 (13.64 g), AD 161-180 and AD 177-192 respectively, Aelia Capi-
tolina. (Jerusalem) in Judaea. IMP ANTONINVS ET COMMODVS AVGG, laureate, draped and cuirassed 
confronted busts of  Marcus Aurelius, on left, and Commodus, on right. Rev. COL AE-L CAP, draped 
bust of  Serapis right, wearing modius. Meshorer 57; Kadman -; Rosenberger -. Very Rare. Fine des-
ert-green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $400 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

339 Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus. Æ 30 (22.78 g), AD 161-180 and 161-169 respectively, Aelia Capi-
tolina. (Jerusalem) in Judaea. IMP CAES ANTONINO ET VERO AVG, laureate, draped and cuirassed 
confronted busts of  Marcus Aurelius, on left, and Lucius Verus, on right. Rev. COL AEL CAP, Tyche-As-
tarte standing left, resting foot on uncertain object, holding bust and long scepter, beneath central arch 
of  tetrastyle temple. Meshorer 53 (same obv. die?); Rosenberger -; Kadman 56; RPC temp. 6413. Brown 
patina with orange-earthen deposits. Very Fine.  $350 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

340 Lucius Verus. Æ (11.99 g), AD 161-169. Antiochia ad Hippum in Decapolis, CY 229 (AD 165/6). AVT 
KAI L AVP OVHPO-C, laureate and cuirassed bust of  Lucius Verus right. rev. ANTIOX PP I-P IEP 
A?V, Tyche standing facing, head left, holding bridle and cornucopiae; behind her, horse standing left; in 
exergue, date (QKC). Spijkerman 18; Rosenberger 12; RPC IV online temp. 6575. Attractive green and 
earthen patina. Choice Very Fine.  $350  
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341 Lucilla. Æ 17 (4.45 g), Augusta, AD 164-182, Hippos in Decapolis. Draped bust of  Lucilla right. Rev. 
Horse’s head right. Spijkerman -; Rosenberger -; Sofaer -; RPC -. Extremely Rare and unpublished. The first 
known coin of  Lucilla from the mint. Green patina. Very Fine.  $350 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

342 Commodus. Æ (11.21 g), AD 177-192. Capitolias in Decapolis, CY 93 (AD 189/90). AVT K M AV-R 
KOMODOC, laureate head of  Commodus right. rev. KAPI AL?-X MAKE GENAP, draped bust of  Al-
exander the Great right; across field, date (G-Q). Spijkerman 15; Rosenberger 11; RPC temp. 6564. Dark 
earthen green patina exhibiting excellent contrast. Choice Very Fine.  $750 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

343 Commodus, with Lucilla and Crispina. Æ 29 (23.09 g), AD 177-192, Aelia Capitolina. (Jerusalem) in Judaea. 
[IMP CA]E AV-R[E COMMODVS AVG], laureate bust of  Commodus right, slight drapery on far shoul-
der. Rev. CRISP-[INA AVG LVCILLA AVG] around, C A C in exergue, Crispina and Lucilla standing 
facing one another, clasping hands. Meshorer 67; Rosenberger 47; Kadman 84. Very Rare. Dark green 
patina with lighter sandy highlights. Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



344 Commodus. Æ (4.49 g), AD 177-192. Gadara in Decapolis, CY 243 (AD 179/80). AVT K L KOMMO−
DO, laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of  Commodus rgt. Rev. GADA-RE(wN), bare male head right. 
Spijkerman 63; RPC IV online temp. 6686. Earthen-green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $350  

345 Commodus. Æ 16 (3.93 g), AD 177-192, Neapolis in Samaria. MAP AYP KOMMODw, laureate, draped 
and cuirassed bust of  Commodus right. Rev. [FL NEAC] CYPI P, Tyche-Astarte standing left, resting 
foot on prow(?), holding bust and long scepter. Rosenberger 24; RPC temp. 6355. Light earthen-green 
patina. About Extremely Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

346 Commodus. Æ 25 (10.01 g), AD 177-192, Capitolias in Decapolis. CY 93 (AD 189/90). AVT K M AV-R 
KOM[O]DOC, laureate head of  Commodus right. Rev. KAPI AL?-X MAKE GENA, draped bust of  
Alexander the Great right; G-Q (date) across field, date (G-Q). Spijkerman 15; Rosenberger 11; RPC temp. 
6564. Meshorer 232 (much finer than the plate specimen). Nice earthen green patina. A lovely example 
and quite rare this choice. About Extremely Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



347 Septimius Severus. Æ 30 (12.83 g), AD 193-211, Medaba in Decapolis. Laureate, draped and cuirassed 
bust of  Septimius Severus right. Rev. Helios in spread quadriga facing, extending arm and holding whip. 
Meshorer 268 (our specimen far superior); Spijkerman 2; Rosenberger 3. Scarce. Wonderful dark green and 
sandy-orange earthen patina. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 

 

348 Caracalla. Æ (14.07 g), AD 198-217. Dium in Decapolis, CY 270 (AD 207/8). Laureate, draped and cui-
rassed bust of  Caracalla right. Rev. Flaming altar within tetrastyle temple with eagle in arched pediment; 
across upper field, date (O-C). Spijkerman 2 corr. (obv. legend); cf. Rosenberger 2 (same). Dark green 
patina with sandy highlights. Well struck and well centered. A marvelous architectural type in outstanding 
condition. Extremely Fine.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



349 Caracalla, with Geta, as Caesar. Æ 30 (13.44 g), AD 198-209, Gadara in Decapolis. CY 262 (AD 198/9). 
Caracalla standing right, clasping hands with Geta, standing left, both togate. Rev. Zeus seated facing, 
holding thunderbolt and scepter; in pediment, date (BXC). Spijkerman 72; Rosenberger 71. Very Rare. 
Light sandy-green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

350 Geta. Æ 24 (10.99 g), as Caesar, AD 198-209, Dium in Decapolis. CY 270 (AD 207/8). Bare-headed, 
draped and cuirassed bust of  Geta right. Rev. Hadad standing facing, holding eagle-tipped scepter and 
Nike; to either side, recumbent bull; in right field, date (OC). Spijkerman 7; cf. Rosenberger 6 (date). 
Meshorer 244. Brown patina. Choice Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

351 Elagabalus. Æ (14.85 g), AD 218-222. Berytus in Phoenicia. IMP CAES M AVR AN-TONINVS AVG, 
laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of  Elagabalus right. Rev. Legend not legible, Poseidon advancing right, 
grasping the arm of  the nymph Bertus kneeling left bhind him, and holding trident. Cf. Sawaya 1785 
(D343/R719?) = BMC 190.Very Rare. Brown patina. Extremely Fine.  $750 
 
Ex NFA V (February 1978), lot 338. 

 

349 350



352 Elagabalus. Æ (3.82 g), AD 218-222. Bostra in Arabia Petraea. AVTO KECAP ANTwNINOC, laureate head 
of  Elagabalus right. Rev. DOV-CAPHC Q?OC, high platform with stars atop which baetyl of  Dusares and 
two smaller baetyls(?). Kindler 33ab; Spijkerman 44. Very Rare. Brown patina. Choice Very Fine.  $500  

353 Elagabalus. Æ (4.90 g), AD 218-222. Bostra in Arabia Petraea. AVT KAICAP ANTwNIN, laureate head 
of  Elagabalus right. Rev. Dusares with hand raised riding camel right. Kindler 34; Spijkerman 78-9. Very 
Rare. Brown patina. About Extremely Fine.  $400  

354 Elagabalus. Æ (3.33 g), AD 218-222. Medaba in Arabia Petraea. Radiate head of  Elagabalus right. Rev. 
Tyche seated facing, foot on prow, holding scepter and uncertain object. Spijkerman 11; Rosenberger 11. 
Rare. Earthen-green patina. Very Fine.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

355 Gordian III. Æ (14.51 g), AD 238-244. Gadara in Decapolis, CY 303 (AD 239/40). Laureate and cui-
rassed bust of  Gordian III right. Rev. [G]ADAPE/WN above, galley left with captain, oarsmen, and 
steersman on deck; in exergue, date (GT). Spijkerman 93; Rosenberger 90. Dark sandy-green patina. Very 
Fine.  $500 



356 Gordian III. Æ 26 (12.91 g), AD 238-244, Gadara in Decapolis. CY 303 (AD 239/40). Laureate and cui-
rassed bust of  Gordian III right. Rev. Galley left with captain, seven oarsmen, and steersman on deck; in 
exergue, date (GT). Spijkerman 93; Rosenberger 90. Light green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $350 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

Fantastic Portrait of Julius Marinus

357 Julius Marinus, father of  Philip I. Æ (9.17 g), died before AD 244. Philippopolis in Trachonitis. QEW 
MAPINW, bare-headed and draped bust of  Julius Marinus right, supported on wings of  eagle standing 
right. rev. FILIPPOPOLITWN KOLWNIAS, S - C across field, Roma standing facing, head left, hold-
ing patera and long spear; at her feet to right, shield. Spijkerman 2; SNG ANS 1402. Extremely Rare. Black 
patina with bluish overtones. One of  the finest examples we have seen. Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
Save his name, little is known of  Philip’s father, Julius Marinus. His son had him deified and the local authorities be-
gan striking coins depicting his image being borne to heaven on the back of  an eagle, a classical motif  indicating apothe-
osis. The coinage was quite limited, consisting of  only two bronze denominations. It was confined to the immediate vicin-
ity of  Philippopolis, though the legend S C on the reverse indicates the issue had been authorized by the Roman Senate, 
perhaps as a show of  respect for the new emperor. Coins of  Julius Marinus remain quite rare today and the issue is one 
of  the few examples of  a third century Roman coin depicting a personage who was not a Roman emperor or empress. 



358 Herennius Etruscus. Æ 25 (12.30 g), as Caesar, AD 250-251, Aelia Capitolina. (Jerusalem) in Judaea. Q HER 
ETR MES D[E]CIO CAES, radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of  Herennius Etruscus right. Rev. COL 
AE-L K-AP COM [P F], Tyche-Astarte standing left, resting foot on uncertain object, holding bust and 
long scepter; above bust, eagle standing right; in lower left field, amphora; in right field, Nike standing 
left on short column, crowning Tyche. Meshorer 166 (same dies); Rosenberger 99; Kadman 196. Earth-
en-brown patina. Very Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex N. Miron Collection, Jerusalem.  

359 Hostilian. Æ 27 (11.72 g), as Caesar, AD 251, Aelia Capitolina. (Jerusalem) in Judaea. [C VA]L OST MES 
QVINTVS CAE, radiate, draped and cuirassed bust of  Hostilian right. Rev. COL A-EL KA[P] around, 
COM [P F] in exergue, She-wolf  standing right, suckling the twins Romulus and Remis; above, legionary 
eagle right. Meshorer 181; Rosenberger 100; Kadman 201. Rare. Green patina. About Very Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

A complete set of 7 coins struck in Bostra

360 Judea. Bar Kohkba Related. A complete set of  7 coins celebrating the establishment of  Provincia Arabia 
under Trajan and Bostra as its capital. The principal type depicts Provincia Arabia standing facing, holding 
branch and bundle of  cinnamon(?) sticks with a camel at her side. The drachms depict a camel standing 
left. Lot includes a silver denarius (EF) and a bronze sestertius (EF), dupondius (Choice VF) and as (VF) 
from the mint at Rome. The pieces from Bostra include a silver tridrachm (VF) and two silver drachms, 
one each having a left facing (VF+) and right facing (VF) portrait of  Trajan.  $2,500 
 
From the Alan Leventen Collection.  
 
Many of  the Bar Kohkba Revolt coins were over-struck on these Bostra types. 



361 Babylonia, Alexandrine Empire. Uncertain satrap. Silver Stater (12.36 g), ca. 328-311 BC. Baal seated 
left, holding scepter. Rev. Lion prowling left; above, pentagram. Nicolet-Pierre 5; SNG Copenhagen 265. 
Toned. Fine/ Very Fine.  $300  

362 Achaemenid Kingdom. Xerxes II to Artaxerxes II. Gold Daric (8.33 g), ca. 420-375 BC. Persian king or 
hero in kneeling-running stance right, quiver at shoulder, holding spear and bow. Rev. Rectangular incuse 
punch. Carradice Iiib/C. Always in demand due to its biblical reference. Removed from an NGC slab 
where graded Ch XF, strike: 5/5, surface: 4/5. Choice Very Fine.  $1,500  

363 Parthian Kingdom. Artabanos I (Arsakes II). Silver Drachm (3.47 g), 211-185 BC. Hekatompylos, ca. 189-
185 BC. Head of  Artabanos I left, wearing bashlyk. Rev. Archer seated right on backless throne, holding 
bow. Sellwood 7.1 (Mithradates I); Shore 5 corr. (same; S. 7.1, not 8.1); Sunrise 245. Cleaned and porous. 
About Very Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

364 Parthian Kingdom. Artabanos III. Silver Drachm (3.31 g), 126-122 BC. Ekbatana. Diademed bust of  
Artabanos III left. Rev. Archer seated right on omphalos, holding bow. Sellwood 20.1 (Artabanos I); Shore 
59 (Artabanos I); Sunrise 278. NGC grade MS*; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



365 Parthian Kingdom. Mithradates II, c. 121-91 BC. Silver Tetradrachm (15.89 g). Mint of  Seleukia on the 
Tigris. Diademed and bearded bust facing left, wearing a spiral torque. Rev. BASILEWS MEGALOY 
ARSAKOY EPIFANOYS, archer seated right on omphalos, holding a bow in his outstretched right 
hand (Sellwood 24.1). A few light marks, a scarce variety. About Extremely Fine.  $1,600  

366 Parthian Kingdom. Phraates III. Silver Drachm (4.06 g), 70/69-58/7 BC. Mithradatkart, ca. 62 BC. Dia-
demed bust of  Phraates III facing, wearing necklace with medallion. Rev. Archer seated right on throne, 
holding bow; monogram below bow. Sellwood 35.4; cf. Shore 166 (form of  monogram); Sunrise 328. 
Extremely Fine.  $900  

367 Parthian Kingdom. Phraates III. Silver Drachm (3.97 g), 70/69-58/7 BC. Court mint at Rhagai, ca. 62/1-
58/7 BC. Bust of  Phraates III left, wearing tiara. Rev. Archer seated right on throne, holding bow; mono-
gram below bow. Sellwood 39.5; Shore -; Sunrise 342. NGC grade MS*; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 5/5.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



368 Parthian Kingdom. Vologases I. Silver Drachm (2.86 g), second reign, ca. AD 58-77. Ekbatana. Diademed 
bust of  Vologases I left, with tapering square cut beard and wart on forehead. Rev. Archer seated right on 
throne, holding bow; monogram below bow. Sellwood 70.13; Shore 373; cf. Sunrise 424. Incredibly full 
flan. NGC grade MS; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5.  $400 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

369 Parthian Kingdom. Orodes II. Silver Drachm (3.71 g), 57-38 BC. Mithradatkart, ca. 50-42 BC. Diademed 
bust of  Orodes II left; star before, crescent behind. Rev. Archer seated right on throne, holding bow; 
monogram below bow. Sellwood 47.9; cf. Shore 241; cf. Sunrise 373. NGC grade AU*; Strike: 5/5, Sur-
face: 5/5.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

370 Parthian Kingdom. Phraates IV. Silver Drachm (4.09 g), 38/7-2 BC. Rhagai. Diademed bust of  Phraates 
IV left, wart on forehead behind; eagle flying left, crowning king with wreath. Rev. Archer seated right on 
throne, holding bow; monogram below bow. Cf. Sellwood 52.12 (legend); cf. Shore 280; cf. Sunrise 392. 
NGC grade AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $300 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



Extremely Rare Ardashir I Gold Dinar

371 Sasanian Kingdom. Ardashir I. Gold Dinar (4.01 g), AD 223/4-240. Mint C (‘Ctesiphon’), phase 
3, ca. AD 233/4-238/9. Bust of  Ardashir I right, wearing diadem (type G) and close-fitting head-
dress with korymbos and no earflaps. Rev. Fire altar (flames 1) with diadems (type R). SNS Type Ii-
ia(4a)/3a(2b) (p. 306, n. 5 - this coin); Göbl III/1/2; Paruck -; Saeedi -; Sunrise 712. Extremely Rare 
- only a few known to exist. Well centered. Choice Very Fine.  $7,000  

372 Sasanian Kingdom. Ardashir I. Silver Drachm (4.06 g), AD 223/4-240. Mint B (‘Hamadan’), ca. AD 
233/4-238/9. Diademed bust of  Ardashir I right. Rev. Fire altar with diadems; in fields, two pellets. SNS 
type VII(4a)/3b(2b); Göbl type V/2; cf. Sunrise 709-10. Well centered and well struck. Rarely seen this 
choice. Extremely Fine.  $750  

373 Sasanian Kingdom. Ardashir I. Silver Obol (0.69 g), AD 223/4-240. Mint B (‘Hamadam’), phase 3, ca. AD 
233/4-238/9. Bust of  Ardashir I right, wearing diadem (type R) and close-fitting headdress with korymbos 
and earflaps. Rev. Fire altar (flames 2) with diadems (type R). SNS type IIib(4a)/3a(2b) (pl. 15, A42 - same 
Rev. die); Göbl type III/1/2; Paruck -; Saeedi -; Sunrise 705 (this coin). Toned. Extremely Fine.  $250  



374 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur I. Gold Dinar (7.24 g), AD 240-272. Mint I (‘Ctesiphon’). Bust of  Shapur I 
right, wearing diadem and mural crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire flanked by two attendants. SNS type 
Iic/1a, style L, pl. 28, A31; Göbl type I/1; cf. Sunrise 739-40. Well struck and well centered. Delicately 
toned. Choice Very Fine.  $2,500  

375 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur I. Gold Dinar (6.93 g), AD 240-272. Mint I (‘Ctesiphon’). Bust of  Shapur I 
right, wearing diadem and mural crown with korymbos; below diadem tie, three pellets (faint). Rev. Fire 
flanked by two attendants; symbol on altar. SNS type Iic/1a, style A, pl. 23, 35 (but lacking symbol on 
altar); Göbl type I/1; cf. Sunrise 739-40. Rare. Uneven edges. Very Fine.  $1,500  



Possibly Unique Varhran II Gold 1/6 Dinar

376 Sasanian Kingdom. Varhran II. Gold 1/6 Dinar (1.44 g), AD 276-293. Jugate busts Varhran I, wearing 
winged crown with korymbos, and his queen, wearing kolah with boar’s head, right, vis-a-vis bust of  
Prince 4, wearing kolah with eagle’s head, left; trefoil of  pellets behind shoulder of  king. Rev. Fire altar; 
flanked by two attendants facing outward, the one on left wearing winged crown with korymbos, the 
other wearing mural crown with korymbos; symbol to left of  flames. Cf. SNS type VI/1 (right attendant 
lacks korymbos); Göbl type VII/2a; Paruck -; Saeedi -; Sunrise 785 (this coin), otherwise unpublished. 
Possibly unique. Well struck with excellent detail, a few scattered marks. Extremely Fine.  $5,000  

377 Sasanian Kingdom. Varhran II. Silver Drachm (4.30 g), AD 276-293. Bust of  Varhran II right, wearing 
winged crown with korymbos, and Prince 3 left, wearing kolah with boar’s head. Rev. Fire altar, flanked 
by two attendants, the left wearing winged crown with korymbos, the right with mural crown; flanking 
flames, fravahr symbol and crescent. SNS type III/1; Göbl type IV/1; cf. Sunrise 776. Well struck and 
well centered. Attractive uniform greyish tone. Extremely Fine.  $1,000  



378 Sasanian Kingdom. Varhran II. Silver Drachm (4.35 g), AD 276-293. Bust of  Varhran II right, wearing 
winged crown with korymbos; trefoil of  pellets behind korymbos. Rev. Fire altar; flanked by two atten-
dants, the one on left wearing winged crown with korymbos, the other wearing mural crown; pellet-invert-
ed crescent-pellet on tier of  altar. SNS type I/1; Göbl type I/1; Paruck -; Saeedi -; Sunrise 768 (this coin). 
Lightly toned. Extremely Fine.  $500  

379 Sasanian Kingdom. Hormizd II. Gold Dinar (7.25 g), AD 303-309. Bust of  Hormizd II right, wearing 
eagle crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon and bust left in flames; flanked by two attendants, 
the left wearing winged crown, the other wearing mural crown, both with korymbos. SNS type Ia/3d; 
Göbl type I/1a (pl. 5, 81); Paruck -; Saeedi AV37; Sunrise 813. Choice Very Fine.  $3,000  

380 Sasanian Kingdom. Hormizd II. Gold Dinar (6.84 g), AD 303-309. Bust of  Hormizd II right, wearing 
eagle crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon and bust right in flames; flanked by two attendants, 
the left wearing winged crown, the other wearing mural crown, both with korymbos. Cf. Göbl type I/1b 
(drachm); Saeedi AV38 var. (crown of  right attendant lacking korymbos). Very Fine.  $2,000  



381 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur II. Gold Dinar (7.10 g), AD 309-379. Uncertain mint, ca. AD 320. Bust of  Sha-
pur II right, wearing mural crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire altar with ribbons. Cf. SNS type Ib1/2a (pl. 19, 
280); cf. Göbl type Ia/7; cf. Sunrise 863. Rare. Lustrous and virtually as struck. Nearly Mint State.  $4,000  

382 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur II. Gold Dinar (6.77 g), AD 309-379. Mint I (‘Ctesiphon’), ca. AD 309-320. 
Bust of  Shapur II right, wearing mural crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon; flanked by two 
attendants, each wearing mural crown, the left with korymbos; symbols flanking flames. SNS type Ia/1a1; 
Göbl type Ib/2 (pl. 6, 88); Paruck 194; cf. Sunrise 825 (symbols switched). Choice Very Fine.  $3,000  

383 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur II. Gold Dinar (7.30 g), AD 309-379. Sind. Bust of  Shapur II right, wearing 
mural crown with korymbos; letter to right. Rev. Fire altar with ribbons. Cf. SNS III pl. 145, C1-C2; cf. 
MK 1352; cf. Paruck 253; Sunrise 860. Very Rare. Very Fine.  $2,500  



384 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur II. Gold Dinar (7.21 g), AD 309-379. Mint IV (“Western” mint), ca. AD 309-
320. Bust of  Shapur II right, wearing mural crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon; flanked by 
two attendants, each wearing mural crown with korymbos; symbols flanking flames. SNS type Ia/1a2; MK 
-; Göbl type Ib/1; cf. Paruck 206 (uncertain mint); cf. Saeedi AV41 (uncertain mint); Saeedi -; Sunrise 833 
(this coin). Rare. Signs of  old cleaning and some file marks on edge. Very Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Sunrise Collection: 

“There are no published gold issues for mint IV. Attribution is based on stylistic considerations and comparison with published 
drachms from this mint.” 

385 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur II. Gold Dinar (6.98 g), AD 309-379. Mint I (‘Ctesiphon’). Bust of  Shapur I right, 
wearing diadem and mural crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire flanked by two attendants. SNS type Iic/1a, style L, 
pl. 28, A31; Göbl type I/1; cf. Sunrise 739-40. Well struck and well centered. Choice Very Fine.  $2,000  

386 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur II. Gold Dinar (7.38 g), AD 309-379. Sind. Crowned bust of  Shapur II right. 
Rev. Fire altar without attendants; inverted fravahr to left of  altar shaft. Cf. SNS III pl. 145, C1-2; cf. MK 
1352; Paruck -; Sunrise -. Crude style. Fine or better.  $750  



387 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur II. Silver Drachm (3.52 g), AD 309-379. Mint III (“Western” mint), ca. 
AD 320. Bust of  Shapur II right, wearing mural crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon; 
flanked by two attendants, each wearing mural crown with korymbos; symbols flanking flames. SNS type 
Ic1/1a2 (pl. 6, 80); MK 1265; Göbl type 1b/4; Paruck -; Saeedi -; Sunrise 832 (this coin). Well struck, 
needle sharp. Toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $500  

388 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur II. Silver Drachm (4.18 g), AD 309-379. Mint IX (‘Kabul’), ca. AD 320-379. 
Bust of  Shapur II right, wearing mural crown with korymbos and inner ribbon. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon 
and bust right in flames; flanked by two attendants, each wearing mural crown with korymbos; legend on 
altar shaft and base. SNS type Ib1/3a (pl. 9, 118); MK 1313; Göbl type Ia/6a; Saeedi 207; Sunrise 848. 
Boldly struck. Toned. Extremely Fine.  $250  



Magnificent Quality Shapur III Gold Light Dinar

389 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur III. Gold Light Dinar (4.20 g), AD 383-388. Mint I (‘Kabul’). Bust of  Shapur 
III right, wearing crown with diadem. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon and bust right in flames; flanked by two 
attendants, each wearing flat-topped crown with korymbos; inscription on altar shaft. SNS type II/1b (pl. 
25, A6); Göbl type II/6a (Shahpur II); Paruck -; Saeedi -; Sunrise 874 (this coin). Very Rare. Lustrous. Mint 
State.  $7,000 
 
Ex Bellaria Collection, Triton VII, 12 January 2004,lot 617; 
Ex Sotheby’s, 26 March 1973, lot 462. 
 
From the Sunrise Collection: “According to SNS, the crowns on the attendants differentiate the issues of  this type as Shahpur 
II or III. On this example, their crowns appear as the standard crown of  Shahpur III.” 

390 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur III. Gold Dinar (7.31 g), AD 383-388. Sind. Bust of  Shapur III right, wearing 
flat-topped crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon and bust right in flames; flanked by two 
attendants, each wearing diadem with korymbos. SNS III pl. 145, C9 (same dies); Paruck -; Sunrise 878 
(this coin). Bold strike with a golden-orange tone. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $3,000 
 
Ex Peus 392 (May 2007), lot 4406.  



391 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur III. Gold Dinar (7.22 g), AD 383-388. Sind. Bust of  Shapur III right, wearing 
flat-topped crown with korymbos, to right, flower on stem. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon, no bust right in flames. 
SNS III -; Göbl -; Paruck -; Sunrise -. Extremely Rare. Crude style as struck. Very Fine or better.  $2,000  

392 Sasanian Kingdom. Shapur III. Gold Light Dinar (4.19 g), AD 383-388. Mint I (‘Kabul’). Bust of  Shapur III 
right, wearing flat-topped crown. Rev. Fire altar with ribbon and bust right in flames; flanked by two attendants, 
each wearing diadem; inscription on altar shaft. SNS type II/1b, A7 (this coin); Göbl -; Paruck -; Saeedi AV56; 
cf. Sunrise 857 and 874. Struck on an uneven flan. Some marks in field, edges filed. Very Fine.  $750  

393 Sasanian Kingdom. Varhran IV. Silver Drachm (4.15 g), AD 388-399. HLYDY (Herat), ca. AD 389-394. 
Bust of  Varhran IV right, wearing winged merlon crown with korymbos. Rev. Fire altar with ribbons and 
bust right (no flames); flanked by two attendants; inscription on altar shaft. SNS type Ia1/2a (pl. 39, 42); 
Göbl type I/1; Mochiri 89; Paruck -; Saeedi -; Sunrise 889 (this coin). Toned. Extremely Fine.  $500 

 
Ex Bellaria Collection (Triton VII, 13 January 2004), lot 630. 



Marvelous Quality Yazgard II Gold Heavy Dinar

394 Sasanian Kingdom. Yazgard II. Gold Heavy Dinar (7.00 g), AD 438-457. MLWY (Merv), or a local imi-
tation. Bust of  Yazgard II right on floral ornament, wearing mural crown with korymbos set on crescent. 
Rev. Fire altar with ribbons; flanked by two attendants; inscription flanking. SNS type Ib1/2a (pl. 76, N1 
- this coin); Göbl type I/1; Paruck -; Saeedi AV A72; Sunrise 933 (this coin). Very Rare. Lightly toned.

 Extremely Fine.  $5,000 
 
Ex Triton VII (15 January 2003), lot 639. 
 
From the Sunrise Collection: “Schindel (SNS) and Gyselen (Saeedi) consider this type to be an imitation based on the style of  
Merv issues.” 

395 Sasanian Kingdom. Peroz I. Gold Light Dinar (4.14 g), AD 457/9-484. BBA (Court mint), ca. AD 
477-484. Bust of  Peroz I right, wearing crown with two wings, frontal crescent, and korymbos set on 
crescent, ribbon over each shoulder. Rev. Fire altar with ribbons; flanked by two attendants; star and 
crescent flanking flames. SNS type IIib/1c (pl. 85, A22-3); Göbl type III/1; Mochiri 251; Paruck 346; 
Saeedi AV77-8; Sunrise 940 (this coin). Delicately toned. Extremely Fine.  $3,000  

396 Sasanian Kingdom. Peroz I. Gold Dinar (7.26 g), AD 457/9-484. Sind. Bust of  Peroz I right, wearing 
mural crown with frontal crescent, korymbos set on crescent, and rear merlon; symbol before. Rev. Fire 
altar with ribbons; flanked by two attendants; star and crescent flanking flames. SNS pl. 145, C17; Paruck 
-; Senior, Coin, fig. 3; Sunrise 951 (this coin). Extremely Rare. Toned. Choice Very Fine.  $1,000  



Exceedingly Rare Gold Dinar of  Khusru I.

397 Sasanian Kingdom. Khusru I. Gold Dinar (5.04 g), AD 531-579. HL mint, regnall year 16 (?). Bust of  
Khusru I right, wearing mural crown with frontal crescent and korymbos set on crescent, ribbons and 
crescents on shoulders; flanking head, stars; crescents in margin. Rev. Fire altar with ribbons turned up-
wards, flanked by two attendants; above flanking flames, star and crescent. Gobl -; Saedi -; NAP -; Type 
unpublished in gold. A great rarity with only a few examples known. Die flaw at 1 o’clock. Virtually as 
struck. Beautiful style for the period. Extremely Fine.  $5,000 
 
Ex Goldberg’s Sale 84, lot 3103.  



Fantastic Khusru II Gold Light Dinar

398 Sasanian Kingdom. Khusru II. Gold Light Dinar (4.54 g), AD 590-628. Uncertain mint, RY 21 (AD 610). 
Bust of  Khusru II right, wearing mural crown with frontal crescent and two wings surmounted by star-
in-crescent; fillet over each shoulder, crescent over right shoulder, crown flanked by star and star-in-cres-
cent. Rev. Facing bust of  Anahit in flame nimbus. Malek 6-7; Göbl type III/4 (pl. 14, 217); Mochiri 916; 
Paruck -; Saeedi AV94-AV95; Sunrise 986. Nearly identical to New York Sale XXXVII, 638. A fantastic 
example and only a few known. Superb Extremely Fine.  $10,000  

399 Kingdom of  Persis. Dareios I. Silver Drachm (4.10 g), 2nd century BC. Head of  Dareios I right, with 
short beard, wearing diadem and kyrbasia surmounted by crescent. Rev. Fire temple, Ahura-Mazda above; 
to left, king standing right; to right, column surmounted by eagle. Klose & Müseler 3/10; Alram 557; 
Sunrise 582. Struck in high relief. Untoned. Extremely Fine.  $300  

400 Kingdom of  Persis. Autophradates IV. Silver Drachm (4.03 g), 1st century BC. Bearded bust of  Auto-
phradates IV right, wearing diadem; crescent above. Rev. Fire temple, Ahura-Mazda above; to left, king 
standing right, raising arms; to right, column surmounted by eagle. Klose & Müseler 4/1; Alram 561 
(Vadfradad III); Sunrise 586. Struck in high relief. Toned. Extremely Fine.  $300  



401 Kingdom of  Persis. Dareios II. Silver Drachm (4.08 g), 1st century BC. Type 1c. Bearded bust of  Dareios 
II left, wearing diadem and Parthian-style tiara with crescent and three rows of  pellets. Rev. King standing 
left, holding scepter and sacrificing before altar to left. Klose & Müseler 4/4; Alram 564; Tyler-Smith -; 
Sunrise 590. Struck in high relief. Extremely Fine.  $300  

402 Kingdom of  Baktria, Euthydemos I, c. 230-200 B.C, Silver Tetradrachm (16.45 g). Mint of  “Baktra”. 
Diademed head of  King facing right. Rev. BASILEWS / EYQYDHMOY, Herakles seated left on a rock 
draped with lion’s skin, resting a club on his right knee, PK monogram on right below. (Bopearachchi 
10A; SNG ANS 136 (this obverse die), 137-8 for reverse type; Kritt B14). With a bold portrait, some 
residual lustre beneath a light tone. Rare. About Extremely Fine.  $3,500  

403 Kingdom of  Baktria, Eukratides I. c. 171-145 B.C. Silver Tetradrachm (17.03 g). Diademed head of  King 
facing right, wearing a crested helmet decorated with the ear and horn of  a bull. Rev. BASILES MEG−
ALOY / EYKPATIDOY, Dioskouroi prancing right, holding palms and spears, a monogram on right. 
(SNG ANS 473; Bopearachchi, 6 Z). Very well-struck in high relief  on a broad flan, lustrous and most 
attractive. Superb Extremely Fine.  $3,500  



Exceptional Quality Ptolemy I Soter, Silver Tetradrachm

404 Egypt. Ptolemaic Kingdom. Ptolemy I, Soter, 323-305 BC. Silver Tetradrachm (15.66 g). Minted at Al-
exandria in the name of  Alexander III, the Great.  Head of  Alexander the Great right, with horn of  
Ammon, clad in elephant’s skin and aegis. Rev. ALEXANDROU. Athena Alkidemos advancing right 
brandishing spear and holding shield; in left field monogram; eagle in right field. (Svoronos 139; BMC 6.6, 
46; Sear 7749). Fantastic high relief  style, excellent metal and nicely toned. A coin of  exceptional beauty. 
NGC graded XF*, Strike: 5/5, Surface: 5/5.  $5,000 
 
Ex Hunter Collection, Goldberg’s Sale 72, lot 4107.  

405 Ptolemaic Kingdom. Ptolemy I Soter. Silver Tetradrachm (15.75 g), as Satrap, 323-305 BC. Alexandria, 
in the name of  Alexander III, ca. 311/0-305 BC. Diademed head of  the deified Alexander right, wearing 
elephant’s skin headdress. Rev. ALEXANDPOY, Athena Alkidemos advancing right, wielding javelin and 
holding forth shield; in left field, QE monogram; in right field, Corinthian helmet right above DI and eagle 
standing right on thunderbolt. Svoronos 177; Zervos issue 33, dies 534/d (this coin cited); SNG Copen-
hagen -; SNG Lockett 3394 (this coin). A superb specimen. Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch 
AU*; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 5/5. Fine style.  $1,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex R. C. Lockett Collection (Glendining, 21 February 1961), lot 2781; 
Ex Cartwright Collection (Münzhandlung Basel 4, 1 October 1935), lot 950.  



406 Ptolemaic Kingdom. Arsinöe II, wife of  Ptolemy II. Gold Mnaieion (27.75 g), died 270 BC. Alexandria, 
under Ptolemy II, ca. 253/2-246 BC. Diademed and veiled head of  Arsinöe II right; above, tip of  a lotus 
scepter; behind, M. Rev. ARSINOH FILADELFOU, double cornucopiae bound with fillet. Svoronos 
486; Olivier & Lorber dies 1/1; SNG Copenhagen -. Outstanding portrait! Lovely high relief  style.Ex-
tremely Rare - one of  only five known with the M control. Underlying luster present.

 Superb Extremely Fine.  $10,000 
 
From the Dionysus Collection. 
 
The spectacular Ptolemaic mnaieion was one of  the largest gold coins struck in the Greek world, exceeded only by the excru-
ciatingly rare 20-stater gold issue of  the Graeco-Baktrian king Eukratides I (171-145 BC). The standard type for the mnaieion 
was a portrait of  Arsinöe II, the sister-wife of  Ptolemy II Philadelphos. Their incestuous marriage was a cause of  scandal 
among the Greeks but served to establish an insulated and secure dynasty free from the meddling of  foreign kings who might 
become connected to the Ptolemaic house through marriage. The relationship between Arsinöe II and Ptolemy II also served 
to elevate them beyond the normal mortal sphere and placed them in the realm of  both the Greek and Egyptian gods since 
Zeus married his own sister Hera as did Osiris marry Isis. The veil and stephane worn by Arsinöe as well as the scepter she 
carries connect her to the iconography of  both Hera and Aphrodite. The latter was often considered a Greek interpretation of  
Egyptian Isis. The overflowing double cornucopiae of  the reverse refers both to the fecundity of  the marriage of  Arsinöe II 
and Ptolemy II (much overblown as it turned out since Arsinöe actually had no children by her brother) and to the abundance 
of  the land to be enjoyed under the just reign of  Ptolemy II and Arsinöe II, the Theoi Philadelphoi (“sibling-loving gods”). 

407 Ptolemaic Kingdom. Ptolemy IV Philopator. Silver Tetradrachm (13.75 g), 222-205/4 BC. Alexandria, ca. 
217-215/0 BC. Jugate draped busts of  Serapis and Isis right. Rev. BASILEWS PTOLEMAIOU, eagle 
standing left, head right, on thunderbolt; over shoulder, filleted cornucopiae; between legs, DI. Svoronos 
1124; SNG Copenhagen 197-8. Removed from an NGC slab where graded Ch XF; Strike: 5/5,

 Surface: 3/5.  $3,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



408 Ptolemaic Kingdom. Ptolemy V Epiphanes. Silver Tetradrachm (13.72 g), 205-180 BC. Uncertain mint 
in Phoenicia, ca. 202-200 BC. Diademed and draped bust of  Ptolemy V right. Rev. BASILEWS PTOL−
EMAIOU, eagle standing left on thunderbolt; in left field, date (M); between legs, NI. Svoronos 1284; 
SNG Copenhagen -. Well struck in high relief. Removed from an NGC slab where graded AU; Strike: 4/5, 
Surface: 3/5. Our grade Extremely Fine.  $1,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

409 Ptolemaic Kingdom. Ptolemy V or Ptolemy VI. Silver Tetradrachm (14.26 g), 204-180 BC or 180-145 BC. 
Alexandria. Diademed head of  Ptolemy I right, wearing aegis around neck. Rev. BASILEWS PTOLE−
MAIOU, eagle standing left on thunderbolt. Svoronos 1231 and 1489; SNG Copenhagen 244-5 and 262-
8. Toned, a few minor deposits. About Extremely Fine.  $250 
 
From the Dionysus Collection 
Ex M. A. Armstrong Collection.  

410 Ptolemaic Kingdom. Cleopatra VII Thea Neotera, 80 Drachmai (18.15); 51-30 BC. Alexandria. Diademed 
and draped bust of  Cleopatra VII right. Rev. BACI&Lambda;ICCHC K&Lambda;O&Pi;ATPAC, eagle 
with closed wings standing left on thunderbolt; in left field, cornucopiae; in right field, &Pi;. Svoronos 
1871; SNG Copenhagen 419-21. An outstanding example! Dark brown with earthern patina highlights. 
Very Fine.  $2,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



Wonderful Kyrene Gold Stater - A Masterpiece of Numismatic Art

411 Kyrenaika, Kyrene. c. 331-322 BC, Gold Stater (8.67 g.). Magistrate Aristagoras. Charioteer, holding a ken-
tron and the reins, driving a slow quadriga, seen in three-quarter perspective, left, APISTAGOPAS in 
exergue. rev. KYPANAIWN, Zeus-Ammon standing, facing three-quarters to right, holding a sceptre and 
resting his left hand on his hip; in the background, at his feet, a ram standing right, 8.68g., 7h (Naville 73e 
(this coin); BMC 106 (these dies); SNG Copenhagen -; Boston 1319 (these dies)). A very rare issue, with 
a fantastic old pedigree stretching back to the late nineteenth century. Beautifully composed types seen in 
perspective, a superb example of  numismatic art. Choice Very Fine.  $65,000 
 
Ex Viscount Gustave Ponton d’Amécourt Collection, Hoffman, 28 April 1886, lot 151 
Ex Rollin & Feuardent, 9 May 1910, lot 690 Ex Naville V, 18 June 1923, lot 2945 
Ex Lucien Naville Collection Ex Sotheby’s, 5 July 1985, lot 88 
Ex Dr. Lawrence A. Adams Collection, Triton XIX, 5 January 2016, lot 2111.
  

412 Cyrenaica, Cyrene. Ophellas, Ptolemaic Governor. Gold Stater (8.61 g), first reign, ca. 322-313 BC. Po-
lianthes, magistrate. KYPANAION, Nike, holding kentron and reins, driving slow quadriga right. Rev. 
POLIANQEUS, Zeus-Ammon standing facing, head left, holding patera and lotus-tipped scepter; in left 
field, thymiaterion. Naville 104; SNG Copenhagen 1210 Pozzi 3271. Very Fine.  $3,500 
 
This stater was struck at Cyrene under the Ptolemaic administration headed by Ophellas. He had served in the army of  Alexan-
der the Great and took part in that king’s celebrated Indian campaign, but after Alexander’s death in 323 BC he followed Pto-
lemy I Soter, who took control of  Egypt. When a civil war broke out in the Cyrenaica in 322 BC, Ptolemy sent Ophellas with 
an army to claim the region for the Ptolemaic kingdom. This he did and assumed the position of  Ptolemaic governor, which 
he held until 309/8 BC except for a brief  Cyrenean revolt in 313 BC. The Nike in quadriga obverse type may perhaps refer to 
Ophellas’ victory in the civil war and serve as a slight nod to the popular and widely circulating charioteer staters of  Philip II. 
The reverse depicts Zeus Ammon, the oracular deity for which Cyrene was most famous. So high was the renown of  the god 
and his prophecies that Alexander the Great himself  had made a special journey to visit the oracle at Siwah.



Stunning Carthage Silver 1/2 Shekel

413 Zeugitania, Carthage. Silver 1/2 Shekel (3.58 g), ca. 220-205 BC. Second Punic War issue. For the Sicilian 
campaign, ca. 213-210 BC. Laureate head of  Melkart left. Rev. Elephant advancing right; in exergue, Punic 
‘A’. MAA -; Enna Hoard 123; SNG Copenhagen 383. Boldly struck and well centered on excellent metal, 
all nicely toned. Among the finest we have seen. A tiny planchet flaw is noted on the cheek as made. NGC grade 
AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 3/5.  $3,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

414 Carthaginian Occupation. Electrum 3/8 Shekel (2.42 g), ca. 216-211 BC. Struck at Bruttium. Janiform 
female head wreathed with corn. Rev. Zeus holding thunderbolt and scepter, standing in quadriga right, 
driven by Nike, who stands beside him, holding reins. SNG ANS 146; Historia Numorum Italy 2010; 
Jenkins-Lewis 487; Robinson, Second p. V, 3 (Capua). Well struck for this very rare issue.

 Choice Very Fine.  $3,000 
 
Tom Peterson collection; Private purchase from Tom Cederline;
Ex Numismatica Ars Classica 10, April 9, 1997 Zurich (Switzerland) lot 418. 
 
This rare issue was previously attributed to Capua in Campania, but has now been conclusively reattributed to the Carthaginians 
in Bruttium. These coins were struck in Carthage and transported to South Italy for Hannibal’s use. (see G.K. Jenkins, Studi per 
Laura Breglia, Parte I, General-Numismaticaa Greca. Bollettino di Numismatica, Supplemento al No. 4, Rome, 1987, pp. 223-4.

See lot 243 for another Carhaginian Occupation coin . 

ROMAN REPUBLIC COINAGE

415 Anonymous. Silver Quadrigatus (6.84 g), ca. 225-214 BC. Uncertain mint. Laureate head of  Janus. Rev. 
ROMA incuse on raised tablet below, Jupiter, hurling thunderbolt and holding scepter, in galloping quad-
riga right driven by Victory. Crawford 28/3; Sydenham 64a; RSC 23. Pleasing iridescent tone.

 About Extremely Fine.  $1,000  



416 Anonymous. Silver Quadrigatus (6.53 g), ca. 225-214 BC. Uncertain mint. Laureate head of  Janus. Rev. 
ROMA incuse on raised tablet below, Jupiter, hurling thunderbolt and holding scepter, in galloping quad-
riga right driven by Victory. Crawford 28/3; Sydenham 65; RSC 24. Lovely iridescent tone. Superb Ex-
tremely Fine.  $500 
 
From the Dionysus Collection.  

417 L. Calpurnius Piso Frugi. Silver Denarius (3.97 g), 90 BC. Rome. Laureate head of  Apollo right; behind, 
CXVII. Rev. L PISO FRVGI below, horseman riding right, holding palm; below, IIII. Crawford 340/1; 
Sydenham 663c; Calpurnia 11. A gem! Lightly toned with underlying luster present. NGC grade MS; 
Strike: 5/5, Surface: 5/5.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex CNG E350 (6 May 2015), 435.  

418 Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius. Silver Denarius (3.68 g), 81 BC. Mobile military mint with Sulla’s army in 
northern Italy. Diademed head of  Pietas right; to right, stork standing right. Rev. IMPER, jug and lituus 
within laurel wreath. Crawford 374/2; Sydenham 750; Caecilia 44. Well struck, well centered and lustrous. 
Nearly Mint State.  $750 
 
Ex Nomos 5 (25 October 2011), 219; 
Ex Exceptional Roman Denarii Coll. #3030. 
 
Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius came from one of  the most important and wealthiest families of  Rome. Beginning in the 3rd 
century BC, his family held numerous consulships, tribunates, censorships and military commands. His father, Q. Cae-
cilius Metellus Numidicus, was the chief  commander in the Jugurthine War in Numidia until Marius displaced him, 
and was later censor until driven into exile by Marius. The obverse of  this coin portrays the goddess Pietas and alludes to 
the moneyer’s cognomen, Pius. The moneyer acquired the honorable title from the people of  Rome, whom he had be-
seeched in order to secure the restoration from exile of  his father. The reverse probably refers to an unattested augu-
rate of  the moneyer’s father, but may also allude to Sulla’s holding of  the augurate in ca. 82 BC (cf. Crawford p. 374). 



419 L. Rutilius Flaccus. Silver Denarius (4.07 g), 77 BC. Rome. FLAC behind, helmeted head of  Roma right, 
wearing peaked visor. Rev. L RVTILI in exergue, Victory, holding wreath and reins, driving galloping biga 
right. Crawford 387/1; Sydenham 780a; Rutilia 1a. Magnificent iridescent tone. NGC grade AU*; Strike: 
5/5, Surface: 5/5.  $500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

420 L. Aemilius Lepidus Paullus and L. Scribonius Libo. Silver Denarius (4.84 g), 62 BC. Rome. PAVLLVS 
LEPIDVS behind and above, CONCORD before, diademed and veiled head of  Concordia right. Rev. 
PVTEAL SCRIBON above, LIBO in exergue, garlanded well-head decorated with two lyres and hammer. 
Crawford 417/1a; Sydenham 927; Aemilia 11. Boldly struck, lustrous and lightly toned. Superb Extremely 
Fine.  $500 
 
Ex Tkalec (27 October 2011), 152; 
Ex Exceptional Roman Denarii Coll. #3047.  

421 P. Plautius Hypsaeus. Silver Denarius (3.95 g), 58 BC. Rome. P YPSAE before, S C behind, draped bust 
of  Leuconoë right; behind, dolphin. Rev. CEPI to right, C YPSAE COS/PRIV in two lines in exergue, 
Jupiter driving quadriga left. (Crawford 420/2d; Sydenham 911b; Plautia 12b. Toned). NGC grade AU; 
Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $400  



422 L. Marcius Philippus. Silver Denarius (3.99 g), 57 BC. Rome. ANCVS below, diademed head of  Ancus 
Marcius right; behind, lituus. Rev. PHILIPP-VS on left, equestrian statue right on arcade of  five arches; 
within arches, AQVA (MAR). Crawford 425/1; Sydenham 919; Marcia 18. Boldly struck, well centered, 
and delicately toned. A superb example with much luster. NGC grade Ch AU*; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 5/5. 
Fine style.  $600 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The obverse of  portrays the diademed head of  Ancus Marcius, the fourth King of  Rome. He was the progenitor of  the Marcia 
gens which had at least two branches, the Philippi and the Reges. Although L. Marcius Philippus belonged to the Philippi branch 
of  the Marcii, he appropriated an event from the Reges branch as it was the praetor Quintus Marcius Rex who built the Aqua 
Marcia in 144-140 BC. Perhaps the moneyer was being a little devious to illustrate something he could not rightfully claim; the 
man in the street probably would simply assume that it was the moneyer’s ancestor who had supplied Rome with it’s greatest 
source of  potable water. 

Magnificent Mint State Denarius of Imperator Metellus Pius Scipio

423 Q. Caecilius Metellus Pius Scipio and P. Licinius Crassus Junianus. Silver Denarius (3.93 g), 47-46 BC. 
Utica. LEG PRO PR on left, CRASS IVN on right, turreted head of  Utica right, between grain ear and 
winged caduceus; above, uncertain object (aplustre?); below, rostrum. Rev. SCIP IMP on left, METEL 
PIVS on right, trophy between lituus and capis. Crawford 460/3; HCRI 42; Sydenham 1049; Caecilia 52. 
Boldly struck and perfectly centered with delicate iridescent tones. A marvelous specimen. NGC grade 
MS*; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5.  $2,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 



ROMAN IMPERATORIAL COINAGE

424 Julius Caesar. Silver Denarius (3.57 g), 49-48 BC. Military mint traveling with Caesar. CAESAR in exergue, 
elephant advancing right, trampling horned serpent. Rev. Pontifical implements: simpulum, sprinkler, axe 
and priest’s hat. Crawford 443/1; HCRI 9; Sydenham 1006; RSC 49. Attrctively toned. NGC grade AU; 
Strike: 3/5, Surface: 4/5.  $1,000  

425 Julius Caesar. Silver Denarius (3.88g), 47/6 BC. Military mint traveling with Caesar in North Africa. Dia-
demed head of  Venus right. Rev. Aeneas, naked, advancing to front, body inclined to left, holding palladi-
um on extended hand and bearing his father Anchises, wearing long tunic and hood on his left shoulder, 
CAESAR on right. (Crawford 458; Syd. 1013; BMCRR East 31). Intensely lustrous. Mint State.  $1,000 
 
Ex Nac 51; #74; 
Ex Antiqua XVI, 78. 
 
This type represents Caesar’s war coinage for the protracted campaign against the Pompeians in Africa culminating in the battle 
of  Thapsus.

 
Marvelous Julius Caesar Gold Aureus

426 Julius Caesar. Gold Aureus (8.12 g), 46 BC. Rome. A. Hirtius, praetor. C CAESAR COS TER, veiled of  of  
Vesta or Pietas head right. Rev. A HIRTIVS PR, lituus, jug and axe. Crawford 466/1; HCRI 56; Sydenham 
1018; Calicó 37. Boldly struck and unusually well centered. Delicately toned over lustrous surfaces. NGC 
grade Ch AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5.  $12,000 



Extremely Rare Octavian and Julius Caesar Portrait Gold Aureus

427 C. Caesar Octavianus and Julius Caesar, c. 43 BC Gold Aureus (8.12 g). Minted in Gallia Cisalpina or Italy, 
struck 43 B.C. C CAESAR COS [PON]T AVG, bearded head of  Octavian facing right, within a dotted 
border. Rev. [C CAESAR] DICT PERP PONT MAX, laureate head of  Julius Caesar facing right, with-
in a dotted border. (Bahrfeldt 28 and pl. V, 3 (these dies); Calicó 52; Crawford 490/2; Sydenham 1321; 
Kent-Hirmer pl. 33, 116; RBW 1714; Sear Imperators 132). Two excellent and well-struck portraits, an 
excellent example of  this desirable and extremely rare issue, slightly off-centre on reverse and minor areas 
of  softness as struck. Choice Very Fine to Nearly Extremely Fine.  $80,000 
 
Ex Vinchon, 23 April 1976, lot 209 
Ex NGSA 4, 2006, lot 142 
Ex Gasvoda Collection, Numismatica Ars Classica, Auction 94, 6 October 2016, lot 15. 
 
This coin presents a seldom-seen opportunity to acquire a portrait of  Julius Caesar in gold, one of  the most difficult Twelve 
Caesar portraits to find in a desirable state of  preservation in this metal.



Remarkable Quality Silver Denarius of Cassius

428 C. Cassius Longinus. Silver Denarius (3.87 g), 42 BC. Military mint, probably at Smyrna. P. Lentulus Spin-
ther, legate. C CASSI IMP behind, LEIBERTAS before, diademed, weiled and draped bust of  Libertas 
right. Rev. LENTVLVS/SPINT in two lines below, jug and lituus. Crawford 500/5; HCRI 223; Sydenham 
1305; RSC 6. A magnificent example struck in high relief  and attractively toned. One of  the finest we have 
seen. NGC grade AU*; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 5/5.  $2,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  
 
Libertas’s portrait on this coin is quite lovely, showing a certain graciousness and competent ability not evident on the parallel 
issues with an unveiled Libertas where the goddess is depicted with a rather large jowl and chin more in line with a caricature 
portrait. In instances such as this, we must wonder if  the engraver was simply more skilled or if  perhaps he had a local beauty 
sit for him whose likeness he skillfully copied. 

ROMAN IMPERIAL COINAGE

429 Augustus. Silver Denarius (3.98 g), 27 BC-AD 14. Rome, 13 BC. C. Antistius Reginus, moneyer. CAESAR 
AVGVSTVS, bare head of  Augustus right. Rev. C ANTISTIVS REGINVS around, III VIR in exergue, 
sacrificial implements: simpulum and lituus above tripod and patera. RIC 410; BN 542-7; BMCR 119-20; 
RSC 347. Attractive dark toning. NGC grade Ch XF*; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 5/5.  $700 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex Archer M. Huntington Collection, ANS 1001.1.10519 (Triton XVII, 7 January 2014), 634. 
 
The host of  religious implements depicted on the reverse of  this denarius advertise the religious authority of  Augustus, who 
took great pains to restore (sometimes going so far as to reinvent) the cults of  Rome as a means of  maintaining the pax deorum 
(“peace of  the gods”) or harmony between mankind and the gods. The simpulum was a type of  ladle used to pour libations 
and frequently served as a symbol of  the pontifices, the highest Roman priestly college with fifteen priests; the lituus was a 
wand used by the augurs, the college of  priests charged with interpreting omens, while the tripod and patera are more general 
sacrificial emblems. Together they represent the emperor’s preeminent position as Pontifex Maximus, the supreme priest of  
Rome. 



430 Augustus, 27 B.C. - AD 14. Silver Denarius (3.59 g). Minted in Spain, struck c. July 18 B.C. - 17/16 B.C. Bare 
head of  Augustus facing right. Rev.Capricorn right, holding a globe attached to a rudder, a cornucopiae 
above, AVGVSTVS in exergue. (BMC 347; C.21; RIC 126). Attractively toned. Extremely Fine.  $2,500  

Beautifully Toned Denarius of Augustus/Gaius

431 Augustus, 27 B.C. - AD 14. Silver Denarius (3.87 g). Uncertain mint, struck 17 B.C. CA-ES-AR, young 
bare head (of  Gaius Caesar, or Augustus?) facing right; all within an oak-wreath. Rev. AVG-VST, orna-
mented candelabrum; all within a floral wreath decorated with bucrania and paterae. (RIC 540; BMC 684). 
Beautiful old cabinet tone with iridescence, a little wear to the highest point of  obverse, a very attractive 
example. Extremely Fine.  $4,000 
 
Ex E. J. W. Hildyard, FSA Collection, purchased for £4/15/- 
Ex Baldwin’s Auction 55, 7 May 2008, lot 2013. 

Exceptional Quality Augustus Denarius of Elegant Style

432 Augustus. Silver Denarius (3.72 g), 27 BC-AD 14. Superb EF. Caesaraugusta (?), ca. 19/8 BC. Head of  
Augustus right, wreathed with oak-leaves.Rev. CAESAR AVGVSTVS, two laurel branches. RIC 33a; BMC 
352; RSC 47. Lovely old cabinet toning with hints of  iridescense. A fantastic portrait of  great style struck 
on an exceptionally large flan. Superb Extremely Fine.  $7,500 
 
Ex Alberto Campana Collection (NAC 64, 17-18 May 2012), 1033; 
Ex Rauch 82 (23 April 2008), 203 
Ex Exceptional Roman Denarii Coll. #3104.  
 
When Octavian was awarded the honorary title of  Augustus in 27 BC investing him with supreme power, he was also given the 
right to decorate his door posts with laurel branches, a sign of  martial victory, and the corona civica, an oak-wreath symbolizing 
the saving of  a Roman life. In the case of  Augustus, the laurel branches signified his victory over Mark Antony and Cleopatra 
at Actium, and the corona civica was awarded for saving the life of  not one citizen but of  many thousands when he successfully 
ending the civil wars. On this coin Augustus is portraying wearing the oak wreath crown - which occurs only occasionally on 
Roman coins - which by law he was required to do at every public gathering. 



433 Agrippa. Æ as (11.18 g), died 12 BC. Rome, under Gaius Caligula, AD 37-41. M AGRIPPA L F COS 
III, head of  Agrippa left, wearing rostral crown. Rev. S C across field, Neptune standing facing, head 
left, holding small dolphin and trident. RIC 58; BMC 161. Fantastic hard dark green patina with some 
areas of  red mixed in. Boldly struck and perfectly centered. Extremely Fine.  $2,000  

434 Tiberius. Gold Aureus (7.60 g), AD 14-37. ‘Tribute Penny’ type. Lugdunum, AD 18-35. TI CAESAR 
DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS, laureate head of  Tiberius right. Rev. PONTIF MAXIM, Livia, as Pax, seated 
right on chair with ornate legs, holding scepter and olive branch. RIC 29; Lyon 149; BN 26; BMC 46; 
Calicó 305b. Slightly burnished. Very Fine.  $3,000  

435 Tiberius. Æ As (10.88 g), AD 14-37. Rome, ca. AD 22/3. TI CAESAR DIVI AVG F AVGVSTVS IMP 
VIII, bare head of  Tiberius left. Rev. PONTIF MAX IMP TRIBVN POTEST XXIIII around large S C. 
RIC 44; BN 68-70; BMC 91. Lovely reddish-brown patina. Extremely Fine.  $600  



A Beautiful Gold Aureus of Nero Claudius Drusus

436 Nero Claudius Drusus (brother of  Tiberius, father of  Germanicus), Gold Aureus (7.71 g). Mint of  Rome 
(?), struck A.D. 41-5. NERO CLAVDIVS DRVSVS GERMANICVS IMP, laureate head facing left. Rev. 
DE - GE - R - MA - NIS, vexillum between two crossed oblong shields, together with two pairs of  spears 
and trumpets also crossed. (RIC 73; Calicó 317a (this coin); Biaggi 182; BMC 104; C 5). A beautiful ex-
ample, with a portrait of  fine style and an attractive reddish tone. Rare. Extremely Fine.  $50,000 
 
Ex Bank Leu, Auction 48, 10 May 1989, lot 315 
Ex William H. Williams Collection, Numismatica Ars Classica, Auction 31, 26 October 2005, lot 18 
Ex Numismatica Ars Classica, Auction 91, 23 May 2016, lot 7.  



Exquisite Nero Claudius Drusus Denarius

437 Nero Claudius Drusus. Silver Denarius (3.80 g), AD 41-54. Rome, under Claudius, ca. AD 41-45. NERO 
CLAVDIVS DRVSVS GERMANICVS IMP, laureate head of  Nero Claudius Drusus left. Rev. Triumphal 
arch surmounted by equestrian statue left between two trophies, DE GERMANIS on architrave. RIC 
72; BMC 101; RSC 4. Well struck on a large wide flan with every letter complete. A superb portrait of  
Nero Claudius Drusus and delicately toned. Very rare and among the finest specimens known. Superb Extremely 
Fine.  $10,000 
 
Ex NAC 62 (6 October 2011), 2018; 
Ex NAC 29 (11 May 2005), 466; 
Ex Tkalec (29 February 2000), 234; 
Ex Exceptional Roman Denarii Coll. #3043.  
 
Nero Claudius Drusus was the son of  Livia and the senator Tiberius Claudius Nero. Before he was born his parents divorced 
so that Augustus could marry his mother. Unlike his older brother, the future emperor Tiberius whom Augustus disliked, the 
emperor doted on his younger stepson.  
 
In 13 BC Drusus was sent to govern Gaul, and while there he repelled an attack by a tribe of  Germans who had invaded the 
province. Most of  the following years until his death were spent on campaigns in German territory. First, he crossed the Rhine 
frontier and penetrated as far as the North Sea, subduing the Frisii. The following years saw him engaged against various con-
federations of  the Chatti, Sicambri and Marcomanni. He died tragically in 9 BC from injuries he sustained when he fell from 
his horse while on campaign fighting the Marcomanni. 
 
The Arch of  Drusus that appears on the reverse of  this coin and which commemorated his campaigns in Germania has not 
survived. Its precise location is not known, but it was on the Appian way. 

Wonderful Portraits of Caligula and Augustus

438 Caligula (A.D. 37-41), with Divus Augustus (d. AD 14). Silver Denarius. Mint of  Lugdunum, struck A.D. 
37-38. C CAESAR AVG GERM P M TR POT COS, bare head of  Caligula facing. Rev. Radiate head of  
Augustus facing right, between two stars. (RIC 2; C 11). A few light marks, two excellent portraits, attrac-
tive cabinet toning. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $7,000 
 
Ex Rauch Auction 58, 1996, lot 180. 



Stunning Quality Silver Denarius of Claudius

439 Claudius. Silver Denarius (3.80 g), AD 41-54. Rome, AD 41/2. TI CLAVD CAESAR AVG GERM P M 
TR P, laureate head of  Claudius right. Rev. EX S C / OB CIVES / SERVATOS in three lines within oak-
wreath. RIC 16; Lyon 17; BN 33; BMC 18-9; RSC 35. Delicately toned, boldly struck and well centered. 
NGC grade Ch XF*; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 5/5.  $5,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

440 Claudius. Fourrée Denarius (2.81 g), AD 41-54. Roman-British imitation. Copying Rome, ca. AD 46/7. TI 
CLAVD CAESAR AVG P M TR P VI IMP XI, laureate head of  Claudius right. Rev. S P Q R/P P/OB 
CS in three lines within wreath. Cf. RIC 41; North Suffolk 20-32 (dies C/3); cf. BN 59-60; cf. BMC 46-7; 
cf. RSC 87. Fantastic detailed portrait. NGC grade Ch AU; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5. Core visible.  $2,500 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection Purchased privately from CNG.  
 
This fouree denarius was struck in Britannia in imitation of  an issue apparently produced to emphasize Claudius’ somewhat 
distant family relationship with Augustus, the great first Roman Emperor. The oak wreath on the reverse is the corona civica 
traditionally awarded to a Roman citizen who saved another citizen in battle. This wreath was awarded to Augustus in 27 BC 
for saving the entirety of  the Roman state from further civil war. Under Claudius this type first appears at the beginning of  his 
reign, suggesting a possible claim that the emperor had averted a new civil war by his placation of  the Praetorian Guard after 
the assassination of  Caligula. Claudius sometimes appears wearing this wreath in his sculptural depictions. The fact that the 
coin is a fourrée produced in Britannia is also notable since it was under Claudius that the Romans invaded the island in force 
in AD 43 and established a permanent presence. Roman coin certainly came to Britannia with the invaders, but may have been 
in short supply at times, which may have encouraged the local production of  imitations and contemporary counterfeits. 



441 Nero. Æ Sestertius (32.17 g), AD 54-68. Rome, ca. AD 64. NERO CLAVD CAESAR AVG GER P M 
TR P IMP P P, laureate head of  Nero right, aegis at neck. Rev. ANNONA AVGVSTI CERES, S C in 
exergue, Annona standing right, holding cornucopiae, facing Ceres seated left, holding grain ears and 
torch; between them, modius set on altar and ship’s stern. RIC 137; cf. BN 278 (without aegis); WCN 119; 
BMC 127. Glossy dark chocolate brown patina. Fields have been lightly smoothed, nonetheless a very 
handsome specimen. Choice Extremely Fine.  $3,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex Berk 130 (6 January 2003), 708. 

 

442 Nero. Æ Sestertius (26.09 g), AD 54-68. Lugdunum, ca. AD 65. NERO CLAVD CAESAR AVG GER P 
M TR P IMP P P, laureate head of  Nero left, globe at point of  neck. Rev. PACE P R TERRA MARIQ 
PARTA IANVM CLVSIT, S C across field, view of  one side of  the temple of  Janus with latticed windows 
to left and garland hung across closed double doors to right. RIC 439; WCN 426; Lyon 117; BN -; BMC 
320. Lovely even chocolate brown patina. Light smoothing in the fields. Removed from an NGC slab 
where graded Ch AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5. Fine style, lt smoothing.  $2,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The reverse legend proclaims that Nero “closed the doors of  [the Temple of] Janus with the peace of  the Roman people 
throughout the land and sea” while the reverse type illustrates the temple with its doors closed. Janus was the Roman god of  
beginnings and endings whose dual aspect was usually indicated by his depiction with two faces. The doors to his temple were 
traditionally opened to signify declarations of  war and closed to indicate the end of  hostilities. However, the vastness of  the 
Roman empire and the numbers of  enemies on its borders made it a very rare occasion when the doors of  the Temple of  Janus 
were closed. Nero’s closure of  the doors is usually associated with the successful campaigns of  his general Cn. Domitius Cor-
bulo in the East and the reassertion of  Roman influence in Armenia on the border with the Parthian Empire. It is deeply ironic 
that in the year after Nero celebrated the closure of  the doors of  Janus the great and bloody Jewish Revolt broke out, showing 
that peace was indeed a rare commodity in the Roman Empire. 



Splendid Bronze Dupondius of Nero

443 Nero. Æ Dupondius (13.54 g), AD 54-68. Lugdunum, AD 66-68. IMP NERO CAESAR AVG P MAX 
TR P P P, laureate head of  Nero right, globe at tip of  bust. Rev. VICTORIA A-V-GVS-TI, S C across 
field, Victory advancing left, holding wreath and palm. RIC 522; BN 144; BMC 353. Boldly struck and 
perfectly centered. Wonderful uniform glossy dark green patina. Superb Extremely Fine.  $4,000  

Two Fantastic Silver Denarii of Galba

444 Galba. Silver Denarius (3.37 g), AD 68-69. Rome, AD 68. IMP SER GALBA AVG, bare head of  Galba right. Rev. S 
P Q R / OB / C S in three lines within oak-wreath. RIC 167; BMC 35; BN 76; RSC 287. Incredible portrait! Untoned 
with underlying luster present. Boldly struck and perfectly centered. Superb Extremely Fine.  $5,000  



445 Galba, A.D. 68-69. Silver Denarius (3.37 g). Struck mid A.D. 68 - early A.D. 69. IMP SER GALBA AVG, 
bare head of  Galba facing right. Rev. SPQR/OB/CS in three lines within an oak-wreath. (RIC 167; BMC 
34 (incorrectly described as laureate); C 287). A superb and powerful portrait struck in high relief, well 
centered with beautiful old cabinet tone. Extremely Fine.  $5,000  

446 Vespasian. Silver Denarius (3.44 g), AD 69-79. Rome, AD 73. IMP CAES VESP AVG CEN, laureate head 
of  Vespasian right. Rev. S P Q R within wreath. RIC 514; BMC 101-2; BN 88; RSC 516. A wonderful 
expressive portrait of  Vespasian. Well struck and well centered with a delicate, uniform light grey tone and 
traces of  underlying luster. Superb Extremely Fine.  $2,500 
 
Ex NAC 51 (5 March 2009), 222.  

Fantastic Quality ‘Family Denarius’ of Vespasian

447 Vespasian, with Titus and Domitian, as Caesars. Silver Denarius (3.53 g), AD 69-. Ephesus. IMP CAE-
SAR VESPAS AVG COS III TR P P P, laureate head of  Vespasian right. Rev. AVG VESPAS above, LI-
BERI IMP below, confronted bare heads of  Titus and Domitian; between E(PHE). RIC 1429; RPC 831; 
BMC 455; RSC 2a. Rare. Boldly struck in high relief  and all three portraits are incredibly sharp! Luster still 
present and lightly toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $5,000 
 
Ex Goldberg’s Exceptional Roman Denarii Coll. #3130; 
Ex NAC 46 (2 April 2008), 528;.  



448 Divus Vespasian. Silver Denarius (3.48 g), died AD 79. Superb EF. Rome, under Titus, AD 80/1. DIVVS 
AVGVSTVS VESPASIANVS, laureate head of  Vespasian right. Rev. Foreparts of  two capricorns op-
posed, supporting between them round shield inscribed S C on globe. RIC 357; BMC 129; RSC 497. 
Attractively toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
Ex Roma V (23 March 2013), 714; 
Ex Goldberg’s Exceptional Roman Denarii Coll. #3133.  

449 Titus. Silver Denarius (3.54 g), AD 79-81. Rome, AD 80. [IMP] TITVS CAES VESPASIAN AVG P M, laure-
ate head of  Titus left. Rev. TR P IX IMP XV COS VIII P P, tripod surmounted by dolphin right. RIC 129; BMC 
80; BN 69; RSC 323. Rare bust left. Considerable mint luster present. Superb Extremely Fine.  $2,000  

450 Titus. Silver Denarius (3.48 g), AD 79-81. Rome, AD 80. IMP TITVS CAES VESPASIAN AVG P M, lau-
reate head of  Titus right. Rev. TR P VIIII IMP XIIII COS VII P P, slow quadriga left, drawing garlanded 
cart containing flower. RIC 25; BMC 18; RSC 278. Well detailed and well centered. Attractive medium 
grey old cabinet tone. Extremely Fine.  $1,000 
 
Ex Sternberg I (30 November 1973), 85.  

448 449



451 Domitian. Silver Denarius (3.29 g), as Caesar, AD 69-81. Ephesus, AD 71. DOMITIANVS CAESAR 
AVG F, bare-headed, draped and cuirassed bust of  Domitian right, wearing aegis. Rev. AVG; below, mint-
mark of  Ephesus; all within oak wreath. RIC 1445; RPC 846; BN 362; BMC 469; RSC 22. Rare. NGC 
grade Ch XF; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5. Light marks.  $700 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

452 Domitian. Silver Denarius (3.34 g), as Caesar, AD 69-81. Superb EF. Rome, under Vespasian, AD 76/7. 
CAESAR AVG F DOMITIANVS, laureate head of  bearded Domitian right. Rev. COS IIII above, Pega-
sus standing right, pawing ground with foreleg. RIC 238; BMC 193-5; RSC 47. Well struck on a large flan 
and perfectly centered, all attractively toned. Extremely Fine.  $500 
 
Ex Roma V (23 March 2013), 723.; 
Ex Goldberg’s Exceptional Roman Denarii Coll. #3138.  
 
The image of  Pegasus on this issue is normally shown standing right, pawing the ground with his foreleg. There is one rare die, 
however, which shows him rearing instead of  pawing (see Edston Hoard 91, CHRB 10, pl. 17). There are many reasons why 
the horse’s paw at the ground, and most equine behaviorists will say the animal is either nervous or irritated. However, when 
the head is held in a high position, it usually means that the animal is establishing dominance. Of  course, the animal on this 
coin is not a horse but a pegasus; it seems the engraver was attempting to convey the same idea though. 

453 Domitian. Silver Denarius (3.68 g), AD 81-96. Rome, AD 82. IMP CAES DOMITIANVS AVG P M, 
laureate head of  Domitian right. Rev. TR POT COS VIII P P, dolphin right, atop tripod. RIC 102; BN 33; 
BMC 30; RSC 594. Nicely toned and good metal. NGC grade AU*; Strike: 4/5, Surface: 5/5.  $400 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  



454 Nerva. Silver Cistophoric Tetradrachm (10.58 g), AD 96-98. Rome, for use in Asia(?), AD 98. IMP NER-
VA CAES AVG P M TR POT P P COS III, laureate head of  Nerva right. Rev. COM ASI across field, 
distyle temple set on three-tiered base; within, statuary group of  Augustus standing facing on left, holding 
spear, being crowned with wreath by female figure standing facing on right, holding cornucopiae; ROMA 
ET AVG in entablature. Cf. RIC 122 (ROM); BMC 79; RSC 14a. Traces of  underlying luster present. 
Boldly struck with a fantastic realistic portrait of  Nerva. NGC grade Ch XF; Strike: 5/5,

 Surface: 4/5.  $1,500  

455 Trajan, AD 98-117. Silver Denarius (3.43 g). IMP CAES NER TRAIAN OPTIM AVG GERM DAC. 
Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust. r. Rev. PARTHICO P M TR P COS VI P P S P Q R. Fortuna seated 
l., holding rudder and cornucopiae, in exergue. FORT RED. C-149; BMC p. 105 note; RIC 308. Magnifi-
cent iridescent tone. Boldly struck with complete legends and virtually as struck.

 Nearly Mint State.  $1,000 
 
Ex Tkalec sale May 2011, 148.  



A Very Rare Aureus of Hadrian

456 Hadrian, AD 117-138. Gold Aureus (7.40 g). Mint of  Rome, struck A.D. 124-8. HADRIANVS AVGVST-
VS, laureate bust facing right, with slight drapery on left shoulder. Rev. COS III, Hadrian on horse pranc-
ing left, raising his right head and holding a spear. RIC 188 var.; Calicó 1229 (this reverse die); Biaggi 596 
var.; BMC p. 294, note 439. Attractively toned over luster, a very rare reverse type of  Hadrian riding left, 
an impressive coin. Nearly Extremely Fine.  $20,000  

457 Hadrian. Silver Denarius (3.47 g), AD 117-138. Rome, ca. AD 134-138. HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P, 
bare head of  Hadrian right. Rev. AEGYPTOS, Aegyptos reclining left on basket of  fruits and grain ears, 
holding sistrum; at his feet, ibis standing right. RIC 297; BMC 797; RSC 99. Boldly struck and perfectly 
centered. Toned. A popular reverse type. NGC grade AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5. Fine style.  $400 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection.  

458 Hadrian. Silver Denarius (3.27 g), AD 117-138. Rome, ca. AD 134-138. HADRIANVS AVG COS III P P, 
laureate bust of  Hadrian right, slight drapery on far shoulder. Rev. FELICITATI AVGVSTI, galley sailing 
left. RIC 240; BMC 624; RSC 712a. Well centered and lightly toned. Better reverse type. NGC grade Ch 
AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 3/5. Fine style.  $400 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex CNG 73 (13 September 2006), 622.  



Superb High Relief Antoninus Pius Gold Aureus

459 Antoninus Pius, A.D. 138-161, Gold Aureus (7.48 g). Mint of  Rome, struck A.D. 145-7. ANTONINVS 
AVG PIVS P P, bare-headed and cuirassed bust facing right. Rev. TR POT COS IIII, Roma seated left, 
holding Palladium and a spear, a shield rests at her side. RIC 147; Calicó 1654a; BMC 555. Light graffito 
in obverse field, struck in high relief  on a broad flan, lustrous, scarce, an impressive coin of  beautiful 
style. Superb Extremely Fine.  $25,000  

460 Antoninus Pius. Gold Aureus (6.11 g), AD 138-161. Rome, AD 148/9. [IMP ANT]ONINVS AVG PIVS 
P P TR P XII, laureate and draped bust of  Antoninus Pius right. Rev. COS IIII, Aequitas standing facing, 
head left, holding scales and cornucopiae. RIC 177f; BMC 651, note; Calicó 1505a. NGC grade Ch XF; 
Strike: 4/5, Surface: 4/5.  $4,000  

461 Lucilla. Silver Denarius (3.26 g), Augusta, AD 164-182. Rome, under Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus, 
AD 161-162. LVCILLAE AVG ANTONINI AVG F, draped bust of  Lucilla right. Rev. VOTA / PVBLI/
CA in three lines within laurel wreath. RIC 791; Szaivert 22-4/10; BMC 329; RSC 98. Well struck, well 
centered with full legends and lustrous. Nearly Mint State.  $500 
 
Ex Exceptional Roman Denarii Coll. #3173; 
Ex Gorny & Mosch 203 (5 March 2012), 365; 
Ex Lanz 72 (29 May 1995), 656.  



462 Julia Domna. Silver Denarius (2.84 g), Augusta, AD 193-217. Rome, under Caracalla, AD 215-217. IVLIA 
PIA FELIX AVG, VENVS GENETRIX, Venus seated left, extending hand and holding scepter. RIC 
388c; BMC 23B; RSC 212. Mint State.  $250  

463 Valerian I. Æ 25 (15.18 g), AD 253-260. Tyre in Phoenicia. Laureate, draped and cuirassed bust of  Valeri-
an I right. Rev. Kadmos standing facing, head left, holding patera and spear; at feet to left, cow reclining 
right; in left field, city gate of  Thebes above QH/B?; in right field, murex shell. Rouvier 2500; SNG Co-
penhagen -; BMC -. Very Rare. Earthen green patina. Choice Very Fine.  $350 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection. 
 
The reverse depicts the foundation myth of  the great city of  Thebes in Boeotia. According to legend, while wandering through 
Greece in search of  his sister, Europa, who had been abducted by Zeus, Kadmos consulted the Delphic Oracle. The Or-
acle instructed him to give up his search for his sister and to follow a special cow, one marked with a half  moon on her 
flank, and at the spot where she lie down to rest to build a city. He did so, founding Thebes and becoming its first king. 

464 Magnia Urbica. Æ Antoninianus (5.10 g), Augusta, AD 283-285. Ticinum. MAGNIA VRBICA AVG, 
diademed and draped bust of  Magnia Urbica right, resting on a crescent. Rev. VENVS VICTRIX, Venus 
standing facing, head left, holding crested helmet and transverse scepter; at her feet; shield; T//SXXI. 
RIC 347; RCV III 12423 (this coin). Dark brown patina. Extremely Fine.  $600 
 
Ex NFA XXVII (5 Decmber 1991), 177; 
Ex NFA XX (10 March 1988), 445.  

465 Allectus. Æ Quinarius (2.61 g), Romano-British Emperor, AD 293-296. Camulodunum. IMP C ALLECT-
VS P F AVG, radiate and cuirassed bust of  Allectus right. Rev. LAETITIA AVG, galley sailing right; QC. 
RIC 124; Rogiet 1031; Burnett 210. Pleasing green patina. Extremely Fine.  $400  

462 463



466 Maximianus. Gold Aureus (4.97 g), second reign, AD 307-308. Rome, AD 307. MAXIMIA-NVS P F 
AVG, laureate head of  Maximianus right. Rev. CONCORD MILIT FELIC ROMANOR, Concordia, 
veiled, standing right, holding scepter, clasping hands with Hercules standing left, leaning on club; PR. 
RIC 176 (this coin cited); Depeyrot 14/1 (this coin cited); Calicó 4608 (this coin). Extremely Rare. Faint file 
marks on edge. About Extremely Fine.  $4,000 
 
Ex Maison Palombo 10 (27 November 2011), 39; 
Ex Hess-Leu (4 April 1963), 247. 
 

Rare Gazing to Heaven Constantine I Gold Solidus

467 Constantine I. Gold Solidus (4.49 g), AD 307/10-337. Nicomedia, AD 324/5. Diademed head of  Con-
stantine I right, gazing upward. Rev. CONSTANTINVS AVG, Victory seated left, holding small Victory 
and cornucopie; behind seated, shield set on ground; SMN. RIC 70; Depeyrot 34/1. Rare. NGC grade Ch 
AU; Strike: 5/5, Surface: 4/5.  $10,000 
 
From the Dr. Patrick Tan Collection 
Ex 51 Gallery (2 December 2013), 233; 
Ex Leu 7 (9 May 1973), 437. 
 
The obverse portrait of  Constantine can also be seen to reflect the epoch-making events of  AD 317. Thanks to his victories, 
Constantine no longer had to share imperial power with anyone, but could rule unfettered in his own right. To advertise this 
development, the emperor appears differently than usual. He is now depicted with an elevated gaze and wearing a plain diadem, 
rather than the usual pearl diadem or laurel wreath that he wore at other times in his imperial career. Both the gaze and the 
plain diadem are intended to cast him as a latter-day Alexander the Great, who wore a plan diadem and was known for tilting 
his head.



From the Jameson Collection

468 Constantius II, A.D. 337-361. Gold Solidus (4.37 g). Mint of  Ticinum, struck as Caesar,  A.D. 326. Dia-
demed head facing right, gazing upwards. Rev. CONSTANT-IVS CAESAR, Victory advancing left, hold-
ing a wreath and a palm, SMT in exergue, 4.37g., 6h RIC 196; Jameson 372 (this coin); Depeyrot 19/15. 
A few light marks, Very Rare with a wonderful pedigree to the Jameson Collection.

 Choice Very Fine.  $10,000 
 
Ex Jameson Collection, 372.  

469 Constantius II, A.D. 337-361. Gold Solidus (4.43 g). Mint of  Antioch, struck A.D. 337-347. FL IVL 
CONSTAN-TIVS PEP AVG, pearl-diademed, draped and cuirassed bust facing right. Rev. FELICITAS 
ROMANORVM, wreath enclosing VOTIS / X V / MVLTIS / X X, SMANT. RIC 31n.; Depeyrot 5/8n.; 
C 76 var. Rare. About Extremely Fine.  $7,000 
 
Ex Lanz 151, 2011, lot 913.  



470 Constantius II. Gold Solidus (4.38 g), AD 337-361. Rome, AD 355-357. FL IVL CONST-ANTIVS P F 
AVG, diademed, helmeted, and cuirassed bust of  Constantius II facing slightly right, holding spear over 
shoulder and ornate shield on arm. Rev. GLORIA REI-PVBLICAE, Roma and Constantinopolis en-
throned facing, the latter with foot on prow and holding scepter, supporting between them shield inscribed 
VOT/XXX/MVLT/XXXX in four lines; RSME (palm). RIC 293; Depeyrot 14/1. Mint State.  $1,500  

A Very Rare Solidus of Constantius II

471 Constantius II, A.D. 337-361, Gold Solidus (4.53 g). Mint of  Siscia, struck Spring A.D. 340 – 19th January 
A.D. 350. FL IVL CONSTAN - TIVS P F AVG, draped and cuirassed bust facing right, wearing laurel 
and rosette-diadem. Rev. VICTORIAE DD NN AVGG, two victories standing facing, holding a wreath 
between them inscribed VOT / XX / MVL / XXX, *SIS* in exergue. C. 283; RIC 123. A few very light 
marks, lustrous, and Very Rare. Superb Extremely Fine.  $5,000  

472 Gratian. Gold Solidus (4.26 g), AD 367-383. Constantinople, AD 378-383. D N GRATIA-NVS P F AVG, 
diademed, draped and cuirassed bust of  Gratian right. Rev. CONCOR-DIA AVGGG, Constantinopolis 
seated facing, head right, resting foot on prow, holding scepter and globe; E//CONOB. RIC 45a.4; De-
peyrot 33/1. Very Fine.  $900  



473 Theodosius II. Gold Solidus (4.22 g), AD 402-450. Constantinople, AD 422/3. D N THEO-
DO-SIVS P F AVG, diademed, helmeted and cuirassed bust of  Thedosius II facing slightly right, 
holding spear over shoulder and shield with horseman spearing enemy. Rev. VOT XX MVLT 
XXX, Victory standing left, holding long jeweled cross, I//CONOB. RIC 219; Depeyrot 74/2. 
Wonderful strike on a nice wide flan with incredible luster. Mint State.  $2,000  

474 Marcian. Gold Solidus (4.42 g), AD 450-457. Constantinople, ca. AD 450. D N MARCIA-NVS P F AVG, 
helmeted and cuirassed bust of  Marcian facing slightly right, holding spear over shoulder and shield. Rev. 
VICTORI-A AVGGG, Victory standing left, holding long jeweled cross; in right field, star; H//CONOB. 
RIC 510; Depeyrot 87/1. Boldly struck and lustrous. Nearly Mint State.  $1,000  

475 Zeno. Gold Solidus (4.48 g), second reign, AD 476-491. Constantinople. D N ZENO PERP AVG (Z 
retrograde), diademed, helmeted and cuirassed bust of  Zeno facing slightly right, holding spear over 
shoulder and shield decorated with horseman spearing a fallen enemy. Rev. VICTOR-IA AVGGG, Vic-
tory standing left, holding long jeweled cross; in right field, star; Z//CONOB. Cf. RIC 910 (obv. legend); 
Depeyrot 108/1. Lustrous. Mint State.  $900  



BYZANTINE COINAGE

476 Anastasius I, 491-518. Gold Solidus (4.49 g). Mint of  Constantinople. D N ANASTA-SIVS PP AVG, 
pearl-diademed, helmeted and cuirassed bust facing, slightly inclined to the right, holding a spear and a shield. 
Rev. VICTORI-A AVGGG ? Victory standing left, holding chi- rho headed cross, a star on left, CONOB 
in exergue (MIB 7; DO 7; S 5). Broad flan, well-struck and quite lustrous. Nearly Mint State.  $600  

477 Justin I, Gold Solidus (4.41g), 518-527. Constantinople, D N IVSTI-NVS PP AVC, helmeted and cui-
rassed bust of  Justin I facing slightly right, holding spear over shoulder and shield. Rev. VICTORI-A 
AVGGG, angel standing facing, holding long cross and globus cruciger; in right field, star; Officinae A//
CONOB. DOC 3a; SB 56. Lustrous. Extremely Fine.  $500  

478 Justinian I. Gold Solidus (4.46 g), 527-565. Thessalonica, 538-545. D N IVSTINI-ANVS PP AVI, hel-
meted and cuirassed bust of  Justinian I facing, holding globus cruciger and shield. Rev. VICTORI-A 
AVCCC, angel standing facing, holding staff  surmounted by staurogram and globus cruciger; in right 
field, star; CONOB. DOC 7 (Constantinople); MIBE 22 (Thessalonica); SB 138 (Constantinople). Rare. 
Well struck and perfectly centered. Mint State.  $1,500  



Rare Syracuse Mint Gold Solidus of Constantine IV

479 Constantine IV Pogonatus. Gold Solidus (4.43 g), 668-685. Syracuse, 668-673. d N CONSt-ANtVQ PP, 
crowned bust of  Constantine IV facing, holding globus cruciger. Rev. VICTORIA A-VVQ KC., cross 
potent on three steps flanked by crowned figures of  Heraclius, on left, and Tiberius, on right, each hold-
ing globus cruciger; CONOB: Cf. DOC 55a; MIB 30; SB 1201. Rare Syracuse mint. Lustrous. Nearly Mint 
State.  $4,000 
 
Ex Andre Constantine Dimitriadis Collection (HCWA 3035, 3 September 2014), 29465; 
Ex “An Important Private Collection of  Byzantine Coins” (Sotheby’s, 2 November 1998), 306; 
Ex William Herbert Hunt Collection (Sotheby’s New York, 5 December 1990), 416.  

480 Constantine V Copronymus. Gold Solidus (4.34 g), 741-775. Constantinople, 740-742. C L?-ON PA 
MQL Q, crowned facing bust of  Leo, wearing chlamys, holding cross potent and akakia. Rev. d N 
CON-StANtINQ (NC), crowned bust of  Constantine V facing, wearing chlamys, holding cross potent 
and akakia. DOC 1b; SB 1550. Rare. Both portraits are remarkably detailed. Extremely Fine.  $1,500  

481 Theophilus. Gold Solidus (4.53 g), 829-842. Constantinople, 831-842. QEOFI-LOS bAILE’ Q, crowned 
bust of  Theophilus facing, wearing chlamys, holding patriarchal cross and akakia; star at beginning of  leg-
end. Rev. + MIXAHL S ConStAntIn’, crowned busts of  Michael and Constantine facing, each wearing 
chlamys; above, cross. DOC 3e; SB 1653. Superb. Nearly Mint State.  $2,500 
 
Ex Bonham’s (October 1994), 107.  



482 John I Tzimices. Gold Solidus (4.40 g), 969-976. Constantinople. + IhS XIS REX REVNANTInm, bust 
of  Christ facing, raising hand in benediction and holding Gospels. Rev. + QEOTOC BOHQ IW DESP, 
bust of  John I on left, wearing short beard and loros, holding patriarchal cross, with pellet on shaft, being 
crowned by the Theotokos; above, manus Dei and MQ. DOC 3; SB 1785. Very Rare this choice. Well 
struck and lustrous with complete legends. Nearly Mint State.  $3,500  

483 Alexius I Comnenus. Gold Hyperpyron (4.33 g), 1081-1118. Constantinople, 1092-1118. IC XC across 
field, Christ enthroned facing, raising hand in benediction and holding Gospels. Rev. A/LE/XIW DEC/
PO/TH TW KO/(MNH)/NW, Alexius standing facing, holding labarum and globus cruciger. DOC 
20g; SB 1913. Very Fine.  $400  

484 Isaac II Angelus. Gold Hyperpyron (4.49 g), 1185-1195. Constantinople. The Theotokos enthroned fac-
ing, holding infant Christ. Rev. Isaac standing facing, holding cross, being crowned by manus Dei above 
and receiving sword from Archangel Michael standing facing. DOC 1b; SB 2001. Some graffiti about the 
margins on both sides, nonetheless the figures are superb. Lustrous. Extremely Fine.  $700  



485 Alexius III Angelus-Comnenus. Electrum Trachy (4.41 g), 1195-1203. Constantinople. Christ enthroned 
facing, raising hand in benediction and holding Gospels. Rev. Alexius and St. Constantine standing fac-
ing, holding labarum between them. DOC 2b; SB 2009. A fantastic quality example of  this usually crude 
issue. Toned. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,000  

486 Empire of  Trebizond. Andronicus I Gidon. Silver Trachy (3.17 g), 1222-1235. The Virgin Mary standing 
right, one hand on chest and the other raised in benediction. Rev. Christ standing facing, raising hand in 
benediction and holding Gospels. S. Bendall, “A further note on a possible early coinage of  the Empire 
of  Trebizond,” NumCirc CXIV.4 (August 2006), 2-3; S. Bendall, “An early coinage of  the ‘Empire’ of  
Trebizond?” NumCirc CX.3 (June 2002), 1 = DOC p. 537, 1 = SB 2148. Unheard of  quality for this 
usually crudely struck issue. Old cabinet tone. Superb Extremely Fine.  $1,500  

End of Sale
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